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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] With the advent of mass market digital commu-
nications, applications and content distribution, many ac-
cess networks such as wireless networks, cable net-
works and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) networks are
pressed for user capacity, with, for example Evolution-
Data Optimized (EVDO), High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA), Long Term Evolution (LTE), Worldwide Interop-
erability for Microwave Access (WiMax), DOCSIS, DSL,
and Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) becoming user capacity
constrained. In the wireless case, although network ca-
pacity will increase with new higher capacity wireless ra-
dio access technologies, such as Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO), and with more frequency spectrum and
cell splitting being deployed in the future, these capacity
gains are likely to be less than what is required to meet
growing digital networking demand.
[0002] Similarly, although wire line access networks,
such as cable and DSL, can have higher average capac-
ity per user compared to wireless, wire line user service
consumption habits are trending toward very high band-
width applications and content that can quickly consume
the available capacity and degrade overall network serv-
ice experience. Because some components of service
provider costs go up with increasing bandwidth, this trend
will also negatively impact service provider profits. In ad-
dition, it is becoming increasingly important to associate
device access network services usage (e.g., network da-
ta services usage, voice services usage, etc.) to the ap-
plications (e.g., application, widget, service, process,
embedded object, or any combination of these, etc.) that
are using the services.
In view of the increasing amount of data traffic, efficient
handling of data traffic is a crucial aspect in modern com-
munication networks. Several aspects to be considered
in that regard are known in the art.
US 2007/0201502 A1 discloses a development platform
and client-side technology for delivery of video, audio
and broadband content over a network, such as the In-
ternet, to desktop, mobile computing, and network con-
nected devices. An intelligent delivery system (IDS) uses
delivery behavior techniques for controlling delivery of
content downloaded to a network connected device. A
delivery behavior may specify one or more of the follow-
ing delivery related characteristics: 1) a direction, 2) a
source, 3) a schedule, 4) a report, and 5) a phase.
Form US 2010/0195503 A1 handling of quality of service
requests for device assisted devices is known.
US 2009/0049156 A1 is dedicated to resource tracking
for downloads using snapshot commands.
[0003] The foregoing example of trends and issues is
intended to be illustrative and not exclusive. Other limi-
tations of the art will become apparent to those of skill in
the relevant art upon a reading of the specification and
a study of the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004]

FIG. 1 illustrates a functional diagram of a network
architecture for providing quality of service (QoS) for
device assisted services (DAS) and/or for providing
DAS for protecting network capacity in accordance
with some embodiments.

FIG. 2 illustrates another functional diagram of an-
other network architecture for providing quality of
service (QoS) for device assisted services (DAS)
and/or for providing DAS for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 3 illustrates a functional diagram of an architec-
ture including a device based service processor and
a service controller for providing quality of service
(QoS) for device assisted services (DAS) and/or for
providing DAS for protecting network capacity in ac-
cordance with some embodiments.

FIG.s 4A through 4C illustrates a functional diagram
for providing quality of service (QoS) for device as-
sisted services (DAS) in accordance with some em-
bodiments.

FIG. 5 illustrates a functional diagram for generating
a QoS activity map for quality of service (QoS) for
device assisted services (DAS) in accordance with
some embodiments.

FIG. 6 illustrates a functional diagram for quality of
service (QoS) for device assisted services (DAS) for
an end to end coordinated QoS service channel con-
trol in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 7 illustrates a flow diagram for quality of service
(QoS) for device assisted services (DAS) in accord-
ance with some embodiments.

FIGS. 8A through 8C each illustrate another flow di-
agram for quality of service (QoS) for device assisted
services (DAS) in accordance with some embodi-
ments.

FIG. 9 illustrates another flow diagram for quality of
service (QoS) for device assisted services (DAS) in
accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 10 illustrates another flow diagram for quality
of service (QoS) for device assisted services (DAS)
in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 11 illustrates another flow diagram for quality
of service (QoS) for device assisted services (DAS)
in accordance with some embodiments.
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FIG. 12 illustrates a device stack for providing vari-
ous service usage measurement techniques in ac-
cordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 13 illustrates another device stack for providing
various service usage measurement techniques in
accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 14 illustrates a flow diagram for device assisted
services (DAS) for protecting network capacity in ac-
cordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 15 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 16 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 17 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 18 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 19 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 20 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 21 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 22 illustrates another flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network ca-
pacity in accordance with some embodiments.

FIG. 23 illustrates a network capacity controlled serv-
ices priority level chart for device assisted services
(DAS) for protecting network capacity in accordance
with some embodiments.

FIG. 24 depicts a diagram of a network capacity pro-
tection system utilizing device-assisted services
(DAS).

FIG. 25 depicts a diagram an example of a differential
access control notification system.

FIG. 26 depicts an example of a computer system
on which techniques described in this paper can be

implemented.

FIG. 27 depicts a diagram of an example of a system
for application-specific differential network access
control.

FIG. 28 depicts an example of a system for flow track-
ing.

FIG. 29 depicts a flowchart of an example of a meth-
od of flow tracking.

FIG. 30 depicts an example of a system with a tagged
traffic flow.

FIG. 31 depicts a flowchart of an example of a meth-
od of virtual tagging.

FIG. 32 depicts an example of a system for classifi-
cation mapping using virtual tagging.

FIG. 33 depicts an example of a media service clas-
sification system.

FIG. 34 depicts a conceptual diagram of a proxy en-
capsulated frame.

FIG. 35 depicts an example of a system for proxy
client counting.

FIG. 36 depicts an example of a system for classi-
fying traffic and enforcing a service policy based up-
on the classification.

FIG. 37 depicts a flowchart of an example of a meth-
od for flow tagging and enforcing service policies as-
sociated with an identified initiator of the flow.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0005] The invention can be implemented in numerous
ways, including as a process; an apparatus; a system; a
composition of matter; a computer program product em-
bodied on a computer readable storage medium; and/or
a processor, such as a processor configured to execute
instructions stored on and/or provided by a memory cou-
pled to the processor. In this specification, these imple-
mentations, or any other form that the invention may take,
may be referred to as techniques. In general, the order
of the steps of disclosed processes may be altered within
the scope of the invention. Unless stated otherwise, a
component such as a processor or a memory described
as being configured to perform a task may be implement-
ed as a general component that is temporarily configured
to perform the task at a given time or a specific component
that is manufactured to perform the task. As used herein,
the term ’processor’ refers to one or more devices, cir-
cuits, and/or processing cores configured to process da-
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ta, such as computer program instructions.
[0006] A detailed description of one or more embodi-
ments of the invention is provided below along with ac-
companying figures that illustrate the principles of the
invention. The invention is described in connection with
such embodiments, but the invention is not limited to any
embodiment. The scope of the invention is limited only
by the claims and the invention encompasses numerous
alternatives, modifications and equivalents. Numerous
specific details are set forth in the following description
in order to provide a thorough understanding of the in-
vention. These details are provided for the purpose of
example and the invention may be practiced according
to the claims without some or all of these specific details.
For the purpose of clarity, technical material that is known
in the technical fields related to the invention has not
been described in detail so that the invention is not un-
necessarily obscured.
[0007] As the network capacity gains are less than
what is required to meet growing digital networking de-
mand, a network capacity crunch is developing due to
increasing network congestion on various wireless net-
works, such as mobile networks. The increasing popu-
larity of various smart phone devices, net book devices,
tablet computing devices, and various other wireless mo-
bile computing devices, which are becoming increasingly
popular on 3G, 4G, and other advanced wireless net-
works, is contributing to the network capacity crunch.
Some network carriers have indicated that a relatively
small number of users on such devices demand a dis-
proportionately significant amount of their network ca-
pacity. For example, AT&T has recently indicated that
about 3 percent of its smart phone device users (e.g.,
Apple iPhone® users) are generating approximately 40
percent of the operator’s data traffic.
[0008] For example, in wireless networks, managing
the wireless access connection capacity and network ac-
cess connection resources is important to maintain net-
work performance as network resources/capacity de-
mand increases. Many network performance measures
can be advantageously maintained or improved as net-
work loading increases if capacity management and/or
network resource management is employed. For exam-
ple, these performance measures include network avail-
ability; the ability to deliver connections to all devices,
users and/or applications seeking connections and ena-
bled for service on the network; network access attempt
success rate; the transmission speed experienced by
one or more devices, users or applications; the average
transmission speed experienced by all devices, users
and/or applications; network bit error rate or packet error
rate; the time delay from network access request to de-
livered access connection; the one-way delay or round-
trip delay for a transmission; the delay timing jitter for a
transmission; the time variation in transmission speed
for one or more connections; the ability of the network to
deliver various requested/needed levels of Quality of
Service (QoS) to devices, users or applications that re-

quire differentiated connection QoS classes; the ability
of the network to maintain efficiency (e.g., aggregated
service throughput measured across all devices, users,
and/or applications); the ability of the network to share
or distribute a performance measure (e.g., the perform-
ance measures listed above) uniformly or fairly across
multiple devices, users, and/or applications that all have
the same service quality class or the same service plan
performance parameters.
[0009] For example, if there is a limited amount of
shared bandwidth for a set of user devices (e.g., a set of
devices on a wireless network, such as a given base
station or base station controller or femto cell or pico cell;
or a set of devices on a cable modem networks, etc.),
and if multiple and/or all devices allow all applications to
indiscriminately access or attempt to access network re-
sources or transmit/receive traffic, then the network can
generally become overloaded. As a result, a subset of
users/devices or in some cases most or all users/devices
obtain poor network performance. As another example,
if one or more devices forming a subset of devices on
the network allow multiple and/or all applications to in-
discriminately access or attempt to access network re-
sources or transmit/receive traffic, then the network can
become overloaded. As a result, a subset of users/de-
vices or in some cases most or all users/devices obtain
poor network performance.
[0010] Traditionally, mobile devices typically have spe-
cialized designs that are optimized to preserve network
capacity and protect network resources from being over
taxed. For example, wireless devices that browse the
Internet often use specialized protocols such as WAP
and data traffic compression or low resolution techniques
rather than standard HTTP protocols and traffic used in
wired Internet devices.
[0011] However, the wireless devices that implement
specialized methods for accessing the Internet and/or
other networks often implement complex specifications
provided by one or more wireless carriers that own the
networks that the device is designed to connect to. Such
complex specifications often require time consuming de-
sign, testing, and certification processes. These process-
es in part have the effect of narrowing the base of device
suppliers to those qualified and willing to perform the spe-
cialized design work required, slowing time to market for
new devices, increasing the expense to develop new de-
vices and reducing the types of applications that are sup-
ported.
[0012] Device OEMs have recently created wireless
devices that are designed more like standard Internet
devices and not fully optimized to preserve network ca-
pacity and resources. Many wireless service customers
desire this type of device, and the OEMs generally want
to reduce the complexity and time to market to deliver
such devices. In addition, new market needs and new
government requirements sometimes require that carri-
ers offer a more open process for bringing new devices
onto their network, in which the process does not require
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all of the specialized design and certification described
above. These and various other factors are driving a
growing need and trend for less complex and time con-
suming wireless device design and certification process-
es.
[0013] This trend has led many carriers to begin selling
devices that are designed more as standard Internet
service devices that connect to the Internet and other
data networks through carrier wireless networks. As the
cellular network is opened up to more and more new
devices, applications and markets, there is a growing de-
mand to allow general purpose Internet devices and ap-
plications to gain access to wireless networks without
necessarily going through specialized design and certi-
fication process requirements to make the devices and
applications efficient and authorized for access to such
wireless networks.
[0014] However, general purpose Internet devices are
not as frugal or sparing with wireless network access
bandwidth. Moreover, with the advent of always on wide
area network connections to the Internet has led to pop-
ular Internet services and applications that typically as-
sume very inexpensive access and generally heed no
attention to, for example, network busy state. As more
general purpose Internet devices are provided for us on
various wireless networks (e.g., mobile wireless net-
works), a high frequency of inefficient wireless network
accesses continue to rise, which can reduce network ca-
pacity sometimes to levels that hinder access to service
for that device (e.g., user, device, software demand)
and/or other devices on that wireless network and/or that
wireless network segment. As discussed above, judi-
cious use of wireless network bandwidth, capacity, and
resources generally results in better service for all users,
but at present, device manufacturers and wireless net-
work providers (e.g., wireless network carriers or carri-
ers) have not provided or implemented more intelligent
bandwidth usage techniques. These factors generally re-
sult in less carrier control of device design, which poses
a threat to longer term network capacity and performance
preservation as the volume of devices with less optimized
wireless designs continues to grow.
[0015] There are many network performance and user
performance factors that are impacted by the efficiency
of the network, including, for example, overall network
congestion; the access network performance experi-
enced by one or more groups of users, devices, applica-
tions, network service sources, communication proto-
cols, and/or operating system functions; and/or the per-
formance experienced by a given user, device, applica-
tion, network service source, communication protocol,
and/or operating system function. Under a relatively low
capacity demand of a wireless network, network perform-
ance as experienced by a group of devices, applications,
network service sources, communication protocols, op-
erating system functions, and/or users or by a single de-
vice, application, network service source, communica-
tion protocol, operating system function, and/or user can

degrade somewhat proportionally (e.g., aggregate traffic
delivered by the network may be roughly proportional to
the peak available network traffic) with incremental in-
creases in network access and/or traffic demand from
one or more groups of users, devices, applications, net-
work service sources, communication protocols and/or
operating system functions. However, as network re-
sources/network capacity demand increases (e.g., more
wireless network data traffic is demanded in aggregate;
more devices are serviced by the network; more users
are serviced by the network; more applications are serv-
iced by the network; more network service sources are
serviced by the network; more operating system func-
tions are serviced by the network; and/or more differen-
tiated QoS sessions are serviced by the network), net-
work availability/performance can decrease and/or the
network may not adequately service one or more users,
devices, applications, network service sources, commu-
nication protocols, and/or operating system functions, or
may not service one or more groups of users, devices,
applications, network service sources, communication
protocols, and/or operating system functions.
[0016] There are many examples of how increasing
network capacity demand can decrease network per-
formance, including for example, to a decrease in aver-
age bandwidth offered per device (e.g., one or more us-
ers on a device, application, network service source,
communication protocol, and/or operating system func-
tion executed/implemented on the device); an increase
in traffic delivery latency; an increase in traffic delivery
latency jitter; insufficient guaranteed or differentiated
bandwidth for one or more differentiated QoS and/or dy-
namic QoS services (e.g., as described herein) to one or
more devices, users, applications, network service
sources, communication protocols, and/or operating sys-
tem functions; increased latency for bandwidth reserva-
tion services; increased latency for QoS reservation serv-
ices; performance problems with one or more communi-
cation protocols; unacceptable delays in user experi-
ence, and/or various other or similar consequences and
device or user impacts resulting from reduced network
availability and/or reduced network capacity. Examples
of network communication protocols that can have de-
graded performance with excessive network loading or
degraded network performance include, for example, In-
ternet protocol (IP), HTML protocols, voice communica-
tion protocols including VOIP protocols, real-time video
communication protocols, streaming media protocols
(e.g., audio, video, etc), gaming protocols, VPN proto-
cols, file download protocols, background service proto-
cols, software update protocols, and/or various other net-
work communication protocols. Thus, is it important to
preserve/protect network capacity.
[0017] It is also important to control the number of
transactions demanded from a given network resource
(e.g., edge network segment, base station, base station
controller, MAC resources, pico cell, femto cell, etc.) in
a given period of time so that demand does not overcome
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the transaction servicing ability of that network resource.
For example, network resources that should not be sub-
jected to excess transaction demand can include base
station or base station controller resources, media ac-
cess control (MAC) resources, traffic transport resourc-
es, AAA resources, security or authentication resources,
home agent (HA) resources, DNS resources, resources
that play a part in network discovery, gateway or router
resources, data session reservation or establishment re-
sources (e.g., network resources required to manage,
set up, conduct, and/or close service sessions, PPP ses-
sions, communication flows, communication streams,
QoS flows, radio access bearer reservation resources ,
tunnels, VPNs, APNs, special service routing, etc.),
bandwidth reservation resources, QoS reservation or co-
ordination resources, QoS transport resources, service
charging resources, traffic analysis resources, network
security resources, and/or various other or similar net-
work resources. In some networks, the network perform-
ance degradation due to a given measure of incremental
increase in network resource/capacity demand can be-
come relatively large as various network resources be-
come increasingly taxed due to either limited transaction
processing capability or limited traffic bandwidth for one
or more of the network resources that participate in es-
tablishing, servicing, conducting, maintaining, and/or
closing the necessary network service connections
and/or information exchanges required to conduct a serv-
ice activity. For example, if the equipment required to
establish a PPP session can only handle a certain
number of new PPP session openings and/or closings
per given period of time, and if device behavior is such
that PPP sessions are often opened and/or closed, then
the rate of PPP session transactions (e.g., openings
and/or closings) can exceed the transaction capacity of
the PPP session management resources. This is some-
times referred to as "flooding" or "overloading" a network
resource with excess demand or excess connections,
and, in such cases, the network resource may begin fall-
ing behind in servicing transaction demand in a well con-
trolled manner (e.g., the network resource may continue
processing transactions at or near a maximum rate for
that network resource), or in some cases, the resource
may fall behind transaction demand in a less well con-
trolled manner (e.g., the network resource may become
overwhelmed such that its processing rate not only falls
below aggregate transaction demand, but the transaction
rate processing capability decreases under overload as
well). In the PPP session establishment resource exam-
ple, once the rate of requested transactions exceeds the
resource maximum transaction rate, then unmet device
demand can grow to a point where one or more devices
experiences delays in connecting to and/or communicat-
ing (e.g., sending/receiving data) with the network.
[0018] As another example, in any type of random ac-
cess bandwidth reservation protocol, MAC protocol, or
bandwidth delivery protocol, in a network without proper
management and/or control of traffic access reservations

and/or transmissions, as the network demand increases
there may be more collisions between reservation re-
quests, traffic transmissions, application demands, net-
work service source demands, communication protocol
demands, and/or operating system function demands
causing a decreasing network efficiency that can de-
grade user, device, application and/or network service
performance so that performance falls below acceptable
levels. As another example, in systems in which there is
a QoS service session reservation system, uncontrolled
and/or unmanaged QoS reservation requests and/or res-
ervation grants can lead to a situation where the QoS
reservation resources and/or QoS service delivery re-
sources are over taxed to the point where QoS service
performance falls below desired levels. As another ex-
ample, in networks that require some form of minimum
resource allocation for transmissions, reservations, or
network resource transactions, the network can become
inefficient if one or more devices, applications, network
service sources, operating system functions, and/or
communication protocols have a relatively high rate of
network resource access attempts, network accesses or
data transmissions for small transmission payloads (e.g.,
minimum MAC reservation factors, minimum security
overhead factors, minimum QoS reservation factors,
minimum time responses for establishing a base station
connection, minimum time responses for establishing or
closing/being released from a session, etc). Even if the
data packet comprising the access event is small, the
network resources required to complete the access event
are often busy servicing the access event for much longer
periods of time than are required for the actual data trans-
mission.
[0019] Another example of device service activity be-
havior that can have an impact on network performance
is the way the device, device subsystem, and/or modem
subsystem power cycling or transitions from one power
save state to another. For example, establishing a basic
connection from a device to a wireless base station con-
sumes base station resources for a period of time and in
some cases can also consume other network resources
such as AAA, HLR, HA, gateway, billing, and/or charging
gateway resources. If a device terminates the connection
to the base station when the modem subsystem (e.g., or
some other portion of the device) goes from active con-
nection state to a power save state, then each time the
device enters power save state and then exits power save
state network resources are consumed, sometimes for
time periods measured on the order of seconds or in ex-
treme cases even minutes. If such a device has an ag-
gressive power save algorithm that enters power save
state after a short idle period, then the device behavior
can consume a proportionally large amount of resources
such that the network ability to support multiple devices
is diminished, or such that the network cannot support
very many similar devices on the network. Another similar
example is the establishment of network sessions once
the base station connection is established (e.g., estab-
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lishing a PPP session between the device and a home
agent (HA) or other gateway), in which network resources
required to open and/or close the network session are
ignorantly consumed if a device exhibits aggressive pow-
er save state cycling or frequently terminates the data
session for other reasons.
[0020] Another example of device service activity be-
havior that can impact network performance is applica-
tions that maintain persistent network communication
that generates a relatively high frequency of network data
packets. Some applications have persistent signaling
that falls into this category. Specific examples include
frequent device signaling sequences to update widgets
on a desktop; synchronize user data such as calendars,
contacts, email, and/or other information/content; check
or update email or RSS feeds; access social networking
websites or tools; online text, voice or video chat tools;
update real-time information; and conduct other repeti-
tive actions. Additional application behavior that can sig-
nificantly tie up network resources and capacity include,
for example, conference meeting services, video stream-
ing, content update, software update, and/or other or sim-
ilar application behavior. For example, even when the
user is not directly interacting with or benefiting from this
type of application, the application can be running in the
background and continuing to consume potentially sig-
nificant network resources.
[0021] For example, the types of service activities
and/or device behavior that can reduce network capacity
and/or network resource availability include software up-
dates for OS and applications, frequent OS and applica-
tion background network accesses and signaling, fre-
quent network discovery and/or signaling (e.g., Ether-
Type messages, ARP messages, and/or other messag-
ing related to network access), cloud synchronization
services, RSS feeds and/or other background informa-
tion feeds, application (e.g., web browser) or device be-
havior reporting, background email downloads, content
subscription service updates and downloads (e.g., mu-
sic/video downloads, news feeds, etc.), text/voice/video
chat clients, virus updates, peer to peer networking ap-
plications, inefficient network access sequences during
frequent power cycling or power save state cycling, large
downloads or other high bandwidth accesses, and/or
greedy application programs that continually and/or fre-
quently access the network with small transmissions or
requests for information. Various other examples will now
be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art.
[0022] Thus, not only can network capacity, network
performance, and/or network resource availability be de-
graded by high device transmission bandwidth demand,
but other types of persistent or frequent traffic resulting
from network resource requests, network data accesses
or other network interaction can also degrade network
capacity, network performance, and/or network resource
whether or not the aggregate bandwidth demand as
measured by the total data throughput is high or not.
Thus, techniques are needed to preserve network ca-

pacity by, for example, differentially controlling these
types of network service usage activities in various ways
depending on the type of service activity requesting net-
work access and/or requesting transactions with network
resources.
[0023] Smart phone and similar devices are exacer-
bating the problem by making frequent queries of the
wireless network as such devices move among cell sites
to while in transit, for example, push email, access social
networking tools, and/or conduct other repetitive actions.
While data traffic is also growing, signaling traffic is out-
pacing actual mobile data traffic by 30 percent to 50 per-
cent by some estimates. For example, a Yahoo IM user
may send a message but then wait a couple of seconds
between messages. To preserve battery life, the smart
phone typically moves into an idle mode. When the user
pushes another message seconds later, the device has
to set up a signaling path again, and even when the sig-
naling resource is released by the smart phone, the net-
work typically does not react fast enough to allow for the
next station to use resources until several seconds and
sometimes minutes. As a result, the base station control-
ler in this example is spending a lot of its resources trying
to process the signaling so it cannot perform other tasks,
such as allocate additional resources for data network
usage, and such inefficiencies exacerbates the data net-
work capacity crunch and dropped calls on such wireless
networks.
[0024] One approach used by smart phone vendors to
address this problem and save battery life on their de-
vices is to implement a fast dormancy feature, which al-
lows the mobile device to quickly make a query to the
radio network controller to release the connection so that
it can return to the idle state faster. In other words, the
device is relaying the fact that the phone is going dormant
saving device resources (e.g., signaling channel) rather
than network resources. However, the fast dormancy fea-
ture can exacerbate this problem by prematurely request-
ing a network release only to follow on with a request to
connect back to the network or by a request to re-estab-
lish a connection with the network.
[0025] Network carriers have typically attempted to
manage network capacity using various purely cen-
tral/core network based approaches. For example, some
carriers have indicated a robust capacity planning proc-
ess and sufficient investment is needed to alleviate this
growing capacity crunch. Purely centralized network so-
lutions with no assistance from a device based software
agent (or service processor) can have several limitations.
For example, for some device applications, OS functions
or other service usage activities, if the activity is blocked
somewhere in the network behind the base station after
over the air (OTA) spectrum bandwidth is consumed to
open or begin to open a communication socket, then
there can still be an appreciable amount of network ca-
pacity or resources consumed even though the data
transfer is not allowed to complete. In addition, if the serv-
ice usage activity is aggressive in re-attempting to estab-
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lish the network connection to transfer the data, and the
network continues to allow the OTA portion of the con-
nection establishment but blocks the connection some-
where in the network, then a large amount of capacity
can be consumed by many devices exhibiting such be-
havior even though no useful service is being allowed.
Accordingly, some embodiments for protecting network
capacity include controlling network service usage activ-
ities at the source of the demand - the device. Further-
more, in some embodiments, service usage is controlled
in a manner that delays, prevents, or reduces the fre-
quency of service usage activity re-try attempts to con-
nect to the network.
[0026] In some cases, an additional drawback of purely
centralized network solutions to protect network capacity
arises when service usage activities are controlled,
blocked, throttled, and/or delayed by central network
equipment with no mechanisms or support to link to a
device user interface (UI) to inform the user what is hap-
pening and why it is happening. This can lead to a frus-
trating user experience and reduced carrier customer
satisfaction. Accordingly, in some embodiments, a de-
vice based UI is provided to provide the user with real
time or near real time information regarding why a service
usage activity is being controlled, blocked, throttled,
and/or otherwise controlled in order to protect network
capacity. In some embodiments, a UI is provided that
also informs the user when there are options to set, con-
trol, override, or modify service usage controls for the
purpose of protecting network capacity. In some embod-
iments, such user preference inputs also correspond to
a change in service usage billing. In some embodiments,
such changes in service usage billing due to capacity
sparing service control changes by the user are commu-
nicated to the user via a UI notification sequence. In some
embodiments, techniques for protecting network capac-
ity employ user warnings when a service usage activity
classified for differential user notification policies is likely
to cause the user to go over service plan caps (e.g., total
data byte count usage caps).
[0027] What is needed is intelligent network monitoring
to provide real-time traffic monitoring network service us-
age (e.g., at the packet level/layer, network stack appli-
cation interface level/layer, and/or application level/layer)
of the wireless network (e.g., radio access networks
and/or core networks) and to effectively manage the net-
work service usage for protecting network capacity (e.g.,
while still maintaining an acceptable user experience).
Using Device Assisted Services (DAS) techniques, and
in some cases, network assisted/based techniques, to
provide for network service usage monitoring of devices,
network carriers/operators would be provided greater in-
sight into what devices, which users and what applica-
tions, and when and where network congestion problems
occur, enabling operators to intelligently add additional
resources to certain areas when necessary (e.g., offload-
ing data traffic onto femto cells or WiFi hotspots and add-
ing more network resources), to differentially control net-

work service usage, and/or to differentially charge for net-
work service usage based on, for example, a network
busy state, for protecting network capacity.
[0028] Intelligent network monitoring of the wireless
network to effectively manage network service usage for
protecting network capacity can include providing Device
Assisted Services (DAS) for protecting network capacity
in accordance with various embodiments described
herein. For example, intelligent network monitoring of the
wireless network to effectively manage network service
usage for protecting network capacity can include differ-
entially controlling over the air software updates and/or
performing software updates via wired connections only.
As another example, intelligent network monitoring of the
wireless network to effectively manage network service
usage for protecting network capacity can include differ-
entially controlling various applications that demand sig-
nificant network resources or network capacity. As an-
other example, intelligent network monitoring of the wire-
less network to effectively manage network service us-
age for protecting network capacity can include manag-
ing network access connection requests resulting from
repeated power down modes in the modem, which can
cause resource intensive re-connection and/or re-au-
thentication processes. As another example, intelligent
network monitoring of the wireless network to effectively
manage network service usage for protecting network
capacity can include techniques for keeping PPP ses-
sions alive to avoid the need to consume network re-
sources to re-establish PPP sessions (e.g., unless the
application behavior analysis predicts that a mean ac-
cess time is long enough for the PPP session to be
dropped off and yet not causing overall network resource
limitations).
[0029] Unlike traditional QoS techniques, which are
used to establish a single end or end to end guaranteed
service level(s) on a network, techniques disclosed here-
in for protecting network capacity facilitate implementa-
tion of services on a network to facilitate differential con-
trol of certain services to protect network capacity (e.g.,
to reduce network congestion, network capacity demand,
network resource demand; and/or to increase network
availability). As also disclosed herein, techniques dis-
closed herein for protecting network capacity facilitate
implementation of services on a network to facilitate dif-
ferential control of certain services to protect network ca-
pacity can also facilitate QoS implementations by main-
taining needed levels of network capacity/availability to
facilitate delivery of certain QoS levels/classes. For ex-
ample, techniques disclosed herein for protecting net-
work capacity can aggregate across multiple services
and/or devices to facilitate differential control of certain
services to protect network capacity. As another exam-
ple, techniques disclosed herein for protecting network
capacity can be used to provide for dynamic QoS clas-
sifications (e.g., dynamically assigning/classifying and
reassigning/reclassifying (based on various criteria,
events, and/or measures) network service usage activi-
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ties to various QoS levels/classes, such as described
herein) to facilitate differential control of certain services
to protect network capacity.
[0030] Accordingly, Device Assisted Services (DAS)
for protecting network capacity is provided. In some em-
bodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity provides
for protection of network capacity (e.g., network conges-
tion and/or network access/resource demand and/or net-
work availability on an edge element of the network, such
as on the Radio Access Network (RAN) of a wireless
network, and/or from a device to a base station/base sta-
tion controller), such as by controlling network service
activity usage activities of a device in wireless commu-
nication with the network to reduce demands on the net-
work. For example, controlling network service usage ac-
tivities can include classifying and/or controlling network
access requests (e.g., IP address requests), network ac-
cess reservation requests (e.g., a QoS reservation/se-
quence), network capacity/resources usage (e.g., band-
width usage), and/or any other network service usage
activities. In some embodiments, applications, OS func-
tions, and/or other network service usage activities that
request IP addresses from network address server re-
sources are classified and/or controlled so that the IP
address requests are withheld, delayed, time windowed,
reduced in frequency, aggregated or otherwise control-
led. In some embodiments, such "IP address request
control policies"" for one or more applications, OS func-
tions, and/or other network service usage activities are
set, updated, and/or modified before communicating it
over a network connection to a network element (e.g., a
service controller or another network element/function).
In some embodiments, network service usage activities
are generated/requested by applications, operating sys-
tem (OS) functions, and/or other software/functions ex-
ecuted on a device in communication with the network.
In some embodiments, it is desirable to apply a service
usage control policy for the network service usage activ-
ities to protect network capacity (e.g., reduce network
capacity demand). For example, some applications
and/or OS functions have limited capabilities to defer cer-
tain traffic types based on fixed settings in the application,
and such applications and/or OS functions typically can-
not optimize network service usage activities based on
a current network busy state (e.g., based on changing
levels of network capacity and/or network performance
available to the device). In some embodiments, the net-
work busy state (e.g., or conversely the network availa-
bility state) is a characterization of the congestion (e.g.,
or conversely available capacity) of the network for one
or more device connections. For example, the network
busy state can provide a measure of how busy or con-
gested the network or a network segment (e.g., network
edge element) is for one or more device connections. As
another example, network availability state can provide
a measure of what network connection resources are
available to one or more device connections. Thus, net-
work busy state and network availability state can be

viewed as converse ways of providing similar informa-
tion, and as described herein with respect to various em-
bodiments, these terms can be used interchangeably.
[0031] In some embodiments, techniques are provided
for assigning a priority to a network service usage activity
and controlling traffic associated with the network serv-
ices usage activity based on the assigned priority. In
some embodiments, techniques are provided for a im-
plementing a differentiated and dynamic background
services classification, for example, as a function of net-
work availability state and/or network busy state.
[0032] In some embodiments, a service usage control
policy is used for assisting in network access control of
network service usage activities (e.g., deferring some or
all of the network capacity demand from these source
activities). In some embodiments, some or all of the net-
work capacity demand is satisfied at a point where the
network resources or capacity are more available or less
busy. In some embodiments, techniques are provided
for classifying network service activities associated with
one or more applications or OS functions to a background
service class and differentially controlling the back-
ground service class traffic. In some embodiments, tech-
niques are provided for classifying one or more network
service activities associated with an application or OS
function to a background service class, while other net-
work service activities associated with that application or
OS function are classified to other service classes (e.g.,
or to different background service class priority levels).
[0033] In some embodiments, techniques are provided
for determining a network busy state (e.g., for a network
edge element connection to a device, such as for a RAN
for the device’s current wireless network access and/or
to the current base station/base station controller in wire-
less communication with the device). In some embodi-
ments, techniques are provided for implementing a serv-
ice usage control policy to differentially control network
services traffic based on a network busy state for an ac-
tivity, a group of activities, or for a service class.
[0034] In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity includes monitoring a network service us-
age activity of the communications device in network
communication; classifying the network service usage
activity for differential network access control for protect-
ing network capacity; and associating the network serv-
ice usage activity with a network service usage control
policy based on a classification of the network service
usage activity to facilitate differential network access con-
trol for protecting network capacity.
[0035] In some embodiments, a network service usage
activity is any activity by the device that includes wireless
network communication. In some embodiments, an ap-
plication, an operating system (OS), and/or other device
function generates a network service usage activity. In
some embodiments, an application, an operating system
(OS), and/or other device function generates one or more
network service usage activities. Examples of a network
service usage activity include the following: a voice con-
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nection (e.g., coded voice connection or voice over IP
(VOIP) connection), a device application or widget con-
nection, a device OS function connection, an email text
connection, an email download connection, a file down-
load connection, a streaming media connection, a loca-
tion service connection, a map services connection, a
software update (e.g., application, operating system,
and/or antimalware software update) or firmware update
connection, a device backup connection, an RSS feed
connection, a website connection, a connection to a serv-
er, a web browser connection, an Internet connection for
a device based service activity, establishing a sync serv-
ice account, a user data synchronization service, a de-
vice data synchronization service, a network connection
flow or stream, a socket connection, a TCP connection,
a destination/port assigned connection, an IP connec-
tion, a UDP connection, an HTTP or HTTPS connection,
a TLS connection, an SSL connection, a VPN connec-
tion, a general network services connection (e.g., estab-
lishing a PPP session, authenticating to the network, ob-
taining an IP address, DNS service), and various other
types of connections via wireless network communica-
tion as will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art.
[0036] In some embodiments, a network service usage
activity is classified, associated with, and/or assigned to
a background class (e.g., a background service or QoS
class) to facilitate differential network service usage con-
trol to protect network capacity. In some embodiments,
differential network service usage control includes one
or more of the following: monitoring network service us-
age activity; accounting for network service usage activ-
ity; reporting network service usage activity; generating
a user notification for a network service usage activity;
requesting a user preference for control of network serv-
ice usage activity; accepting a user preference for net-
work service usage activity; implementation of a network
service usage activity policy (e.g., block/allow; traffic con-
trol techniques, such as throttle, delay, priority queue,
time window, suspend, quarantine, kill, remove, and oth-
er well known traffic control techniques); implementing
UI intercept procedures; generating a network busy state
notification; generating a background class notification;
generating a user notification for differential network
service usage control of a network service usage activity;
and various other techniques as described herein.
[0037] In some embodiments, a network availability
state includes a state or measure of availability/capacity
of a segment of a network (e.g., a last edge element of
a wireless network). In some embodiments, a network
busy state includes a state or measure of the network
usage level or network congestion of a segment of a net-
work (e.g., a last edge element of a wireless network).
In some embodiments, network availability state and net-
work busy state are inverse measures. As used herein
with respect to certain embodiments, network availability
state and network busy state can be used interchange-
ably based on, for example, a design choice (e.g., de-
signing to assign background policies based on a net-

work busy state or a network availability state yields sim-
ilar results, but they are different ways to characterize
the network performance and/or capacity and/or conges-
tion). In some embodiments, network availability state
and network busy state are dynamic measures as such
states change based on network usage activities (e.g.,
based on a time of day, availability/capacity level, con-
gestion level, and/or performance level). In some em-
bodiments, differential network service usage control of
a network service usage activity is based on a network
busy state or network availability state.
[0038] In some embodiments, certain network service
usage activities are classified as background services.
In some embodiments, lower priority and/or less critical
(and/or based on various other criteria/measures) net-
work service usage activities are classified as back-
ground services based on a network busy state and dif-
ferentially controlled based on a network busy state, to
protect network capacity. In some embodiments, differ-
ential network service usage control policies are based
on a time of day, a network busy state, background serv-
ices and/or QoS class changes based on a time of day
and/or a network busy state, a random back-off for ac-
cess for certain network service usage activities, a de-
terministic schedule for certain network service usage
activities, a time windowing in which network service us-
age control policies for one or more service activities or
background/QoS classes changes based on time of day,
network busy state, a service plan, and various other
criteria, measures, and/or techniques as described here-
in.
[0039] In some embodiments, a network capacity con-
trolled service or network capacity controlled services
class includes one or more network services (e.g., back-
ground download services and/or various other types or
categories of services as described herein) selected for
differential network service usage control for protecting
network capacity. In some embodiments, a network ca-
pacity controlled services classification includes one or
more network services associated with a network capac-
ity controlled service/class priority setting for differential
network service usage control for protecting network ca-
pacity. In some embodiments, a network capacity con-
trolled service or network capacity controlled services
class includes one or more network services associated
with a QoS class for differential network service usage
control for protecting network capacity. In some embod-
iments, a network capacity controlled service or network
capacity controlled services class includes one or more
network services associated with a dynamic QoS class
for differential network service usage control for protect-
ing network capacity.
[0040] For example, differentially controlling network
service usage activities based on network capacity con-
trolled services or dynamic QoS or QoS classifications
can protect network capacity by, for example, improving
network performance, increasing network availability, re-
ducing network resources demand, and/or reducing net-
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work capacity demand (e.g., based on an individual de-
vice, aggregate devices connected to an edge element,
and/or aggregate devices connected to many edge ele-
ments). In some embodiments, differentially controlling
network service usage activities based on network ca-
pacity controlled services or dynamic QoS or QoS clas-
sifications can protect network capacity while maintain-
ing proper device operation. In some embodiments, dif-
ferentially controlling network service usage activities
based on network capacity controlled services or dynam-
ic QoS or QoS classifications can protect network capac-
ity while maintaining an acceptable user experience (e.g.,
proper and/or expected device operation, proper and/or
software/application/OS/function operation, avoiding
(whenever possible) significant adverse impact on de-
vice functions, and/or user notifications to keep the user
informed of various differential control implemented on
the device).
[0041] In some embodiments, dynamic QoS classifi-
cations include QoS classifications that can be dynami-
cally modified (e.g., reclassified, reprioritized, upgraded,
and/or downgraded) based on various criteria, meas-
ures, settings, and/or user input as described herein
(e.g., based on a time of day and/or day of week, based
on a network busy state, based on a user preference,
and/or based on a service plan). In some embodiments,
the various techniques described herein related to DAS
for providing network capacity and/or QoS for DAS are
applied to dynamic QoS related techniques.
[0042] As wireless networks, such as mobile networks,
evolve towards higher bandwidth services, which can in-
clude or require, for example, various levels of Quality of
Service (QoS) (e.g., conversational, interactive data,
streaming data, and/or various (end-to-end) real-time
services that may benefit from QoS), demands will in-
crease for converged network services to facilitate such
services for end-to-end services between networks (e.g.,
to allow for control and/or support for such services, for
example, QoS support, across network boundaries, such
as between wireless networks (such as various service
provider networks) and IP networks (such as the Inter-
net), and/or other networks). While various efforts have
attempted to address such QoS needs, such as policy
management frameworks for facilitating QoS end-to end
solutions, there exists a need to facilitate various QoS
requirements using Device Assisted Services (DAS).
[0043] Accordingly, Quality of Service (QoS) for De-
vice Assisted Services (DAS) is provided. In some em-
bodiments, QoS for DAS is provided.
[0044] To establish a QoS channel, differentiated serv-
ices are typically available, in which one class/level of
service has a higher priority than another to provide for
differentiated services on a network, such as a wireless
network. For example, in a wireless network, various net-
work elements/functions can be provisioned and control-
led to establish a single end or end to end QoS channel.
In some embodiments, a centralized QoS policy coordi-
nation and decision function using DAS techniques to

assist in coordinating the QoS channel setup and control
among the various elements of a wireless network is pro-
vided.
[0045] In some embodiments, QoS channel refers to
the logical communication channel connected to a device
that provides a desired level of QoS service level. For
example, the QoS channel can be created with one or
more QoS links, in which each link represents a QoS
enabled connection that spans a portion of the total end
to end network communication path from a near end de-
vice to a far end device. For example, the far end device
can be on the same network or on a different network,
potentially with different access technology and/or a dif-
ferent access network carrier. In some embodiments, the
QoS channel includes one or more QoS links in which
each link in the channel is QoS enabled, or one or more
of the links in the channel is QoS enabled and others are
not. As an example, a QoS channel can include the fol-
lowing links: a first device traffic path link, a first device
to access network equipment element link (e.g.,
2G/3G/4G wireless base station, WiFi access point, ca-
ble network head end, DSLAM, fiber aggregation node,
satellite aggregation node, or other network access
point/node), a first carrier core network, a long haul IPX
network, a second carrier core network, a second device
to access network equipment element link, and a second
device traffic path link as similarly described herein with
respect to various embodiments.
[0046] In some embodiments, each of the links de-
scribed above have the ability to provide QoS services
for that segment of an overall QoS channel. In some em-
bodiments, the device traffic path link and/or the device
to access network equipment element link are QoS en-
abled, but the carrier core network and/or IPX network
links are not QoS enabled. In some embodiments, the
core network and/or IPX network have sufficient over-
provisioning of bandwidth that QoS is not limited by these
network elements and, for example, can be limited by
the device traffic link and/or the device to access network
equipment element link do not have sufficient excess
bandwidth making it desirable to QoS enable these QoS
channel links. A common example is a 2G/3G/4G wire-
less network in which a device traffic path link and the
device to access network element link (e.g., Radio Ac-
cess Bearer (RAB)) are QoS enabled while the carrier
core network and IPX network links are not (e.g., are
provided at a best effort service level or other service
levels).
[0047] In some embodiments, a QoS session refers to
the QoS enabled traffic for a given device that flows over
a QoS channel or QoS link. This QoS traffic supports a
QoS service activity. In some embodiments, a QoS serv-
ice activity includes a device service usage that is re-
quested, configured, or preferably serviced with a given
level of QoS. In some embodiments, a device QoS ac-
tivity is a combination of one or more of the following:
application, destination, source, socket (e.g., IP address,
protocol, and/or port), socket address (e.g., port number),
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URL or other similar service identifier, service provider,
network type, traffic type, content type, network protocol,
session type, QoS identifier, time of day, network capac-
ity (e.g., network busy state), user service plan authori-
zation or standing, roaming/home network status, and/or
other criteria/measures as similarly described herein. For
example, QoS service activities that are supported by
QoS sessions can include VOIP traffic, streaming video
traffic, differentiated access bandwidth during busy net-
work periods, real-time interactive traffic, such as net-
work connected multimedia meetings (e.g., shared pres-
entations, picture, video, voice, and/or other such appli-
cations/services), best effort interactive, such as Internet
browsing, time sensitive services, such as email mes-
sage body delivery, near real-time interactive services,
such as SMS or push to talk, background download serv-
ices, such as email downloads and other file transfers
(e.g., FTP), and/or truly background download services,
such as software updates (e.g., OS or application soft-
ware updates and/or antimalware updates including con-
tent/signature updates).
[0048] In some embodiments, various QoS levels or
classes are supported. For example a conversation class
can provide for real-time traffic, which is typically very
delay sensitive but can tolerate bit errors and packet loss-
es. The conversational class is typically used for Voice
Over IP (VOIP) and video telephony, in which users of
such services benefit from the short delay features of the
conversational class. A streaming class is similar to the
conversational class except that the streaming class typ-
ically can tolerate more delay than the conversational
class. The streaming class is generally used for when
one end of the connection is a user (e.g., human user)
and the other end is a machine/computer (e.g., for
streaming content applications, such as streaming of vid-
eo, such as movies or other video content). An interactive
class is generally intended for traffic that allows delay
variation while requiring reasonably low response time
(e.g., web browsing or other applications in which the
channel can be unused for long periods of time but when
a user makes a request for a new page/data, the re-
sponse time should be reasonably low). A background
class is generally used for lowest priority service usages
(e.g., typically used for e-mail with and without down-
loads/attachments, application software updates, OS
software updates, and/or other similar applications/func-
tions). In some embodiments, various QoS classes or
services are applicable to the conversational class. In
some embodiments, various QoS classes or services are
also applicable to the streaming class. In some embod-
iments, various QoS classes or services are also appli-
cable to the interactive class but typically not applicable
to the background class. As will now be apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art, various other classes can be
provided with lower or higher granularity based on serv-
ice usage/channel requirements and/or network archi-
tectures.
[0049] In some embodiments, a QoS link or a QoS

channel supports one QoS session. In some embodi-
ments, a QoS link or a QoS channel supports multiple
QoS sessions. In some embodiments, QoS link provi-
sioning is provided to setup the QoS traffic level for a
given QoS session or group of QoS sessions.
[0050] In some embodiments, a QoS channel is a sin-
gle ended QoS channel or an end to end QoS channel.
For example, if a QoS channel is end to end, then the
QoS channel provisioning is accomplished in a coordi-
nated manner for each QoS enabled link in the QoS chan-
nel. If a QoS channel is single ended, then the network
elements and/or device participate in provisioning as
much of one end of the QoS channel as possible, leaving
provisioning of the QoS for the other end of the channel
as the responsibility of the device and/or network ele-
ments that handle the traffic at the other end of the QoS
channel. In some embodiments, a single ended QoS
channel includes another single ended QoS channel at
the other end. In some embodiments, only one end has
single ended QoS channel enablement while the other
end of the channel is a best effort service level, which,
for example, can be used where one end of the QoS
channel has tighter constraints on traffic capacity or qual-
ity than the other end (e.g., a VOIP call with one end that
is QoS enabled on a 3G wireless network that has rela-
tively tight bandwidth compared to a lightly loaded cable
modem network device on the other end which may not
need to be QoS enabled in order to achieve adequate
voice quality).
[0051] In some embodiments, a QoS request (e.g., a
QoS channel request or QoS service request) is a request
for a QoS provisioning event to enable a QoS channel
for one or more QoS service activities. In some embod-
iments, QoS availability assessment includes determin-
ing whether one or more of the links in a possible QoS
channel are available (e.g., based on network capacity
and transmission quality) to provision the necessary level
of QoS for a requested QoS channel. In some embodi-
ments, a QoS request is initiated by a device, a user, an
application, and/or a network element/function as simi-
larly described herein.
[0052] In some embodiments, a service plan refers to
the collection of access service capabilities, QoS capa-
bilities, and/or network capacity controlled services that
are associated with a communications device. In some
embodiments, the access service capabilities, QoS ca-
pabilities, and/or network capacity controlled services
are determined by the collection of access service control
policies for the device. In some embodiments, these serv-
ice control policies are implemented in the network equip-
ment. In some embodiments, these access service con-
trol policies are implemented both in the device and in
the network equipment. In some embodiments, these ac-
cess service control policies are implemented in the de-
vice. In some embodiments, there are different levels of
service control capabilities (e.g., policies) based on dif-
ferent levels of service plan payments or device standing
or user standing. In some embodiments, there are differ-
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ent levels of service control policies based on network
type, time of day, network busy status, and/or other cri-
teria/measures as similarly described herein with respect
to various embodiments. In some embodiments, the ac-
cess control and QoS control policies are based on the
type of service activity being sought. In some embodi-
ments, the QoS level and access level available for a
given service activity for a given device or user is deter-
mined by the policies associated with the service plan.
In some embodiments, a QoS authorization assessment
is performed to determine whether a device or user has
sufficient service plan standing to allow the requested
level of QoS.
[0053] In some embodiments, before a QoS channel
or link is provisioned (or before a QoS request is respond-
ed to or filled), a QoS availability assessment is per-
formed to determine whether sufficient communication
channel resources are available to provision the neces-
sary level of QoS for the QoS channel or link. In some
embodiments, this QoS availability assessment is deter-
mined by assessing the available QoS capacity for one
or more necessary QoS links in the channel. For exam-
ple, the available QoS link capacity can be assessed for
one or more of a device traffic path, a device to access
network equipment element link, a core network link,
and/or an IPX network link. If the QoS assessment shows
that the necessary channel capacity and quality is avail-
able for the desired QoS level for one or more desired
QoS service activities, then a QoS channel request or
QoS service request can be granted. In some embodi-
ments, a QoS link or QoS channel reservation process
is provided to reserve QoS capacity and quality in ad-
vance of link or channel provisioning to ensure that the
available QoS resources are not assigned between the
time of QoS availability assessment and QoS channel
provisioning.
[0054] In some embodiments, the QoS availability as-
sessment is performed after QoS authorization assess-
ment. This prevents the unnecessary exercising of net-
work elements when the device or user does not have
sufficient service plan standing to receive the desired lev-
el of QoS even if it is available. This can be an important
screening function performed on the device in the service
processor, or by a centralized network function such as
the service controller (e.g., or interchangeably, the home
agent; Home Location Register (HLR); Authentication,
Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) server/gate-
way/function; base station; one of the gateways, policy
and charging rules function (PCRF), or other network el-
ement/function). In some embodiments, QoS availability
is assessed without conducting a QoS authorization as-
sessment or before receiving the response to a QoS au-
thorization assessment.
[0055] In some embodiments, a QoS channel is provi-
sioned to create the QoS channel to support a QoS ses-
sion (e.g., a QoS service activity). In some embodiments,
QoS channel provision includes assigning, routing,
and/or otherwise causing the QoS session traffic to flow

over one or more QoS links in the assigned QoS channel.
[0056] In some embodiments, device assisted service
traffic control and QoS apply readily and directly to the
problems of managing a QoS device link for QoS channel
provisioning. Accordingly, in some embodiments, a serv-
ice provider is provided to assist in provisioning the de-
vice portion of the QoS channel. In some embodiments,
the service processor provisions the device link portion
of the QoS channel by placing a higher priority on higher
QoS level traffic. In some embodiments, this QoS priority
is implemented in a number of ways, including routing
the higher priority QoS traffic into first priority in the down-
stream and/or upstream traffic queues. Upstream traffic
queuing is performed directly in some embodiments by
transmitting guaranteed bit rate traffic first at higher avail-
able throttling rates, differentiated QoS traffic second with
a controlled throttling rate, best effort traffic third with pos-
sibly lower controlled throttled rates, and/or background
traffic fourth when/if bandwidth not needed by the higher
levels of QoS traffic and at lower controlled throttling
rates. For example, downstream traffic can be handled
by queuing traffic and delaying or preventing TCP ac-
knowledgements to be returned for the lower levels of
QoS priority, while immediately passing the traffic and
TCP acknowledgements for higher levels of QoS priority.
The device link portion of the QoS channel is thus provi-
sioned by assigning policies for the queuing priority, de-
lay, throttle rate, and TCP acknowledgement return rate
for device traffic in accordance with the bandwidth that
is available at any point in time for the device. In some
embodiments, various device service processor traffic
control capabilities regulate or partially regulate QoS in
accordance with a set of network policy instructions, in-
cluding, in some embodiments, a service plan policy set.
[0057] In some embodiments the device service proc-
essor establishes multiple QoS channels through the de-
vice traffic path with each QoS channel having traffic con-
trol policies as described herein, with each QoS channel
policy set creating a different class of QoS. In some em-
bodiments, employing this multiple QoS channel ap-
proach, QoS for a given service activity is provided by
routing the traffic for that QoS activity to the appropriate
QoS channel with the appropriate QoS policy settings.
The routing to the appropriate QoS channel can be pro-
vided using various techniques. For example, the routing
can be provided by applying a common service traffic
control policy set to traffic associated with all QoS service
activities that require or request the QoS provided by the
common service traffic control policy set. The application
of the service traffic control policy set can be accom-
plished in a number of ways utilizing the embodiments
described for the policy implementation agent and the
policy control agent described herein. In such embodi-
ments, the problem of assigning a QoS channel to a
number of QoS service activities is reduced to applying
a pre-determined set of service traffic control policies to
each of the QoS service activities, with each pre-deter-
mined set of service traffic control policies representing
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a different QoS class. The device can then manage the
overall QoS for all traffic based on the available traffic
capacity and quality, the total aggregate traffic demand
for each QoS traffic class and the policy rules that deter-
mine how each traffic class is provided with differential
bit rate and traffic quality as compared to the other traffic
classes for a given level of available traffic capacity and
quality.
[0058] Based on the aggregate demand for each traffic
QoS class, and the traffic capacity and quality level avail-
able to the device, the service processor can adjust the
total available bit rate or percentage of available traffic
capacity for each QoS class. For example, in some em-
bodiments, the aggregate demand for the real-time in-
teractive traffic control class (e.g. services, such as VOIP,
emergency communication services or high performance
real-time competitive gaming) can be determined, and
the QoS routing function on the device (e.g., a QoS router
agent/function) can first allocate enough constant bit rate
traffic capacity from the available traffic capacity to satisfy
these services, with each QoS service activity that re-
quires this QoS class being assigned to this QoS channel.
As more QoS service activities require this traffic class,
the capacity allocated to the QoS channel out of the avail-
able device capacity is increased, and when fewer QoS
service activities require this traffic class the capacity for
this QoS channel is released. In the event that the device
does not have any more available capacity with a guar-
anteed bit rate QoS level, then additional QoS service
activities that desire, require or request this QoS level
will not be provided this QoS level, and instead will either
be provided with a lower QoS level or will not be allowed
to connect to the access network. In some embodiments,
there can be a hierarchy among the possible QoS service
activities so that if there is no more capacity available at
a given service QoS level, then the available capacity for
that QoS class is provided to the service activities requir-
ing that QoS from highest priority to lowest, until the avail-
able QoS class capacity is consumed, and then one or
more QoS service activities that are too low on the priority
list to obtain service with that QoS class are either
bumped to a lower QoS class or are denied access. In
some embodiments, once the required capacity to satisfy
the real-time constant rate traffic needs is satisfied, the
remaining capacity available to the device is then divided
among the other QoS channel classes in accordance with
a priority policy, with the priority policy being based on
the relative priority of each service class, the relative pri-
ority of each QoS service activity, or a combination of the
relative priority of each QoS service class and each QoS
service activity. For example, these relative priority pol-
icies can vary from device to device based on service
plan selection, device type, user standing, user group,
device location, device network connection, type of net-
work, time of day, network busy state, and/or other cri-
teria/measures.
[0059] In some embodiments, a QoS link is established
between the device and an access network equipment

element. For example, such equipment element embod-
iments can include a 2G/3G/4G wireless base station, a
wireless access point, a cable network head end, a DSL
network DSLAM, a fiber network device traffic aggrega-
tor, a satellite network device traffic aggregator, a frame
relay aggregation node, an ATM aggregation node,
and/or other network equipment. In some embodiments,
a logical communication channel is created between the
device and the network equipment element, with the log-
ical communication channel supporting a given level of
QoS or QoS class traffic policy set. For example, the
logical channel can include a RAB formed between a
2G/3G/4G base station and a wireless end point device.
The RAB can be formed by controlling the media access
control (MAC) parameters of the base station radio chan-
nel so that a given level of QoS class policies can be
implemented. For example, the RAB can support con-
stant bit rate, low latency communication traffic for guar-
anteed bit rate real-time traffic, or a differentiated high
priority access channel for streaming traffic, or a best
effort random access channel for best effort traffic, or an
available unused capacity traffic for background traffic.
The QoS channel link created in this manner can be ded-
icated to a single device, or shared with a subset of de-
vices, or available to all devices. The QoS channel link
created in this manner can be used by the device to sup-
port a single QoS activity as described herein, or a group
of QoS activities as described herein. It will now be ap-
parent to one of ordinary skill in the art that similar settings
for cable head end and cable modem MAC can yield
similar QoS classes for QoS links for the cable modem
case and that similar techniques can be applied for a
wireless access point or a satellite system MAC to
achieve similar QoS classes for QoS links. It will also
now be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that by
creating multiple logical channels in the device link,
and/or adjusting the available access network capacity
and quality for each logical device communication chan-
nel in the DSLAM or fiber aggregator, similar QoS class
QoS links can be established for the DSL and fiber dis-
tribution network cases.
[0060] In some embodiments the device service proc-
essor serves to route QoS service activities to the appro-
priate logical communication channel established for the
desired QoS class supported by a QoS link between the
device and the access network equipment element. In
some embodiments, the device service processor ele-
ments (e.g., the policy implementation agent and/or the
policy control agent) can be used in some embodiments
to assign the same QoS traffic control policies to one or
more QoS service activities that require the same QoS
level. In a similar manner, in some embodiments, the
device service processor elements can be used to assign
or route service activity traffic for a given QoS class to
the correct logical communication channel between the
device and the access network element (e.g., a
2G/3G/4G base station) that supports the traffic control
policies for the desired QoS class. For example, a QoS
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service link that supports guaranteed bit rate and latency
can be established with one or more RABs from a base
station to the device, and a second QoS service link can
be established that supports differentiated preferred ac-
cess for streaming content using one or more differenti-
ated access RABs, and a third best effort RAB can be
used to support best effort traffic. Each of the required
RABs is first requested and then provisioned as de-
scribed herein based on the aggregate required capacity
and quality for one or more QoS service activities that
require or desire the specific QoS service class associ-
ated with the RAB logical channel policy parameters.
Once the set of logical QoS channels is thus established,
the service processor (e.g., QoS router agent/function)
routes the traffic associated with each QoS service ac-
tivity to the appropriate RAB. In some embodiments, the
service processor can detect increases or decreases in
aggregate QoS class demand for each QoS class as QoS
activities are initiated or terminated for that QoS class,
and the service processor can communicate the required
increases or decreases in the RAB assignments required
to support that logical QoS channel.
[0061] In some embodiments, the access QoS link is
established by direct communication from the device in
which the device requests the QoS channel or link from
the access network equipment element, or the device
requests the QoS channel or link from an intermediate
networking device, such as a service controller (e.g., or
a readily substituted device with similar features, such
as a home agent, an HLR, a mobile switching center, a
base station, an access gateway, a AAA system, PCRF,
or a billing system). In some embodiments, the device
service processor bases the QoS channel or link request
on an association the device performs to match a QoS
service activity with a desired or required QoS class or
QoS traffic control policy set. For example, this associa-
tion of QoS class or QoS traffic control policy set with
QoS service activity can be determined by a predefined
policy mapping that is stored on the device and used by
the service processor. In some embodiments, this policy
mapping store is populated and/or updated by a service
controller (e.g., or similar function as described herein).
In some embodiments, the mapping is determined by a
service controller (e.g., or similar function as described
herein) based on a report from the device of the QoS
service activity that needs the QoS channel or link.
[0062] In some embodiments, the required or desired
QoS level for one or more QoS service activities is de-
termined by a set of QoS service traffic control policies
that are pre-assigned to various QoS service activities.
For example, a given application can be pre-assigned a
QoS class. As another example, a web service destina-
tion such as a VOIP service site can be assigned a QoS
class. As another example, a given application can have
one QoS assignment level for general Internet traffic but
have a QoS assignment for real-time gaming traffic. As
another example, a real-time broadcasting website can
have a best effort QoS level assigned to programming

information and general browsing and have a differenti-
ated streaming QoS level for broadcast traffic content.
In some embodiments, detection of QoS need or QoS
assignment request for a given activity can be assigned
by a device service processor according to a pre-defined
QoS policy rules table (e.g., QoS activity table), or can
be determined by a service controller based on informa-
tion reported by the device, or can be requested by an
application through a QoS application interface (e.g.,
QoS API), or can be determined by the nature of incoming
traffic.
[0063] In embodiments, in which both end points in the
QoS channel participate in establishing an end to end
QoS channel, the required QoS level is determined
and/or communicated by the originating end point. In
some embodiments, the required QoS level is deter-
mined and/or communicated by the receiving end point.
In some embodiments the QoS level is determined and/or
communicated by the originating end point service con-
troller (e.g., or the access network element (such as a
base station), the HLR, home agent, mobile switching
center, AAA, gateway, or other network element/func-
tion). In some embodiments, the QoS level is determined
and/or communicated by the receiving end point service
controller (e.g., or alternatively the access network ele-
ment (such as a base station), the HLR, home agent,
mobile switching center, AAA, gateway, or other network
element/function). In some embodiments, the receiving
end point service controller (e.g., or the access network
element (such as a base station), the HLR, home agent,
mobile switching center, AAA, gateway or other network
function) and the originating end point service controller
(e.g., or other similar function) communicate with one
another to coordinate establishment of the QoS channel
between the end points.
[0064] In some embodiments, the near end or originat-
ing end device service processor contacts the far end or
terminating device service processor to initiate a QoS
channel. In some embodiments, the initiation of the QoS
channel from the near end or originating device is per-
formed automatically by the far end device when its serv-
ice processor detects that a given level of QoS is needed
for the communication between the two devices. In some
embodiments, the near end or originating device service
processor detects the need for a QoS channel to the far
end or terminating device and contacts a central network
resources, such as the service controller (e.g., or other
equipment element with similar function for this purpose),
and the service controller provisions the far end of the
QoS channel, either by communicating directly with the
far end device or by communicating with the far end de-
vice’s service controller (e.g., or other equipment element
with similar function for this purpose). In some embodi-
ments, in which the far end device service controller is
contacted to assist in provisioning the QoS channel, there
is a look up function to determine the address of the far
end service controller based on a look up index formed
from some aspect of the far end device credentials (e.g.,
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phone number, SIM ID, MEID, IMSI, IP address, user
name, and/or other device credentials).
[0065] In some embodiments, the mapping of QoS
service activity to the desired level of QoS class or QoS
traffic control policies is determined by providing a QoS
API in the device service processor that applications use
to request a QoS class or QoS channel connection. In
some embodiments, an API is provided so that applica-
tion developers can create application software that uses
the standard interface commands to request and set up
QoS channels. In some embodiments, the API does one
or more of the following: accepts QoS requests from an
application, formats the QoS channel request into a pro-
tocol appropriate for transmission to network equipment
responsible for assessing QoS channel availability (e.g.,
including possibly the device traffic control system), co-
ordinates with other network elements (e.g., including
possibly the device traffic control system) to reserve a
QoS channel, coordinates with other network elements
(e.g., including possibly the device traffic control system)
to provision a QoS channel, informs the application that
the desired QoS channel can be created or not, and/or
coordinates with other network elements (e.g., including
possibly the device traffic control system) to connect the
application with the desired QoS channel class. In some
embodiments, the QoS API accepts the application QoS
request and communicates and possibly coordinates
with one or more QoS network equipment elements, such
as a base station, cable head end or access point. In
some embodiments, the QoS API accepts the QoS re-
quest from the application and communicate and possi-
bly coordinates with an intermediate network element,
such as a service processor (e.g., or other similar function
as described herein). In some embodiments the QoS API
assesses the QoS service plan standing for the device
or user before sending QoS channel requests to other
network elements, and only initiates the QoS request se-
quence if required service plan authorization is in place.
In this manner, the potentially complex process of estab-
lishing a QoS channel with all the specific equipment
communication protocols that typically need to be sup-
ported to assess QoS channel availability and provision
the QoS channel are simplified into a limited set of API
commands that are easy for an application development
community to learn about and use for QoS differentiated
services and applications.
[0066] In some embodiments, local traffic control on
the device service processor is combined with traffic con-
trol in the link between the device and the access network
equipment element. In this manner, both the device traffic
control path QoS link and the device to access network
element QoS link can be coordinated for best device QoS
performance results given the available capacity and
quality of the access network traffic for the device. In
some embodiments, the policies for how the device man-
ages local traffic control, establishes access network el-
ement logical channels (e.g., RABs) and routes traffic to
and from the access network element logical channels

is all determined by predefined policy rules loaded onto
the device by the service controller (or other equivalent
network element). In some embodiments, these policies
are determined in the service controller itself.
[0067] In some embodiments, a QoS user interface
(e.g., QoS UI) is presented to the device user. In some
embodiments, the QoS UI notifies the user what level of
QoS services the device is authorized to receive based
on the service plan selection. In some embodiments, the
QoS UI notifies the user what level of QoS services are
available on the present network the device is connected
to at the present time. In some embodiments, the QoS
UI notifies the user when a level of QoS service that is
higher than that authorized by the user service plan is
required or desirable for a given service activity that the
device has initiated. In some embodiments, the QoS UI
provides the user with a set of one or more upgrade op-
tions to upgrade the service plan to include a higher level
of QoS for one or more service activities. In some em-
bodiments, the QoS UI provides the user with an oppor-
tunity to specify what level of QoS the user would like to
employ for one or more service usage activities. In some
embodiments, the QoS UI allows the user to specify a
service plan setting that provides differentiated QoS dur-
ing times when the network is busy. In some embodi-
ments, the QoS UI allows the user to purchase one or
more grades of service QoS with either a post-pay for a
pre-defined service period and one or more pre-defined
service usage limits by QoS class, a pre-pay for one or
more pre-defined service usage limits by QoS class, or
another payment system for differentiated QoS services.
In some embodiments, the QoS UI provides the user with
an opportunity to QoS enable or pay for QoS services
for a connection that is initiated by an incoming connec-
tion to the device.
[0068] In some embodiments, QoS for DAS tech-
niques include verifying that the device is properly imple-
menting the QoS traffic control policies, for example, in
accordance with a service plan. This ensures that errors,
hacking, user device software settings manipulations, or
other malware events do not result in inappropriate levels
of QoS for a given device or group of devices. Accord-
ingly, in some embodiments, the traffic control and QoS
verification techniques described herein are employed
to verify that the proper level of QoS is applied for a given
service usage activity in accordance with a QoS priority
policy. For example, verification of QoS channel request
policy rules behavior can be implemented in a variety of
ways including, as an example, monitoring device QoS
channel requests and comparing the level of QoS re-
quested with the level of QoS the device is authorized to
receive in the service plan in effect for the device. Veri-
fication of proper QoS channel usage behavior by a de-
vice can be implemented in a variety of ways including,
for example, monitoring network based reports of QoS
service usage and comparing the network based reports
against the service policy rules that should be in effect
given the device service plan. Verification of proper de-
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vice traffic control to implement a QoS service policy that
is in effect can be accomplished in a variety of ways by
verifying that the appropriate traffic control policy rules
are being properly implemented as described herein. In
some embodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity
techniques include various verification techniques (e.g.,
verifying monitoring, traffic controlling, reporting, and/or
other functions implemented or performed by the device),
as described herein.
[0069] In some embodiments, the QoS router prioritiz-
es traffic on the device. In some embodiments, the QoS
router connects the QoS enabled session to the RAB that
has the proper QoS level. In some embodiments, one
session is routed to the RAB. In some embodiments,
more than one session can be routed to an RAB. In some
embodiments, multiple RABs providing multiple QoS lev-
els are created to the device, and the QoS router routes
each service activity to the RAB dictated by the QoS pol-
icy rules in effect on the device.
[0070] In some embodiments, the network collects
service usage charges for different QoS classes. In some
embodiments, there is differentiated service charging for
the different classes of QoS service usage. As an exam-
ple, since guaranteed bit rate traffic consumes network
resources whether the traffic capacity is used or not, there
can be a time element involved in the charging calcula-
tions. As a more detailed example, guaranteed bit rate
services can be charged by the total bandwidth provi-
sioned to the device at a given time multiplied by the
amount of time that that bandwidth is made available. In
some embodiments, differentiated access traffic that has
higher QoS than best effort traffic but is not guaranteed
bit rate can be charged at a higher rate than best effort
traffic but lower than guaranteed bit rate. In some em-
bodiments, such traffic can be charged based on the time
the QoS channel is made available and the total amount
of data transmitted over the channel, or can only be based
on the total amount of data transmitted over the channel.
Best effort traffic is charged in some embodiments based
only on the total amount of data used, with the data charg-
es being less than differentiated streaming access serv-
ices. Background data services in some embodiments
are charged at the lowest rate, possibly with only certain
times of the day or periods of low network traffic demand
being available for such services, and with the service
being based on total data transmitted. In some embodi-
ments, all QoS service levels can be charged based on
a fixed price for a fixed charging period, possibly with a
service usage cap with additional charges if the service
cap is exceeded. In such fixed price scenario embodi-
ments, the price charged is again higher for higher levels
of QoS. In some embodiments, the network collects serv-
ice usage charges for different network capacity control-
led service classes. In some embodiments, there is dif-
ferentiated service charging for the different classes of
network capacity controlled service usage, as described
herein.
[0071] In some embodiments, the network equipment

(e.g., access network element, gateways, AAA, service
usage storage systems, home agent, HLR, mobile data
center, and/or billing systems) record and report service
usage for one or more of the QoS service classes used
by the device. In some embodiments, the device service
processor records and reports service usage for one or
more of the QoS service classes used by the device and
reports the QoS service class usage to the service con-
troller (e.g., or another substitute network element). In
some embodiments, in which the device is recording re-
porting usage for one or more QoS service classes, it is
important to verify the device service usage reports to
ensure that the device usage reports are not distorted,
tampered with, and/or otherwise in error. In some em-
bodiments, verifying service usage reports against serv-
ice usage that should be occurring given the service con-
trol policies in place on the device, service processor
agent functional operation verification, test service usage
events, agent query response sequences, device service
processor software protection techniques, device service
processor software environment checks, and several
other techniques are provides as described herein. For
example, using one or more of these verification tech-
niques can provide a verifiable device assisted QoS serv-
ice usage charging system. As another example, using
one or more of these verification techniques can provide
a verifiable network capacity controlled service usage
charging system. In some embodiments, the network
equipment (e.g., access network element, gateways,
AAA, service usage storage systems, home agent, HLR,
mobile data center, and/or billing systems) record and
report service usage for one or more of the network ca-
pacity controlled service classes used by the device, as
described herein.
[0072] In some embodiments, device assisted traffic
control is provided for managing network congestion as
follows. For example, when a given base station or group
of base stations experience traffic demand that is high
relative to the available capacity and/or service quality
that can be provided, and such a condition is determined
(e.g., detected or reported) based on a network busy
state assessment as described below and further herein,
then a service controller (e.g., or another network func-
tion) can issue, send, and/or implement traffic control
throttling policies to/for the devices in accordance with a
measure of the excess traffic demand the one or more
base stations is experiencing. For example, the device
service processors connected to an overly busy base
station can be instructed to reduce the traffic control pri-
ority for one or more classes of QoS traffic, reducing the
queuing priority, throttling rate, delay and/or access al-
lowance for some or all of one or more classes of traffic.
As another example, the device service processors con-
nected to an overly busy base station can be instructed
to reduce the traffic control priority for one or more class-
es of network capacity controlled services traffic, reduc-
ing the queuing priority, throttling rate, delay and/or ac-
cess allowance.for some or all of one or more classes of
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such traffic. As another example, one or more classes of
network capacity controlled services traffic, such as
background download processes, which can include, for
example, software updates can be turned off completely
or throttled back significantly. As another example, best
effort traffic such as Internet browsing can be throttled or
reduced for a group of devices connected to base stations
experiencing excess traffic demand. As another exam-
ple, a policy can be implemented on the devices con-
nected to busy base stations in which the device is al-
lowed to browse or conduct other best effort service ac-
tivities at a relatively high throttling rate for a period of
time, but if the device uses more than a certain amount
of service (e.g., total data downloaded and/or uploaded)
in a certain period of time then the device may be traffic
controlled according to an adaptive throttling policy as
described herein. In some embodiments, higher QoS lev-
el traffic cannot be throttled in such circumstances, such
as VOIP traffic where real-time guaranteed bit rate is im-
portant to meet user service needs or expectations, while
lower priority traffic such as interactive browsing and/or
background download are throttled and/or blocked. In
some embodiments, the QoS availability assessment
processes described herein are adjusted so that higher
QoS channels are not provided and provisioned in times
or locations in which a given base station or group of
base stations experience excess demand or demand
above a given threshold.
[0073] In some embodiments, users or devices that
have service plans with higher QoS levels, or service
plans with higher priority during busy network periods
have different traffic control policies (e.g., for QoS serv-
ices and/or network capacity controlled services) applied
to them that result in a higher level of traffic performance
and/or a higher level of QoS service availability. For ex-
ample, emergency service workers can be given higher
traffic control access policies that result in differentiated
services during peak busy times on the network or a por-
tion of the network. In some embodiments, users can
obtain a premium service plan for differentiated access
during peak busy time periods or may use higher levels
of QoS service settings and/or service plans to achieve
differentiated service during peak busy periods. As an-
other example, services that demand high levels of QoS
classes, such as real-time voice services, instant mes-
saging, push to talk, differentiated video streaming,
and/or interactive gaming, are not traffic controlled to the
same extent that other lower priority services or lower
class service plans are traffic controlled during peak busy
times. For example, this type of service differentiation
can also be applied based on device type, user group,
user standing, user reward zone points, and/or other cri-
teria/measures as similarly described herein.
[0074] In some embodiments, the decision to control
(e.g., reduce, increase, and/or otherwise control in some
manner) the access traffic control settings as described
above is made by the device service processor based
on the device’s assessment of the network capacity,

which can be determined using various techniques as
described herein. In some embodiments, the decision to
control the access traffic control settings as described
above is made by a service controller (e.g., or other in-
terchangeable network equipment element or elements
as described herein) connected to the device that pro-
vides instructions to the device to adjust the access policy
settings. For example, the service controller can obtain
the network capacity information from access equipment
elements, from device reports of traffic capacity and/or
quality as described herein, or from reports on traffic ca-
pacity and/or quality obtained from dedicated devices
used for the purpose of assessing network capacity. In
some embodiments, the decision to control the access
traffic control settings as described above is based on
the time of day, the day of week, or both to accommodate
cyclical patterns in network capacity and traffic demand.
[0075] In some embodiments, a service controller
(e.g., or another network equipment element or ele-
ments, as described herein) assesses network busy state
and then controls device traffic demand by reducing the
offered capacity for one or more service classes (e.g.,
for QoS services and/or network capacity controlled serv-
ices) supported by the access network equipment ele-
ments, such as a wireless base station. In such embod-
iments, the service controller (e.g., or similar function)
gathers the network capacity information with one of the
techniques described herein and instructs one or more
of the access network equipment elements to reduce the
offered capacity for one or more levels of QoS classes
and/or network capacity controlled service classes, to
one or more of the devices connected to the access net-
work equipment elements. For example, the determina-
tion of which devices to throttle back can be made based
on an equal throttling of all devices of a given service
plan status, or based on the device traffic usage patterns
in the recent past as described herein, or based on a
combination of service plan status and recent traffic us-
age patterns.
[0076] In some embodiments, the device is enabled
with ambient services that have differentiated QoS serv-
ices and/or network capacity controlled services as part
of the ambient service offering. For example, ambient
QoS techniques can be provided using the pre-assigned
QoS policies for a given service activity set within the
ambient service, or using an ambient service application
that requests QoS through the QoS API. Other embodi-
ments for providing QoS differentiated service activities
within ambient service offerings will now be apparent to
one of ordinary skill in the art. As another example, am-
bient network capacity controlled service techniques can
be provided using the pre-assigned network capacity
controlled policies for a given service activity set within
the ambient service, monitoring and dynamically as-
signed techniques, and/or using an ambient service ap-
plication that uses API or emulated API techniques,
and/or other techniques as described herein.
[0077] In some embodiments, a QoS service control
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policy is adapted as a function of the type of network the
device is connected to. For example, the QoS traffic con-
trol policies and/or the QoS service charging policies can
be different when the device is connected to a wireless
network. (e.g., a 3G/4G network where there is in general
less available QoS enabled traffic capacity) than when
the device is connected to a wired network (e.g., a cable
or DSL network where there is in general a higher level
of QoS capacity available). In such embodiments, the
device service processor and the service controller can
coordinate to adapt the QoS service control policies
and/or the QoS service charging policies to be different
depending on which network the device is connected to.
Similarly, the device QoS service control policy and/or
QoS service charging policy can also be adapted based
on whether the device is connected to a home wireless
network or a roaming wireless network. In some embod-
iments, a network capacity controlled service control pol-
icy and/or a network capacity controlled charging policy
is adapted as a function of the type of network the device
is connected to, as similarly described herein.
[0078] In some embodiments, various of the QoS re-
lated techniques and/or network capacity controlled serv-
ices techniques described herein are performed on the
device using DAS techniques and/or on the service con-
troller in secure communication with a verified service
processor executed on the device using DAS techniques.
In some embodiments, various of the QoS related tech-
niques and/or network capacity controlled services tech-
niques described herein are performed by/in coordina-
tion/communication with one or more intermediate net-
work elements/functions for assisting in various tech-
niques (e.g., functions) for QoS techniques and/or net-
work capacity controlled services techniques as de-
scribed herein.
[0079] FIG. 1 illustrates a functional diagram of a net-
work architecture for providing quality of service (QoS)
for device assisted services (DAS) and/or for providing
DAS for protecting network capacity in accordance with
some embodiments. In some embodiments, QoS for
DAS techniques described herein are implemented using
the network architecture shown in FIG. 1. In some em-
bodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity tech-
niques described herein are implemented using the net-
work architecture shown in FIG. 1.
[0080] As shown, FIG. 1 includes a 4G/3G/2G wireless
network operated by, for example, a central provider. As
shown, various wireless devices 100 are in communica-
tion with base stations 125 for wireless network commu-
nication with the wireless network (e.g., via a firewall
124), and other devices 100 are in communication with
Wi-Fi Access Points (APs) or Mesh 702 for wireless com-
munication to Wi-Fi Access CPE 704 in communication
with central provider access network 109. In some em-
bodiments, one or more of the devices 100 are in com-
munication with other network element(s)/equipment that
provides an access point, such as a cable network head
end, a DSL network DSLAM, a fiber network aggregation

node, and/or a satellite network aggregation node. In
some embodiments, each of the wireless devices 100
includes a service processor 115 (as shown) (e.g., exe-
cuted on a processor of the wireless device 100), and
each service processor connects through a secure con-
trol plane link to a service controller 122 (e.g., using en-
crypted communications).
[0081] In some embodiments, service usage informa-
tion includes network based service usage information
(e.g., network based service usage measures or charg-
ing data records (CDRs), which can, for example, be gen-
erated by service usage measurement apparatus in the
network equipment), which is obtained from one or more
network elements (e.g., BTS/BSCs 125, RAN Gateways
(not shown), Transport Gateways (not shown), Mobile
Wireless Center/HLRs 132, AAA 121, Service Usage
History/CDR Aggregation, Mediation, Feed 118, or other
network equipment). In some embodiments, service us-
age information includes micro-CDRs. In some embod-
iments, micro-CDRs are used for CDR mediation or rec-
onciliation that provides for service usage accounting on
any device activity that is desired. In some embodiments,
each device activity that is desired to be associated with
a billing event is assigned a micro-CDR transaction code,
and the service processor 115 is programmed to account
for that activity associated with that transaction code. In
some embodiments, the service processor 115 periodi-
cally reports (e.g., during each heartbeat or based on
any other periodic, push, and/or pull communication tech-
nique(s)) micro-CDR usage measures to, for example,
the service controller 122 or some other network element.
In some embodiments, the service controller 122 refor-
mats the heartbeat micro-CDR usage information into a
valid CDR format (e.g., a CDR format that is used and
can be processed by an SGSN or GGSN or other network
elements/equipment used/authorized for generating or
processing CDRs) and then transmits it to a network el-
ement/function for CDR mediation (e.g., CDR Storage,
Aggregation, Mediation, Feed 118).
[0082] In some embodiments, CDR mediation is used
to account for the micro-CDR service usage information
by depositing it into an appropriate service usage account
and deducting it from the user device bulk service usage
account. For example, this technique provides for a flex-
ible service usage billing solution that uses pre-existing
solutions, infrastructures, and/or techniques for CDR me-
diation and billing. For example, the billing system (e.g.,
billing system 123 or billing interface 127) processes the
mediated CDR feed from CDR mediation, applies the
appropriate account billing codes to the aggregated mi-
cro-CDR information that was generated by the device,
and then generates billing events in a manner that does
not require changes to the existing billing systems (e.g.,
using new transaction codes to label the new device as-
sisted billing capabilities). In some embodiments, net-
work provisioning system 160 provisions various network
elements/functions for authorization in the network, such
as to authorize certain network elements/functions (e.g.,
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CDR storage, aggregation, mediation, feed 118 or other
network elements/functions) for providing micro-CDRs,
reformatted micro-CDRs, and/or aggregated or recon-
ciled CDRs.
[0083] As shown in Figure 1, a CDR storage, aggre-
gation, mediation, feed 118 is provided. In some embod-
iments, the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation, feed
118 receives, stores, aggregates and mediates micro-
CDRs received from mobile devices 100. In some em-
bodiments, the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation,
feed 118 also provides a settlement platform using the
mediated micro-CDRs, as described herein. In some em-
bodiments, another network element provides the settle-
ment platform using aggregated and/or mediated micro-
CDRs (e.g., central billing interface 127 and/or another
network element/function).
[0084] In some embodiments, various techniques for
partitioning of device groups are used for partitioning the
mobile devices 100 (e.g., allocating a subset of mobile
devices 100 for a distributor, an OEM, a MVNO, and/or
another partner or entity). As shown in Figure 1, a MVNO
core network 210 includes a MVNO CDR storage, ag-
gregation, mediation, feed 118, a MVNO billing interface
122, and a MVNO billing system 123 (and other network
elements as shown in Figure 1). In some embodiments,
the MVNO CDR storage, aggregation, mediation, feed
118 receives, stores, aggregates and mediates micro-
CDRs received from mobile devices 100 (e.g., MVNO
group partitioned devices).
[0085] Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate
that various other network architectures can be used for
providing device group partitions and a settlement plat-
form, and Figure 1 is illustrative of just one such example
network architecture for which device group partitions
and settlement platform techniques described herein can
be provided.
[0086] In some embodiments, CDR storage, aggrega-
tion, mediation, feed 118 (e.g., service usage 118, in-
cluding a billing aggregation data store and rules engine)
is a functional descriptor for, in some embodiments, a
device/network level service usage information collec-
tion, aggregation, mediation, and reporting function lo-
cated in one or more of the networking equipment appa-
ratus/systems attached to one or more of the sub-net-
works shown in Figure 1 (e.g., central provider access
network 109 and/or central provider core network 110),
which is in communication with the service controller 122
and a central billing interface 127. As shown in Figure 1,
service usage 118 provides a function in communication
with the central provider core network 110. In some em-
bodiments, the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation,
feed 118 function is located elsewhere in the network or
partially located in elsewhere or integrated with/as part
of other network elements. In some embodiments, CDR
storage, aggregation, mediation, feed 118 functionality
is located or partially located in the AAA server 121 and/or
the mobile wireless center/Home Location Regis-
ter(HLR) 132 (as shown, in communication with a

DNS/DHCP server 126). In some embodiments, service
usage 118 functionality is located or partially located in
the base station, base station controller and/or base sta-
tion aggregator, collectively referred to as base station
125 in Figure 1. In some embodiments, CDR storage,
aggregation, mediation, feed 118 functionality is located
or partially located in a networking component in the cen-
tral provider access network 109, a networking compo-
nent in the core network 110, the central billing system
123, the central billing interface 127, and/or in another
network component or function. This discussion on the
possible locations for the network based and device
based service usage information collection, aggregation,
mediation, and reporting function (e.g., CDR storage, ag-
gregation, mediation, feed 118) can be easily generalized
as described herein and as shown in the other figures
and embodiments described herein by one of ordinary
skill in the art. Also, as shown in Figure 1, the service
controller 122 is in communication with the central billing
interface 127 (e.g., sometimes referred to as the external
billing management interface or billing communication
interface), which is in communication with the central bill-
ing system 123. As shown in Figure 1, an order manage-
ment 180 and subscriber management 182 are also in
communication with the central provider core network
110 for facilitating order and subscriber management of
services for the devices 100 in accordance with some
embodiments.
[0087] In some embodiments, a service processor
download 170 is provided, which provides for periodical
downloads/updates of service processors (e.g., service
processor 115). In some embodiments, verification tech-
niques include periodically updating, replacing, and/or
updating an obfuscated version of the service processor,
or performing any of these techniques in response to an
indication of a potential compromise or tampering of any
service processor functionality (e.g., QoS functionality
and/or network capacity controlled services functionality)
executed on or implemented on the device 100.
[0088] In some embodiments, the CDR storage, ag-
gregation, mediation, feed 118 (and/or other network el-
ements or combinations of network elements) provides
a device/network level service usage information collec-
tion, aggregation, mediation, and reporting function. In
some embodiments, the CDR storage, aggregation, me-
diation, feed 118 (and/or other network elements or com-
binations of network elements) collects device generat-
ed/assisted service usage information (e.g., micro-
CDRs) for one or more devices on the wireless network
(e.g., devices 100); and provides the device generated
service usage information in a syntax and a communica-
tion protocol that can be used by the wireless network to
augment or replace network generated usage informa-
tion for the one or more devices on the wireless network.
In some embodiments, the syntax is a charging data
record (CDR), and the communication protocol is select-
ed from one or more of the following: 3GPP, 3GPP2, or
other communication protocols. In some embodiments,
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as described herein, the CDR storage, aggregation, me-
diation, feed 118 collects/receives micro-CDRs for one
or more devices on the wireless network (e.g., devices
100). In some embodiments, the CDR storage, aggrega-
tion, mediation, feed 118 (e.g., or other network elements
and/or various combinations of network elements) in-
cludes a service usage data store (e.g., a billing aggre-
gator) and a rules engine for aggregating the collected
device generated service usage information. In some
embodiments, the network device is a CDR feed aggre-
gator, and the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation,
feed 118 (and/or other network elements or combinations
of network elements) also aggregates (network based)
CDRs and/or micro-CDRs for the one or more devices
on the wireless network; applies a set of rules to the ag-
gregated CDRs and/or micro-CDRs using a rules engine
(e.g., bill by account, transactional billing, revenue shar-
ing model, and/or any other billing or other rules for serv-
ice usage information collection, aggregation, mediation,
and reporting), and communicates a new set of CDRs
for the one or more devices on the wireless network to a
billing interface or a billing system (e.g., providing a CDR
with a billing offset by account/service). In some embod-
iments, a revenue sharing platform is provided using var-
ious techniques described herein. In some embodi-
ments, QoS usage accounting/charging and/or network
capacity controlled services usage accounting/charging
is provided using various techniques described herein.
[0089] In some embodiments, the CDR storage, ag-
gregation, mediation, feed 118 (and/or other network el-
ements or combinations of network elements) commu-
nicates a new set of CDRs (e.g., aggregated and medi-
ated CDRs and/or micro-CDRs that are then translated
into standard CDRs for a given wireless network) for the
one or more devices on the wireless network to a billing
interface (e.g., central billing interface 127) or a billing
system (e.g., central billing system 123). In some em-
bodiments, the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation,
feed 118 (and/or other network elements or combinations
of network elements) communicates with a service con-
troller (e.g., service controller 122) to collect the device
generated service usage information (e.g., micro-CDRs)
for the one or more devices on the wireless network. In
some embodiments, the CDR storage, aggregation, me-
diation, feed 118 (and/or other network elements or com-
binations of network elements) communicates with a
service controller, in which the service controller is in
communication with a billing interface or a billing system.
In some embodiments, the CDR storage, aggregation,
mediation, feed 118 (and/or other network elements or
combinations of network elements) communicates the
device generated service usage information to a billing
interface or a billing system. In some embodiments, the
CDR storage, aggregation, mediation, feed 118 (and/or
other network elements or combinations of network ele-
ments) communicates with a transport gateway and/or a
Radio Access Network (RAN) gateway to collect the net-
work generated/based service usage information for the

one or more devices on the wireless network. In some
embodiments, the service controller 122 communicates
the device assisted service usage information (e.g., mi-
cro-CDRs) to the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation,
feed 118 (e.g., or other network elements and/or various
combinations of network elements).
[0090] In some embodiments, the CDR storage, ag-
gregation, mediation, feed 118 (e.g., or other network
elements and/or various combinations of network ele-
ments) performs rules for performing a bill by account
aggregation and mediation function. In some embodi-
ments, the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation, feed
118 (and/or other network elements or combinations of
network elements) performs rules for performing a serv-
ice billing function, as described herein, and/or for per-
forming a service/transactional revenue sharing function,
as described herein. In some embodiments, the service
controller 122 in communication with the CDR storage,
aggregation, mediation, feed 118 (and/or other network
elements or combinations of network elements) performs
a rules engine for aggregating and mediating the device
assisted service usage information (e.g., micro-CDRs).
In some embodiments, a rules engine device in commu-
nication with the CDR storage, aggregation, mediation,
feed 118 (e.g., or other network elements and/or various
combinations of network elements) performs a rules en-
gine for aggregating and mediating the device assisted
service usage information (e.g., QOS service usage in-
formation and/or network capacity controlled services us-
age information).
[0091] In some embodiments, the rules engine is in-
cluded in (e.g., integrated with/part of) the CDR storage,
aggregation, mediation, feed 118. In some embodi-
ments, the rules engine and associated functions, as de-
scribed herein, is a separate function/device. In some
embodiments, the service controller 122 performs some
or all of these rules engine based functions, as described
herein, and communicates with the central billing inter-
face 127. In some embodiments, the service controller
122 performs some or all of these rules engine based
functions, as described herein, and communicates with
the central billing system 123.
[0092] In some embodiments, a settlement platform
service is provided. For example, micro-CDRs can be
aggregated and mediated to associate service usage for
one or more services used by a communications device
(e.g., a user of the communications device). A rules en-
gine or another function can determine a revenue share
allocation for the service usage for a particular service
to determine the settlement for such service usage for
the revenue sharing allocation/model and to distribute
accounting and settlement information to one or more of
carriers, distribution partners, MVNOs, wholesale part-
ners, and/or other partners or entities. In some embodi-
ments, the service is a transactional service.
[0093] In some embodiments, duplicate CDRs are sent
from the network equipment to the billing system 123 that
is used for generating service billing. In some embodi-
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ments, duplicate CDRs are filtered to send only those
CDRs/records for devices controlled by the service con-
troller and/or service processor (e.g., managed devices).
For example, this approach can provide for the same
level of reporting, lower level of reporting, and/or higher
level of reporting as compared to the reporting required
by the central billing system 123.
[0094] In some embodiments, a bill-by-account billing
offset is provided. For example, bill-by-account billing off-
set information can be informed to the central billing sys-
tem 123 by providing a CDR aggregator feed that aggre-
gates the device assisted service usage data feed to pro-
vide a new set of CDRs for the managed devices to the
central billing interface 127 and/or the central billing sys-
tem 123. In some embodiments, transaction billing is pro-
vided using similar techniques. For example, transaction
billing log information can be provided to the central billing
interface 127 and/or the central billing system 123.
[0095] In some embodiments, the rules engine (e.g.,
performed by the service usage 118 or another network
element, as described herein) provides a bill-by-account
billing offset. For example, device assisted service usage
information (e.g., micro-CDRs) includes a transaction
type field or transaction code (e.g., indicating a type of
service for the associated service usage information).
For example, the rules engine can apply a rule or a set
of rules based on the identified service associated with
the device generated service usage information to deter-
mine a bill-by-account billing offset (e.g., a new CDR can
be generated to provide the determined bill-by-account
billing offset). In some examples, the determined bill-by-
account billing offset can be provided as a credit to the
user’s service usage account (e.g., a new CDR can be
generated with a negative offset for the user’s service
usage account, such as for network chatter service us-
age, or transactional service usage, or for any other pur-
poses based on one or more rules performed by the rules
engine).
[0096] As another example, for a transactional service,
a first new CDR can be generated with a negative offset
for the user’s service usage account for that transactional
service related usage, and a second new CDR can be
generated with a positive service usage value to charge
that same service usage to the transactional service pro-
vider (e.g., Amazon, eBay, or another transactional serv-
ice provider). In some embodiments, the service control-
ler 122 generates these two new CDRs, and the service
usage 118 stores, aggregates, and communicates these
two new CDRs to the central billing interface 127. In some
embodiments, the service controller 122 generates these
two new CDRs, and the service usage 118 stores, ag-
gregates, and communicates these two new CDRs to the
central billing interface 127, in which the central billing
interface 127 applies rules (e.g., performs the rules en-
gine for determining the bill-by-account billing offset).
[0097] In some embodiments, the service controller
122 sends the device generated CDRs to the rules engine
(e.g., a service usage data store and rules engine, such

as CDR storage, aggregation, mediation, feed 118), and
the rules engine applies one or more rules, such as those
described herein and/or any other billing/service usage
related rules as would be apparent to one of ordinary skill
in the art. In some embodiments, the service controller
122 generates CDRs similar to other network elements,
and the rules (e.g., bill-by-account) are performed in the
central billing interface 127. For example, for the service
controller 122 to generate CDRs similar to other network
elements, in some embodiments, the service controller
122 is provisioned on the wireless network (e.g., by net-
work provision system 160) and behaves substantially
similar to other CDR generators on the network).
[0098] In some embodiments, the service controller
122 is provisioned as a new type of networking function
that is recognized as a valid, authorized, and secure
source for CDRs by the other necessary elements in the
network (e.g., CDR storage, aggregation, mediation,
feed 118). In some embodiments, if the necessary net-
work apparatus only recognize CDRs from certain types
of networking equipment (e.g. a RAN gateway or trans-
port gateway), then the service controller 122 provides
authentication credentials to the other networking equip-
ment that indicate that it is one of the approved types of
equipment for providing CDRs. In some embodiments,
the link between the service controller 122 and the nec-
essary CDR aggregation and mediation equipment is se-
cured, authenticated, encrypted, and/or signed.
[0099] In some embodiments, the CDR storage, ag-
gregation, mediation, feed 118 discards the network
based service usage information (e.g., network based
CDRs) received from one or more network elements. In
these embodiments, the service controller 122 provides
the device assisted service usage information (e.g., de-
vice based CDRs or micro-CDRs) to the CDR storage,
aggregation, mediation, feed 118 (e.g., the CDR storage,
aggregation, mediation, feed 118 can just provide a store,
aggregate, and communication function(s), as it is not
required to mediate network based CDRs and device as-
sisted CDRs), and the device based service usage infor-
mation is provided to the central billing interface 127 or
the central billing system 123.
[0100] In some embodiments, the device based CDRs
(e.g., micro-CDRs) and/or new CDRs generated based
on execution of a rules engine as described herein are
provided only for devices that are managed and/or based
on device group, service plan, or any other criteria, cat-
egorization, and/or grouping, such as based on ambient
service or ambient service provider or transactional serv-
ice or transactional service provider.
[0101] In some embodiments, QoS for DAS includes
a service processor (e.g., any device assisted ele-
ment/function) that facilitates coordination for and/or pro-
visions wireless access/radio access bearers (e.g.,
RABs). In some embodiments, the service processor de-
termines whether a request for QoS is authorized (e.g.,
according to QoS service level, user standing, available
local network capacity (e.g., as reported by other de-
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vice(s) and/or network)). In some embodiments, device
QoS capacity demand reports provide and/or augment
network capacity demand reports.
[0102] In some embodiments, QoS for DAS includes
a service controller (e.g., any network device based serv-
ice control element/function) that facilitates coordination
for and/or provisions wireless access/radio access bear-
ers (e.g., RABs) on a device (e.g., a communications
device, such as a mobile wireless communications de-
vice and/or an intermediate networking device), on net-
work, and/or on device plus network. In some embodi-
ments, the service controller provides device QoS ca-
pacity demand reports to other network equipment/ele-
ments/functions, and then also provisions the RAB chan-
nel based on various criteria and determinations.
[0103] In some embodiments, QoS for DAS provides
for device assisted monitoring, information, and/or func-
tionality to facilitate QoS without and/or to assist network
based monitoring, information, and/or functionality (e.g.,
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) and/or provides such mon-
itoring, information, and/or functionality that may not be
available via network based monitoring, information,
and/or functionality (e.g., encrypted activities on the de-
vice may not be accessible by DPI or other network based
techniques). For example, QoS for DAS can assist in the
QoS setup to facilitate the QoS setup and provide such
information that may not otherwise be available using
network based only techniques. For example, device as-
sisted activity and/or service monitoring techniques can
assist in classifying the QoS for the monitored activity
and/or service using, for example, a QoS activity map
(e.g., as described herein or other similar techniques).
For example, using such device assisted techniques
eliminates and/or minimizes DPI or other network based
techniques that can give rise to privacy concerns/issues,
network neutrality concerns/issues, and/or otherwise
may not be able to provide similar or equivalent granular
service/activity monitoring, as discussed above, and/or
also off loads such processing from the network (e.g.,
network elements/devices/functionality) to the commu-
nications devices (e.g., at least for such communications
devices that can perform such functions, based on their
processing and/or memory capabilities, as would be ap-
parent to one of ordinary skill in the art). In some embod-
iments, QoS for DAS includes the service provider for
providing an initial authorization/clearance for a QoS re-
quest (e.g., using various techniques described herein),
and the service controller determines if the QoS request
should be authorized (e.g., based on various QoS au-
thorization/clearance/approval criteria (e.g., QoS activity
maps and/or QoS request rule) and/or network capacity,
as described herein). In some embodiments, QoS for
DAS includes the service provider for providing a QoS
request including a QoS class to the service controller,
and the service controller determines if the QoS request
should be authorized, as described herein. In some em-
bodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity provides
for device assisted monitoring, information, and/or func-

tionality to facilitate protecting network capacity without
and/or to assist network based monitoring, information,
and/or functionality (e.g., Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
and/or provides such monitoring, information, and/or
functionality that may not be available via network based
monitoring, information, and/or functionality (e.g., en-
crypted activities on the device may not be accessible
by DPI or other network based techniques). In some em-
bodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity provides
for device assisted monitoring, information, and/or func-
tionality to facilitate protecting network capacity without
solely relying upon DPI and/or without any use or any
significant use of DPI wireless network, which conserves
network resources and network capacity by controlling
device network access behavior at the device instead of
deep in the core network at a DPI gateway (e.g., DPI
based techniques consume over the air wireless network
capacity even if chatty device behavior is blocked at a
DPI gateway, in contrast, DAS for protecting network ca-
pacity techniques that do not use DPI based techniques
for controlling device service usage can, for example,
providing a device based usage notification and service
selection UI that does not consume over the air wireless
network capacity).
[0104] In some embodiments, QoS for DAS and/or
DAS for protecting network capacity includes providing
or facilitating reports for base station (BTS) for network
capacity (e.g., sector, channel, busy state information or
network capacity usage/availability, and/or network ca-
pacity expected demand) based on, for example, one or
more of the following: monitored application usage on
the communications device, monitored user activity on
the communications device, location of the communica-
tions, other available networks, and/or other monitored
or determined activity, service usage measure, and/or
metric. In some embodiments, at or after execution of an
application that is determined to require network service
usage (e.g., may require increased wireless network
bandwidth, such as based on a service usage activity
map), QoS for DAS sends information to the network
(e.g., a network controller or other network device ele-
ment/function) that capacity demand is forthcoming for
the communications device (e.g., potentially initiating a
provisioning of a QoS radio access bearer (RAB) or other
type of RAB).
[0105] In some embodiments, network capacity (e.g.,
busy state information) is collected from one or more
communications devices in communication with a wire-
less network (e.g., network capacity/usage information
measured from each respective communications de-
vice’s perspective is determined and stored by the serv-
ice processor on each respective communications de-
vice) and reported to the service controller, and the serv-
ice controller (e.g., or another network element/function)
uses this information to determine what resources are
available for allocation to various levels of QoS (e.g., to
respond to/facilitate various QoS requests) and/or to
workload balance across multiple base stations and/or
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networks (e.g., wired networks, cellular, Wi-Fi, and/or
other wireless networks).
[0106] In some embodiments, the service processor
executed on the communications device sends a QoS
request (e.g., a wireless network bearer channel reser-
vation request or Radio Access Bearer (RAB) request)
to the service controller. The service controller verifies
the request using various verification techniques as de-
scribed herein. In some embodiments, the service con-
troller facilitates coordination of various device QoS re-
quests with one or more base stations (BTSs) in com-
munication with the communications device to provide
for the requested QoS reservation to facilitate the new
QoS session. In some embodiments, the service control-
ler provides a QoS routing function by, for example, pro-
viding various QoS routing instructions to a device serv-
ice processor (e.g., aggregating, prioritizing, queuing,
authorizing, allocating reservations/RABs, denying, re-
routing (such as to other BTSs and/or other networks)
and/or otherwise managing QoS requests), in which the
BTS may or may not be QoS aware. For example, QoS
priority can be based on activity (e.g., service usage
and/or application), service level, user standing, network
capacity, time of day, and/or QoS priority can be pur-
chased on a transaction basis, a session basis, a pre-
pay basis or a plan basis. As another example, QoS pri-
ority can also vary by device type, user within a group,
group, application type, content type, or any other criteria
or measure and/or any combination thereof. In some em-
bodiments, the service controller also facilitates coordi-
nation of various device QoS requests with other network
elements/functions for QoS implementation and man-
agement to provide for an end to end QoS solution.
[0107] In some embodiments, QoS can be symmetric
for two mobile devices or asymmetric. In some embodi-
ments, QoS resource availability can be from communi-
cations devices, BTS(s), other network functions (e.g.,
service control, service controller and/or any other net-
work elements/functions) or any combination thereof. In
some embodiments, the service controller provides QoS
demand information to another network element/func-
tion. In some embodiments, the service controller pro-
vides the central aggregator and policy decision point
(PDP). In some embodiments, the service controller con-
trols (e.g., at least in part) QoS related functions for com-
munications devices, BTS(s), and/or a combination of
both.
[0108] In some embodiments, charging (e.g., monitor-
ing and/or determining associating charging or billing) for
QoS service usage/transactions and/or network capacity
controlled services usage/transactions is determined us-
ing various techniques described herein. For example,
the service processor can assist in charging for QoS
and/or network capacity controlled activities. In some em-
bodiments, the service processor uses device assisted
Charging Data Records (CDRs) or micro-CDRs to assist
in charging for QoS and/or network capacity controlled
activities (e.g., using QoS class related transaction codes

and/or network capacity controlled related transaction
codes), as described herein with respect to various em-
bodiments. In some embodiments, charging for QoS
and/or network capacity controlled services is performed
in whole or in part by one or more network elements/func-
tions (e.g., service controller, SGSN/GGSN/other gate-
ways, and/or billing interfaces/servers).
[0109] In some embodiments, service usage informa-
tion includes network based service usage information.
In some embodiments, the network based service usage
information includes network based CDRs. In some em-
bodiments, service usage information includes device
based service usage information. In some embodiments,
device based service usage information includes device
assisted CDRs, also referred to herein as micro-CDRs,
as described herein. In some embodiments, micro-CDRs
are used for CDR mediation or reconciliation that pro-
vides for service usage accounting on any device activity
that is desired (e.g., providing granular service usage
information, such as based on application layer service
usage monitoring, transaction service usage monitoring,
QoS activities/sessions/transactions, network capacity
controlled activities/sessions/transactions, and/or other
types of service usage information). In some embodi-
ments, each device includes a service processor (e.g.,
a service processor executed on a processor of a com-
munications device, such as a mobile device or an inter-
mediate networking device that can communicate with a
wireless network).
[0110] In some embodiments, each device activity that
is desired to be associated with a billing event (e.g., for
a QoS related billing event) is assigned a micro-CDR
transaction code, and the service processor is pro-
grammed to account for that activity associated with that
transaction code (e.g., various transaction codes can be
associated with service usage associated with certain
services, applications, and/or based on QoS classes or
priorities, respectively, which can be used for providing
granular service usage for these various Internet/network
based services/sites/transactions and/or any other Inter-
net/network based services/sites, which can include
transactional based services). For example, using these
techniques, as described herein, essentially any type of
device activity (e.g., including QoS classes and prioriti-
zation and/or network capacity controlled classes and
prioritization) can be individually accounted for and/or
controlled (e.g., throttled, restricted, and/or otherwise
controlled as desired). In some embodiments, the service
processor periodically reports (e.g., during each heart-
beat or based on any other periodic, push, and/or pull
communication technique(s)) micro-CDR usage meas-
ures to, for example, a service controller or some other
network element/function. In some embodiments, the
service controller reformats the heartbeat micro-CDR us-
age information into a valid CDR format (e.g., a CDR
format that is used and can be processed by an SGSN
or GGSN or some other authorized network ele-
ment/function for CDRs) and then transmits the reformat-
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ted micro-CDRs to a network element/function for per-
forming CDR mediation.
[0111] In some embodiments, CDR mediation is used
to properly account for the micro-CDR service usage in-
formation by depositing it into an appropriate service us-
age account and deducting it from the user device bulk
service usage account. For example, this technique pro-
vides for a flexible service usage billing solution that uses
pre-existing solutions for CDR mediation and billing. For
example, the billing system can process the mediated
CDR feed from CDR mediation, apply the appropriate
account billing codes to the aggregated micro-CDR in-
formation that was generated by the device, and then
generate billing events in a manner that does not require
changes to existing billing systems, infrastructures, and
techniques (e.g., using new transaction codes to label
the new device assisted billing capabilities).
[0112] In some embodiments, the various QoS tech-
niques performed on or by the communications device
(e.g., using a service processor to provide or assist in
providing QoS session provisioning, QoS policy manage-
ment, QoS policy enforcement, and/or QoS account-
ing/charging, such as QoS charging records and reports)
are verified (e.g., using various verification techniques
described herein). In some embodiments, the various
network capacity controlled services techniques per-
formed on or by the communications device (e.g., using
a service processor to provide or assist in providing net-
work capacity controlled services policy management,
network capacity controlled services policy enforcement,
and/or network capacity controlled services charging,
such as network capacity controlled services charging
records and reports) are verified (e.g., using various ver-
ification techniques described herein).
[0113] For example, a QoS request, QoS related policy
rules (e.g., QoS activity map, QoS related service plan
and/or service policy settings) and implementation, QoS
policy enforcement, and QoS charging are verified (e.g.,
periodically, per transaction, and/or based on some other
criteria/metric). In some embodiments, verification tech-
niques include one or more of the following: compare a
network based service usage measure with a first service
policy associated with the communications device, com-
pare a device assisted service usage measure with the
first service policy, compare the network based service
usage measure to the device assisted service usage
measure, perform a test and confirm a device assisted
service usage measure based on the test, perform a User
Interface (UI) notification (e.g., which can include a user
authentication, password, question/answer challenge,
and/or other authentication technique), and/or other sim-
ilar verification techniques as will now be apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art. Accordingly, in some embodi-
ments, QoS for DAS "closes the loop" for verification of
various QoS related techniques, such as QoS requests,
QoS grants, QoS usage, and/or QoS charging. In some
embodiments, the service processor and the service con-
troller serve as a verifiable QoS management/coordina-

tion system for other QoS elements/functions in network.
In some embodiments, if such or other verification tech-
niques determine or assist in determining that a QoS re-
quest, QoS report, and/or QoS policy behavior (e.g., or
similarly, network capacity controlled services monitor-
ing, reporting, and/or policy behavior) does not match
expected requests, reports, and/or policy, then respon-
sive actions can be performed, for example, the commu-
nications device (e.g., and/or suspect services) can be
suspended, quarantined, killed/terminated, and/or
flagged for further analysis/scrutiny to determine whether
the device is malfunctioning, needs updating, has been
tampered with or compromised, is infected with malware,
and/or if any other problem exists.
[0114] In some embodiments, the communications de-
vice (e.g., the service processor) maintains a QoS flow
table that associates or maps device activity to QoS lev-
el/class to RAB/QoS channel, and in some embodiments,
the communications device also informs a QoS manage-
ment network function/element of the relative priority of
the QoS flows for the communications device (e.g.,
based on or using the QoS flow table). In some embod-
iments, the service controller receives or collects infor-
mation from the communications device and maintains
such a QoS flow table for the communications device
and, in some embodiments, the service controller also
informs a QoS management network function/element
of the relative priority of the QoS flows for the communi-
cations device (e.g., based on or using the QoS flow ta-
ble). In some embodiments, flows can be assigned to
activities originating at the communications device in a
transparent way, or simply by activity class or user pref-
erence, or using other techniques.
[0115] In some embodiments, the communications de-
vice maintains a table of QoS billing rates, scheduled
transmission times, and/other QoS related information
to implement an overlay MAC at the data networking level
to manage QoS on legacy networks that are not QoS
MAC enabled and/or do not have the various functionality
to support QoS controls (e.g., and such techniques can
also be used to provide for QoS functionality across dif-
ferent networks). In some embodiments, QoS related pol-
icies are exchanged between roaming and home service
controllers to facilitate QoS support while roaming on a
non-home network(s).
[0116] In some embodiments, the communications de-
vice serves as a network capacity indicator (e.g., collect-
ing network capacity information for a local cell and com-
municating or reporting that network capacity information
to the service controller). For example, permanent local
cell communications devices can be placed in local cell
areas to augment legacy equipment for such network
capacity indicator/reporting functions. Various other
techniques for determining network capacity and/or net-
work availability are described herein.
[0117] In some embodiments, service partners and/or
service providers can subsidize in whole or in part to up-
grade a given user or group of users to better QoS related
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service level agreement(SLA)/class for a preferred des-
tination. In some embodiments, based on monitored
service usage and/or other monitored behavior of the
communications device, such subsidized QoS up-
grade/offers can be presented to a user of the commu-
nications device (e.g., as an incentive/reward for desired
or preferred user behavior or for other reasons). Similarly,
in some embodiments, these techniques are also applied
to network capacity controlled services.
[0118] In some embodiments, QoS charging is based
on QoS channel/reservation, service flow, or RAB charg-
ing (e.g., single flow per RAB, multi-flow per RAB, multi-
RAB per flow). In some embodiments, charging (e.g., for
QoS and/or for network capacity controlled services) is
based on one or more of the following: network busy
state, time criteria, user service class request, traffic vol-
ume and class, time and class, network capacity (e.g.,
network busy state) and class, time of day and class,
location, traffic type, application type, application class,
destination, destination type, partner service, and/or oth-
er criteria/measures. In some embodiments, QoS charg-
ing is verified using the various verification techniques
described herein (e.g., test charging events). In some
embodiments, network capacity controlled services
charging is verified using the various verification tech-
niques described herein (e.g., test charging events). In
some embodiments, QoS charging is by data usage (e.g.,
by Megabyte (MB)), service flow by time by QoS class,
speed by time, network busy state, time of day/day of
week, service plan, current network, and/or other crite-
ria/measures. In some embodiments, network capacity
controlled services charging is by data usage (e.g., by
Megabyte (MB)), service flow by time by network capacity
controlled services class, speed by time, network busy
state, time of day/day of week, service plan, current net-
work, and/or other criteria/measures.
[0119] In some embodiments, QoS for DAS includes
coordinating functions with one or more of the following:
DAS elements/functions, Radio Access Network (RAN),
Transport network, Core network, GRX network, IPX net-
work, and/or other networks/elements/functions.
[0120] Figure 2 illustrates another functional diagram
of another network architecture for providing quality of
service (QoS) for device assisted services (DAS) and/or
for providing DAS for protecting network capacity in ac-
cordance with some embodiments. In some embodi-
ments, QoS for DAS techniques described herein are
implemented using the network architecture shown in
Figure 2. In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity techniques described herein are imple-
mented using the network architecture shown in Figure 2.
[0121] As shown, Figure 2 includes various devices
100 including service processors 115. For example, de-
vices 100 can include various types of mobile devices,
such as phones, PDAs, computing devices, laptops, net
books, tablets, cameras, music/media players, GPS de-
vices, networked appliances, and any other networked
device; and/or devices 100 can include various types of

intermediate networking devices, as described herein.
The devices 100 are in communication with service con-
trol 210 and central provider access and core networks
220. Service policies and accounting functions 230 are
also provided in communication with the central provider
access and core networks 220. For example, devices
100 can communicate via the central provider access
and core networks 220 to the Internet 120 for access to
various Internet sites/services 240 (e.g., Google
sites/services, Yahoo sites/services, Blackberry servic-
es, Apple iTunes and AppStore, Amazon.com, Face-
Book, and/or any other Internet service or other network
facilitated service).
[0122] In some embodiments, Figure 2 provides a wire-
less network architecture that supports various DAS for
protecting network capacity techniques as described
herein. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate
that various other network architectures can be used for
providing various DAS for protecting network capacity
techniques as described herein, and Figure 2 is illustra-
tive of just another such example network architecture
for which DAS for protecting network capacity techniques
as described herein can be provided.
[0123] Figure 3 illustrates another functional diagram
of an architecture 300 including a device based service
processor 115 and a service controller 122 for providing
quality of service (QoS) for device assisted services
(DAS) and/or for providing DAS for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. In some
embodiments, QoS for DAS techniques described herein
are implemented using the functions/elements shown in
Figure 3. In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity techniques described herein are imple-
mented using the functions/elements shown in Figure 3.
[0124] For example, the architecture 300 provides a
relatively full featured device based service processor
implementation and service controller implementation.
As shown, this corresponds to a networking configuration
in which the service controller 122 is connected to the
Internet 120 and not directly to the access network 1610.
As shown, a data plane (e.g., service traffic plane) com-
munication path is shown in solid line connections and
control plane (e.g., service control plane) communication
path is shown in dashed line connections. As will be ap-
parent to one of ordinary skill in the art, the division in
functionality between one device agent and another is
based on, for example, design choices, networking en-
vironments, devices and/or services/applications, and
various different combinations can be used in various
different implementations. For example, the functional
lines can be re-drawn in any way that the product design-
ers see fit. As shown, this includes certain divisions and
functional breakouts for device agents as an illustrative
implementation, although other, potentially more com-
plex, embodiments can include different divisions and
functional breakouts for device agent functionality spec-
ifications, for example, in order to manage development
specification and testing complexity and workflow. In ad-
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dition, the placement of the agents that operate, interact
with or monitor the data path can be moved or re-ordered
in various embodiments. For example, the functional el-
ements shown in Figure 3 are described below with re-
spect to, for example, Figures 4, 12, and 13 as well as
Figures 5 through 11 (e.g., QoS for DAS related embod-
iments) and Figures 14 through 23 (e.g., DAS for pro-
tecting network capacity related embodiments).
[0125] As shown in Figure 3, service processor 115
includes a service control device link 1691. For example,
as device based service control techniques involving su-
pervision across a network become more sophisticated,
it becomes increasingly important to have an efficient
and flexible control plane communication link between
the device agents and the network elements communi-
cating with, controlling, monitoring, or verifying service
policy. In some embodiments, the service control device
link 1691 provides the device side of a system for trans-
mission and reception of service agent to/from network
element functions. In some embodiments, the traffic ef-
ficiency of this link is enhanced by buffering and framing
multiple agent messages in the transmissions. In some
embodiments, the traffic efficiency is further improved by
controlling the transmission frequency or linking the
transmission frequency to the rate of service usage or
traffic usage. In some embodiments, one or more levels
of security or encryption are used to make the link robust
to discovery, eavesdropping or compromise. In some
embodiments, the service control device link 1691 also
provides the communications link and heartbeat timing
for the agent heartbeat function. As discussed below,
various embodiments disclosed herein for the service
control device link 1691 provide an efficient and secure
solution for transmitting and receiving service policy im-
plementation, control, monitoring and verification infor-
mation with other network elements.
[0126] As shown in Figure 3, the service controller 122
includes a service control server link 1638. In some em-
bodiments, device based service control techniques in-
volving supervision across a network (e.g., on the control
plane) are more sophisticated, and for such it is increas-
ingly important to have an efficient and flexible control
plane communication link between the device agents
(e.g., of the service processor 115) and the network el-
ements (e.g., of the service controller 122) communicat-
ing with, controlling, monitoring, or verifying service pol-
icy. For example, the communication link between the
service control server link 1638 of service controller 122
and the service control device link 1691 of the service
processor 115 can provide an efficient and flexible control
plane communication link, a service control link 1653 as
shown in Figure 3, and, in some embodiments, this con-
trol plane communication link provides for a secure (e.g.,
encrypted) communications link for providing secure, bi-
directional communications between the service proces-
sor 115 and the service controller 122. In some embod-
iments, the service control server link 1638 provides the
network side of a system for transmission and reception

of service agent to/from network element functions. In
some embodiments, the traffic efficiency of this link is
enhanced by buffering and framing multiple agent mes-
sages in the transmissions (e.g., thereby reducing net-
work chatter). In some embodiments, the traffic efficiency
is further improved by controlling the transmission fre-
quency and/or linking the transmission frequency to the
rate of service usage or traffic usage. In some embodi-
ments, one or more levels of security and/or encryption
are used to secure the link against potential discovery,
eavesdropping or compromise of communications on the
link. In some embodiments, the service control server
link 1638 also provides the communications link and
heartbeat timing for the agent heartbeat function.
[0127] In some embodiments, the service control serv-
er link 1638 provides for securing, signing, encrypting
and/or otherwise protecting the communications before
sending such communications over the service control
link 1653. For example, the service control server link
1638 can send to the transport layer or directly to the link
layer for transmission. In another example, the service
control server link 1638 further secures the communica-
tions with transport layer encryption, such as TCP TLS
or another secure transport layer protocol. As another
example, the service control server link 1638 can encrypt
at the link layer, such as using IPSEC, various possible
VPN services, other forms of IP layer encryption and/or
another link layer encryption technique.
[0128] As shown in Figure 3, the service controller 122
includes an access control integrity server 1654 (e.g.,
service policy security server). In some embodiments,
the access control integrity server 1654 collects device
information on service policy, service usage, agent con-
figuration, and/or agent behavior. For example, the ac-
cess control integrity server 1654 can cross check this
information to identify integrity breaches in the service
policy implementation and control system. In another ex-
ample, the access control integrity server 1654 can initi-
ate action when a service policy violation (e.g., QoS pol-
icy violation and/or a network capacity controlled services
policy violation) or a system integrity breach is suspected.
[0129] In some embodiments, the access control in-
tegrity server 1654 (and/or some other agent of service
controller 122) acts on access control integrity agent
1694 (e.g., service policy security agent) reports and er-
ror conditions. Many of the access control integrity agent
1654 checks can be accomplished by the server. For
example, the access control integrity agent 1654 checks
include one or more of the following: service usage meas-
ure against usage range consistent with policies (e.g.,
usage measure from the network and/or from the device);
configuration of agents; operation of the agents; and/or
dynamic agent download.
[0130] In some embodiments, the access control in-
tegrity server 1654 (and/or some other agent of service
controller 122) verifies device service policy implemen-
tations by comparing various service usage measures
(e.g., based on network monitored information, such as
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by using IPDRs or CDRs, and/or local service usage
monitoring information) against expected service usage
behavior given the policies that are intended to be in place
(e.g., a QoS policy and/or a network capacity controlled
services policy). For example, device service policy im-
plementations can include measuring total QoS data
passed, QoS data passed in a period of time, IP address-
es, data per IP address, and/or other measures such as
location, downloads, email accessed, URLs, and com-
paring such measures expected service usage behavior
given the policies that are intended to be in place.
[0131] In some embodiments, the access control in-
tegrity server 1654 (e.g., and/or some other agent of serv-
ice controller 122) verifies device service policy, and the
verification error conditions that can indicate a mismatch
in QoS service measure and QoS service policy include
one or more of the following: unauthorized network ac-
cess (e.g., access beyond ambient service policy limits);
unauthorized network speed (e.g., average speed be-
yond service policy limit); network data amount does not
match QoS policy limit (e.g., device not stop at limit with-
out re-up/revising service policy); unauthorized network
address; unauthorized service usage (e.g., VOIP, email,
and/or web browsing); unauthorized application usage
(e.g., email, VOIP, email, and/or web); service usage rate
too high for plan, and policy controller not control-
ling/throttling it down; and/or any other mismatch in serv-
ice measure and service policy. Accordingly, in some em-
bodiments, the access control integrity server 1654
(and/or some other agent of service controller 122) pro-
vides a policy/service control integrity service to contin-
ually (e.g., periodically and/or based on trigger events)
verify that the service control of the device has not been
compromised and/or is not behaving out of policy (e.g.,
a QoS policy and/or a network capacity controlled serv-
ices policy).
[0132] As shown in Figure 3, service controller 122 in-
cludes a service history server 1650 (e.g., charging serv-
er). In some embodiments, the service history server
1650 collects and records service usage or service ac-
tivity reports from the Access Network AAA Server 1621
and the Service Monitor Agent 1696. For example, al-
though service usage history from the network elements
can in certain embodiments be less detailed than service
history from the device, the service history from the net-
work can provide a valuable source for verification of de-
vice service policy implementation, because, for exam-
ple, it is extremely difficult for a device error or compro-
mise event on the device to compromise the network
based equipment and software. For example, service his-
tory reports from the device can include various service
tracking information, as similarly described above. In
some embodiments, the service history server 1650 pro-
vides the service history on request to other servers
and/or one or more agents. In some embodiments, the
service history server 1650 provides the service usage
history to the device service history 1618 (e.g., CDR feed
and CDR mediation). In some embodiments, for purpos-

es of facilitating the activation tracking service functions
(described below), the service history server 1650 main-
tains a history of which networks the device has connect-
ed to. For example, this network activity summary can
include a summary of the networks accessed, activity
versus time per connection, and/or traffic versus time per
connection. As another example, this activity summary
can further be analyzed or reported to estimate the type
of service plan associated with the traffic activity for the
purpose of bill sharing reconciliation.
[0133] As shown in Figure 3, service controller 122 in-
cludes a policy management server 1652 (e.g., policy
decision point (PDP) server) for managing service usage
policies, such as QoS policies and/or a network capacity
controlled services policies. In some embodiments, the
policy management server 1652 transmits policies to the
service processor 115 via the service control link 1653.
In some embodiments, the policy management server
1652 manages policy settings on the device (e.g., various
policy settings as described herein with respect to various
embodiments) in accordance with a device service pro-
file. In some embodiments, the policy management serv-
er 1652 sets instantaneous policies on policy implemen-
tation agents (e.g., policy implementation agent 1690).
For example, the policy management server 1652 can
issue policy settings, monitor service usage and, if nec-
essary, modify policy settings. For example, in the case
of a user who prefers for the network to manage their
service usage costs, or in the case of any adaptive policy
management needs, the policy management server
1652 can maintain a relatively high frequency of commu-
nication with the device to collect traffic and/or service
measures and issue new policy settings. In this example,
device monitored service measures and any user service
policy preference changes are reported, periodically
and/or based on various triggers/events/requests, to the
policy management server 1652. In this example, user
privacy settings generally require secure communication
with the network (e.g., a secure service control link 1653),
such as with the policy management server 1652, to en-
sure that various aspects of user privacy are properly
maintained during such configuration requests/policy
settings transmitted over the network. For example, in-
formation can be compartmentalized to service policy
management and not communicated to other databases
used for CRM for maintaining user privacy.
[0134] In some embodiments, the policy management
server 1652 provides adaptive policy management on
the device. For example, the policy management server
1652 can issue policy settings and objectives and rely
on the device based policy management (e.g., service
processor 115) for some or all of the policy adaptation.
This approach can require less interaction with the device
thereby reducing network chatter on the service control
link 1653 for purposes of device policy management
(e.g., network chatter is reduced relative to various serv-
er/network based policy management approaches de-
scribed above). This approach can also provide robust
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user privacy embodiments by allowing the user to con-
figure the device policy for user privacy preferences/set-
tings so that, for example, sensitive information (e.g.,
geo-location data, website history, and/or other sensitive
information) is not communicated to the network without
the user’s approval. In some embodiments, the policy
management server 1652 adjusts service policy based
on time of day. In some embodiments, the policy man-
agement server 1652 receives, requests, and/or other-
wise obtains a measure of network availability/capacity
and adjusts traffic shaping policy and/or other policy set-
tings based on available network availability/capacity
(e.g., a network busy state).
[0135] As shown in Figure 3, service controller 122 in-
cludes a network traffic analysis server 1656. In some
embodiments, the network traffic analysis server 1656
collects/receives service usage history for devices and/or
groups of devices and analyzes the service usage. In
some embodiments, the network traffic analysis server
1656 presents service usage statistics in various formats
to identify improvements in network service quality and/or
service profitability. In some embodiments, the network
traffic analysis server 1656 estimates the service quality
and/or service usage for the network under variable set-
tings on potential service policies. In some embodiments,
the network traffic analysis server 1656 identifies actual
or potential service behaviors by one or more devices
that are causing problems for overall network service
quality or service cost. In some embodiments, the net-
work traffic analysis server 1656 estimates the network
availability/capacity for the network under variable set-
tings on potential service policies. In some embodiments,
the network traffic analysis server 1656 identifies actual
or potential service behaviors by one or more devices
that are impacting and/or causing problems for overall
network availability/capacity.
[0136] As shown in Figure 3, Service Analysis, Test &
Download 122B includes a beta test server 1658 (e.g.,
policy creation point and beta test server). In some em-
bodiments, the beta test server 1658 publishes candidate
service plan policy settings to one or more devices. In
some embodiments, the beta test server 1658 provides
summary reports of network service usage or user feed-
back information for one or more candidate service plan
policy settings. In some embodiments, the beta test serv-
er 1658 provides a mechanism to compare the beta test
results for different candidate service plan policy settings
or select the optimum candidates for further policy set-
tings optimization, such as for protecting network capac-
ity.
[0137] As shown in Figure 3, service controller 122 in-
cludes a service download control server 1660 (e.g., a
service software download control server). In some em-
bodiments, the service download control server 1660
provides a download function to install and/or update
service software elements (e.g., the service processor
115 and/or agents/components of the service processor
115) on the device, as described herein.

[0138] As shown in Figure 3 service controller 122 in-
cludes a billing event server 1662 (e.g., micro-CDR serv-
er). In some embodiments, the billing event server 1662
collects billing events, provides service plan information
to the service processor 115, provides service usage up-
dates to the service processor 115, serves as interface
between device and central billing server 1619, and/or
provides trusted third party function for certain ecom-
merce billing transactions.
[0139] As shown in Figure 3, the Access Network HLR
AAA. server 1621 is in network communication with the
access network 1610. In some embodiments, the Access
Network AAA server 1621 provides the necessary ac-
cess network AAA services (e.g., access control and au-
thorization functions for the device access layer) to allow
the devices onto the central provider access network and
the service provider network. In some embodiments, an-
other layer of access control is required for the device to
gain access to other networks, such as the Internet, a
corporate network and/or a machine to machine network.
This additional layer of access control can be implement-
ed, for example, by the service processor 115 on the
device. In some embodiments, the Access Network AAA
server 1621 also provides the ability to suspend service
for a device and resume service for a device based on
communications received from the service controller
122. In some embodiments, the Access Network AAA
server 1621 also provides the ability to direct routing for
device traffic to a quarantine network or to restrict or limit
network access when a device quarantine condition is
invoked. In some embodiments, the Access Network
AAA server 1621 also records and reports device net-
work service usage (e.g., device network service usage
can be reported to the device service history 1618).
[0140] As shown in Figure 3, the device service history
1618 is in network communication with the access net-
work 1610. In some embodiments, the device service
history 1618 provides service usage data records used
for various purposes in various embodiments. In some
embodiments, the device service history 1618 is used to
assist in verifying service policy implementation. In some
embodiments, the device service history 1618 is used to
verify service monitoring. In some embodiments, the de-
vice service history 1618 is used to verify billing records
and/or billing policy implementation (e.g., to verify service
usage charging). In some embodiments, the device serv-
ice history 1618 is used to synchronize and/or verify the
local service usage counter (e.g., to verify service usage
accounting).
[0141] As shown in Figure 3, the central billing 1619
(e.g., central provider billing server) is in network com-
munication with the access network 1610. In some em-
bodiments, the central provider billing server 1619 pro-
vides a mediation function for central provider billing
events. For example, the central provider billing server
1619 can accept service plan changes. In some embod-
iments, the central provider billing server 1619 provides
updates on device service usage, service plan limits
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and/or service policies. In some embodiments, the cen-
tral provider billing server 1619 collects billing events,
formulates bills, bills service users, provides certain bill-
ing event data and service plan information to the service
controller 122 and/or device 100.
[0142] As shown in Figure 3, in some embodiments,
modem selection and control 1811 (e.g., in communica-
tion with connection manager 1804 as shown) selects
the access network connection and is in communication
with the modem firewall 1655, and modem drivers 1831,
1815, 1814, 1813, 1812 convert data traffic into modem
bus traffic for one or more modems and are in commu-
nication with the modem selection and control 1811. In
some embodiments, different profiles are selected based
on the selected network connection (e.g., different serv-
ice profiles/policies for WWAN, WLAN, WPAN, Ethernet
and/or DSL network connections), which is also referred
to herein as multimode profile setting. For example, serv-
ice profile settings can be based on the actual access
network (e.g., home DSL/cable or work network) behind
the Wi-Fi not the fact that it is Wi-Fi (e.g., or any other
network, such as DSL/cable, satellite, or T-1), which is
viewed as different than accessing a Wi-Fi network at
the coffee shop. For example, in a Wi-Fi hotspot situation
in which there are a significant number of users on a DSL
or T-1 backhaul, the service controller can sit in a service
provider cloud or an MVNO cloud, the service controls
can be provided by a VSP capability offered by the serv-
ice provider or the service controller can be owned by
the hotspot service provider that uses the service con-
troller on their own without any association with an access
network service provider. For example, the service proc-
essors can be controlled by the service controller to divide
up the available bandwidth at the hotspot according to
QoS or user sharing rules (e.g., with some users having
higher differentiated priority (e.g., potentially for higher
service payments) than other users). As another exam-
ple, ambient services (e.g., as similarly described herein)
can be provided for the hotspot for verified service proc-
essors.
[0143] In some embodiments, the service processor
115 and service controller 122 are capable of assigning
multiple service profiles associated with multiple service
plans that the user chooses individually or in combination
as a package. For example, a device 100 starts with am-
bient services that include free transaction services
wherein the user pays for transactions or events rather
than the basic service (e.g., a news service, eReader,
PND service, pay as you go session Internet) in which
each service is supported with a bill by account capability
to correctly account for any subsidized partner billing to
provide the transaction services (e.g., Barnes and Noble
may pay for the eReader service and offer a revenue
share to the service provider for any book or magazine
transactions purchased from the device 100). In some
embodiments, the bill by account service can also track
the transactions and, in some embodiments, advertise-
ments for the purpose of revenue sharing, all using the

service monitoring capabilities disclosed herein. After in-
itiating services with the free ambient service discussed
above, the user may later choose a post-pay monthly
Internet, email, and SMS service. In this case, the service
controller 122 would obtain from the billing system 123
in the case of network based billing (e.g., or the service
controller 122 billing event server 1622 in the case of
device based billing) the billing plan code for the new
Internet, email and SMS service. In some embodiments,
this code is cross referenced in a database (e.g., the
policy management server 1652) to find the appropriate
service profile for the new service in combination with
the initial ambient service. The new superset service pro-
file is then applied so that the user maintains free access
to the ambient services, and the billing partners continue
to subsidize those services, the user also gets access to
Internet services and may choose the service control pro-
file (e.g., from one of the embodiments disclosed herein).
The superset profile is the profile that provides the com-
bined capabilities of two or more service profiles when
the profiles are applied to the same device 100 service
processor. In some embodiments, the device 100 (serv-
ice processor 115) can determine the superset profile
rather than the service controller 122 when more than
one "stackable" service is selected by the user or other-
wise applied to the device. The flexibility of the service
processor 115 and service controller 122 embodiments
described herein allow for a large variety of service pro-
files to be defined and applied individually or as a super-
set to achieve the desired device 100 service features.
[0144] As shown in Figure 3, an agent communication
bus 1630 represents a functional description for providing
communication for the various service processor 115
agents and functions. In some embodiments, as repre-
sented in the functional diagram illustrated in Figure 3,
the architecture of the bus is generally multipoint to
multipoint so that any agent can communicate with any
other agent, the service controller or in some cases other
components of the device, such user interface 1697
and/or modem components. As described below, the ar-
chitecture can also be point to point for certain agents or
communication transactions, or point to multipoint within
the agent framework so that all agent communication can
be concentrated, or secured, or controlled, or restricted,
or logged or reported. In some embodiments, the agent
communication bus is secured, signed, encrypted, hid-
den, partitioned, and/or otherwise protected from unau-
thorized monitoring or usage. In some embodiments, an
application interface agent (not shown) is used to literally
tag or virtually tag application layer traffic so that the pol-
icy implementation agent(s) 1690 has the necessary in-
formation to implement selected traffic shaping solutions.
In some embodiments, an application interface agent
(not shown) is in communication with various applica-
tions, including a TCP application 1604, an IP application
1605, and a voice application 1602.
[0145] As shown in Figure 3, service processor 115
includes an API and OS stack interface 1693. In some
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embodiments, the API and OS stack interface 1693 pro-
vides the QoS API functionality as similarly described
herein with respect to various embodiments. In some em-
bodiments, a QoS API is used to report back QoS avail-
ability to applications. In some embodiments, the API and
OS stack interface 1693 provides the network capacity
controlled API and/or emulated API functionality as sim-
ilarly described herein with respect to various embodi-
ments. As shown, service processor 115 also includes a
router 1698 (e.g., a QoS router agent/function and/or a
network capacity controlled services router agent/func-
tion) and a policy decision point (PDP) agent 1692. In
some embodiments, the router 1698 provides QoS router
functionality as similarly described herein with respect to
various embodiments. In some embodiments, the router
1698 provides network capacity controlled services rout-
er functionality as similarly described herein with respect
to various embodiments. In some embodiments, the QoS
router supports multiple QoS channels (e.g., one or more
provisioned/allocated QoS links forming a QoS channel
between the device and the desired end point, such as
an access point/BTS/gateway/network for a single ended
QoS channel or other communication device for an end
to end QoS channel, depending on the QoS connec-
tion/network support/availability/etc.). In some embodi-
ments, the QoS router supports multiple QoS channels,
which can each have different QoS classes/levels. In
some embodiments, the QoS router routes applica-
tion/service usage traffic to an appropriate QoS channel.
In some embodiments, the QoS router determines the
routing/mapping based on, for example, one or more of
the following: a QoS API request, a QoS activity map, a
user request, a service plan, a service profile, service
policy settings, network capacity, service controller or
other intermediate QoS network element/function/de-
vice, and/or any other criteria/measure, as similarly de-
scribed herein with respect to various embodiments. In
some embodiments, multiple different applications/serv-
ices are routed to a particular QoS channel using various
techniques described herein. In some embodiments, dif-
ferent applications/services are routed to different QoS
channels using various techniques described herein. In
some embodiments, the QoS router assists in managing
and/or optimizing QoS usage for the communications de-
vice. In some embodiments, the QoS router assists in
managing and/or optimizing QoS usage across multiple
communications devices (e.g., based on network capac-
ity for a given cell area/base station or other access
point). In some embodiments, PDP agent 1692 provides
the PDP agent functionality as similarly described herein
with respect to various embodiments. As shown, archi-
tecture 300 also includes a suspend resume interface
320, network QoS provisioning interfaces 330 (e.g., for
providing the various QoS techniques described herein),
and an activation/suspend resume server 340 and billing
interface server 350 in the service controller 122A.
[0146] In some embodiments, device assisted servic-
es (DAS) techniques for providing an activity map for

classifying or categorizing service usage activities to as-
sociate various monitored activities (e.g., by URL, by net-
work domain, by website, by network traffic type, by ap-
plication or application type, and/or any other service us-
age activity categorization/classification) with associated
IP addresses are provided. In some embodiments, a pol-
icy control agent (not shown), service monitor agent 1696
(e.g., charging agent), or another agent or function (or
combinations thereof) of the service processor 115 pro-
vides a DAS activity map. In some embodiments, a policy
control agent (not shown), service monitor agent, or an-
other agent or function (or combinations thereof) of the
service processor provides an activity map for classifying
or categorizing service usage activities to associate var-
ious monitored activities (e.g., by Uniform Resource Lo-
cator (URL), by network domain, by website, by network
traffic type, by socket (such as by IP address, protocol,
and/or port), by socket id (such as port address/number),
by port number, by content type, by application or appli-
cation type, and/or any other service usage activity clas-
sification/categorization) with associated IP addresses
and/or other criteria/measures. In some embodiments, a
policy control agent, service monitor agent, or another
agent or function (or combinations thereof) of the service
processor determines the associated IP addresses for
monitored service usage activities using various tech-
niques to snoop the DNS request(s) (e:g., by performing
such snooping techniques on the device 100 the asso-
ciated IP addresses can be determined without the need
for a network request for a reverse DNS lookup). In some
embodiments, a policy control agent, service monitor
agent, or another agent or function (or combinations
thereof) of the service processor records and reports IP
addresses or includes a DNS lookup function to report
IP addresses or IP addresses and associated URLs for
monitored service usage activities. For example, a policy
control agent, service monitor agent, or another agent or
function (or combinations thereof) of the service proces-
sor can determine the associated IP addresses for mon-
itored service usage activities using various techniques
to perform a DNS lookup function (e.g., using a local DNS
cache on the monitored device 100). In some embodi-
ments, one or more of these techniques are used to dy-
namically build and maintain a DAS activity map that
maps, for example, URLs to IP addresses, applications
to IP addresses, content types to IP addresses, and/or
any other categorization/classification to IP addresses
as applicable. In some embodiments, the DAS activity
map is used for various DAS traffic control and/or throt-
tling techniques as described herein with respect to var-
ious embodiments for providing QoS for DAS and/or for
providing DAS for protecting network capacity. In some
embodiments, the DAS activity map is used to provide
the user various UI related information and notification
techniques related to service usage as described herein
with respect to various embodiments. In some embodi-
ments, the DAS activity map is used to provide service
usage monitoring, prediction/estimation of future service
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usage, service usage billing (e.g., bill by account and/or
any other service usage/billing categorization tech-
niques), DAS techniques for ambient services usage
monitoring, DAS techniques for generating micro-CDRs,
and/or any of the various other DAS related techniques
as described herein with respect to various embodi-
ments.
[0147] In some embodiments, all or a portion of the
service processor 115 functions disclosed herein are im-
plemented in software. In some embodiments, all or a
portion of the service processor 115 functions are imple-
mented in hardware. In some embodiments, all or sub-
stantially all of the service processor 115 functionality
(e.g., as discussed herein) is implemented and stored in
software that can be performed on (e.g., executed by)
various components in device 100. In some embodi-
ments, it is advantageous to store or implement certain
portions or all of service processor 115 in protected or
secure memory so that other undesired programs (e.g.,
and/or unauthorized users) have difficulty accessing the
functions or software in service processor 115. In some
embodiments, service processor 115, at least in part, is
implemented in and/or stored on secure non-volatile
memory (e.g., non volatile memory can be secure non-
volatile memory) that is not accessible without pass keys
and/or other security mechanisms (e.g., security creden-
tials). In some embodiments, the ability to load at least
a portion of service processor 115 software into protected
non-volatile memory also requires a secure key and/or
signature and/or requires that the service processor 115
software components being loaded into non-volatile
memory are also securely encrypted and appropriately
signed by an authority that is trusted by a secure software
downloader function, such as service downloader 1663
as shown in Figure 3. In some embodiments, a secure
software download embodiment also uses a secure non-
volatile memory. Those of ordinary skill in the art will also
appreciate that all memory can be on-chip, off-chip, on-
board, and/or off-board.
[0148] Figures 4A through 4C illustrates a functional
diagram for providing quality of service (QoS) for device
assisted services (DAS) in accordance with some em-
bodiments. In some embodiments, QoS for DAS tech-
niques described herein are implemented using the net-
work architecture shown in Figures 4A through 4C.
[0149] Referring to Figure 4A, in some embodiments,
QoS functionality is performed at the communications
device 100 using service processor 115 as similarly de-
scribed herein. For example, the service processor 115
determines whether or not a QoS request is authorized
(e.g., based on the associated service plan and/or other
criteria/measures). If the QoS request is authorized, then
the service processor 115 communicates with the base
station (BTS) 125 to send the QoS request (e.g., a RAB
or multi-RAB reservation request) to the local BTS. The
BTS determines whether to accept or deny the QoS re-
quest (e.g., based on network capacity, such as using a
first come first service QoS/network bandwidth or best

effort access policy or other techniques, and/or other cri-
teria/measures). The BTS responds to the QoS request
accordingly. If the QoS request is granted, the QoS ses-
sion can be initiated as similarly described herein. In
some embodiments, the service processor 115 also per-
forms various QoS charging functions using various tech-
niques described herein, and the service processor 115
periodically sends QoS charging records or reports to
the service controller 122 (e.g., and/or another network
element/function). In some embodiments, the service
processor 115 and the QoS related functions performed
by the service processor 115 are periodically verified us-
ing the various techniques described herein.
[0150] Referring to Figure 4B, Figure 4B is similar to
Figure 4A except that the service controller 122 is also
shown to be in communication with the service processor
115 of the communications device 100, which can pro-
vide for the download and periodically updating of the
QoS rules and/or other service plan/profile/policy infor-
mation that can include QoS related information. In some
embodiments, the service processor 115 also performs
various QoS charging functions using various techniques
described herein, and the service processor 115 period-
ically sends QoS charging records or reports to the serv-
ice controller 122 (e.g., and/or another network ele-
ment/function). In some embodiments, the service proc-
essor 115 and the QoS related functions performed by
the service processor 115 are periodically verified using
the various techniques described herein.
[0151] Referring to Figure 4C, at 410, the service proc-
essor 115 sends a QoS request to the service controller
122. (e.g., the service processor can also (at least in part)
determine whether the QoS request is authorized as sim-
ilarly described with respect to Figure 4A). At 420, the
service controller 122 sends the QoS request to the BTS
125 if it is determined that the QoS request is authorized
using various techniques described herein and/or wheth-
er the BTS 125 has network capacity for the QoS request.
For example, the service controller can provide a central
policy decision point function for QoS related activities
(e.g., based on QoS prioritization, network capacity,
and/or other criteria/measures/policies). At 430, the serv-
ice controller 122 communicates the response to the QoS
request accordingly. At 440, if the QoS request was ap-
proved, the device 100 initiates the QoS session (e.g.,
using a RAB or multi-RAB reservation) via the BTS 125.
In some embodiments, the service processor 115 also
performs various QoS charging functions using various
techniques described herein, and the service processor
115 periodically sends QoS charging records or reports
to the service controller 122 (e.g., and/or another network
element/function). In some embodiments, the service
processor 115 and the QoS related functions performed
by the service processor 115 are periodically verified us-
ing the various techniques described herein.
[0152] In some embodiments, QoS techniques as de-
scribed herein are implemented in the device (e.g., using
the service processor 115) and one or more other net-
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work elements/functions, such as the BTS 125, service
controller 125, RAN, SGSN/GGSN/other gateways
and/or other network elements/functions, in which vari-
ous of the QoS related functions can be distributed or
allocated to such network elements/functions based on
various design/network architecture approaches as will
now be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art, in which
QoS related activities and/or functions at the device 100
are verified using various verification techniques de-
scribed herein.
[0153] In some embodiments, the device determines
QoS availability by directly querying QoS link reservation
equipment in the network (e.g., an access point, such as
the BTS 125). In some embodiments, the device deter-
mines QoS availability based on an intermediate network
function that coordinates QoS requests with one or more
network QoS link resources. In some embodiments, the
device requests a QoS reservation in advance of QoS
link establishment with one or more QoS network link
resources. In some embodiments, in response to a QoS
request, a QoS channel is reported as available only if/af-
ter it is determined that the necessary one or more QoS
links required to create the QoS channel are available,
and, for example, the QoS channel can then be reserved
based on a confirmation or automatically be reserved in
response to the QoS request.
[0154] Figure 5 illustrates a functional diagram for gen-
erating a QoS activity map for quality of service (QoS)
for device assisted services (DAS) in accordance with
some embodiments. In particular, Figure 5 illustrates
techniques for mapping a service plan or a set of service
plan policies/rules for QoS 510 to a set of QoS activity
rules 530. As shown, a set of QoS rules/QoS related de-
vice state information 510 (e.g., a set of associated serv-
ice plan, service plan usage, other state such as network
capacity or forecasted demand or time of day/day of
week, activity usage, QoS level, and/or user preferences)
is mapped using a QoS mapping function to a set of QoS
activity rules 530 using various techniques described
herein. At 530, activity rules (e.g., activity policy rules
instructions) 530 are determined using the mapping func-
tion 520. In some embodiments, DAS for network capac-
ity controlled services techniques can similarly be imple-
mented using the techniques described with respect to
Figure 5 (e.g., for generating and implementing a network
capacity controlled services activity map).
[0155] In some embodiments, the service plan in-
cludes a list of activity policies, and each activity policy
in the service plan specifies how the activity policy is mod-
ified by rules state information. In some embodiments,
each activity policy then becomes the instruction for the
engine (e.g., QoS mapping function 520) that maps the
activity policy to QoS activity rules 530. In some embod-
iments, service controller 122 downloads QoS mapping
function 520, which is implemented by service processor
115.
[0156] In some embodiments, the service processor
determines (e.g., and classifies) application/service us-

age activity demand with or without granular applica-
tion/service usage activity (e.g., depending on various
user/service plan/service provider/network/legal and/or
other privacy restrictions and/or any other related re-
quirements or settings). For example, policies (e.g., serv-
ice policy settings and/or service profile settings) can be
downloaded to provide such application/service usage
activity monitoring rules and a QoS activity map for as-
signing such monitored activities to various QoS classes
or priorities, and, in some embodiments, such monitoring
and the QoS activity map can also be implemented using
various verification techniques described herein (e.g.,
periodically audited, tested, compared with network serv-
ice usage information). In some embodiments, the QoS
activity map is based on a service plan, service profile,
and/or service policy settings associated with the com-
munications device. In some embodiments, the QoS ac-
tivity map is based on a device group and/or user group.
In some embodiments, the QoS activity map is based on
user input (e.g., a user of the communications device can
identify QoS classes/service levels for various applica-
tions and/or service activities, in response to requests
for user input, based on user configurations, user defined
rules (e.g., to eliminate or mitigate privacy and/or net neu-
trality concerns/issues), and/or confirmed monitored us-
er behavior QoS related patterns or preferences). In
some embodiments, the QoS activity map includes map-
pings/associations based on one or more of the following:
a user preference for a given destination, destination
class, application, application class (e.g., by application
class instead of with respect to a specific application can
also eliminate or mitigate privacy and/or net neutrality
concerns/issues), flow, traffic or flow class, time period,
time of day, location, network busy state (e.g., provide
QoS when you can, then charge more when busy, notify
user of busy state), device type, user type, user plan,
user group, user standing, partner service, tokens, serv-
ice type, and/or other criteria or measures.
[0157] In some embodiments, various techniques de-
scribed herein are managed for device 100 for incoming
and/or outgoing QoS requests. In some embodiments,
as shown in Figure 6, QoS for DAS includes establishing
an end to end coordinated QoS service channel control.
[0158] Figure 6 illustrates a functional diagram for qual-
ity of service (QoS) for device assisted services for an
end to end coordinated QoS service channel control in
accordance with some embodiments. As shown in Figure
6, a wireless communications device 100A includes a
service processor 115A in secure communication with
service controller 122A. A wireless communications de-
vice 100B includes a service processor 115B in secure
communication with service controller 122B. In some em-
bodiments, when, for example, device 100A initiates a
QoS request for a QoS class session in communication
with device 100B (e.g., a VOIP call or another application
service requiring or possibly using a QoS class/level ses-
sion, such as a conversational or other QoS type of
class/level), as sequence of actions are performed using
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service controller 122A and service controller 122B to
facilitate/setup an end to end coordinated QoS service
channel control. In some embodiments, as similarly de-
scribed herein, assuming that service processor 115A
and service controller 122A determine that the QoS re-
quest from device 100A is authorized for that device, then
the service controller 122A contacts registry 650 (e.g., a
device registry, such as an HLR, mobile services center,
or other central database or registry including, for exam-
ple, service controller mappings by device/IP ad-
dress/other) to determine the service controller associ-
ated with/responsible for managing QoS/service control
for device 100B. The registry 650 provides the service
controller 122B information (e.g., IP address/other ad-
dress) based on this lookup determination. In some em-
bodiments, service controller 122A then initiates the QoS
request with service controller 122B to determine if the
device 100B is authorized and/or available for the QoS
session requested by device 100A. In some embodi-
ments, service controllers 122A/B communicate with
BTSs 125A/B to determine whether the QoS request can
be facilitated (e.g., based on network capacity) as simi-
larly described herein. In some embodiments, the service
controllers 122A and 122B provide the central QoS co-
ordination function and can request appropriate QoS
channels directly from the respective local BTSs. In some
embodiments, the service controllers 122A and 122B al-
so communicate with one or more of the following net-
work elements/functions as shown in Figure 6 in order
to facilitate an end to end coordinated QoS service chan-
nel control: RAN 610/670, Core Network 620/660, and
IPX network 630. In some embodiments, service control-
lers 122A and 122B communicate with various necessary
network elements for provisioning to facilitate session
provisioning through the carrier core network as similarly
discussed above. In some embodiments, service con-
trollers 122A and 122B communicate with various nec-
essary network elements for provisioning to facilitate ses-
sion provisioning through the IPX network as similarly
discussed above. As will be apparent to one of ordinary
skill in the art, QoS for DAS techniques as described
herein can be similarly implemented using these or sim-
ilar techniques to various other network architectures.
[0159] Figure 7 illustrates a flow diagram for quality of
service (QoS) for device assisted services (DAS) in ac-
cordance with some embodiments. At 702, the process
begins. At 704, QoS rules are received or determined
(e.g., a service processor receives or requests the QoS
rules, which may be included in service plan, service pro-
file, and/or service policy settings associated with the
communications device). In some embodiments, the
QoS rules are verified using various techniques as de-
scribed herein (e.g., periodically updated, replaced,
downloaded, obfuscated, and/or tested using by a serv-
ice controller and/or using other verification techniques).
In some embodiments, a QoS API is also used by various
applications to initiate a QoS request, as described here-
in with respect to various embodiments. In some embod-

iments, the QoS rules are implemented in the form of a
QoS activity map in accordance with various embodi-
ments described herein. At 706, the communications de-
vice’s standing for QoS is determined using various tech-
niques described herein (e.g., based on the service plan,
service profile, service policy settings, QoS rules, based
on QoS class, current service usage, current billing
standing, and/or any other criteria/measure). In some
embodiments, in addition to verifying the device/user
standing for the QoS request, whether the device is fol-
lowing or in compliance with an assigned QoS reserva-
tion request policy is also verified using various tech-
niques described herein. If the device is determined to
not be eligible for QoS, then at 708, the device User In-
terface (UI) provides information concerning the deni-
al/ineligibility for QoS session(s) (e.g., denial/ineligibility
explanation and/or options for providing for one or more
QoS options, such as a service plan upgrade or payment
for a certain/set of/period of time for QoS session(s) ac-
cess). If the device is determined to be eligible for QoS,
then at 710, QoS availability is determined (e.g., based
on network capacity, which may be determined at the
device, via communication with the service controller, via
communication with the BTS, and/or any combination
thereof, using the various techniques described herein).
If QoS is determined to not be available, then at 712, the
UI provides information and/or options concerning the
QoS availability (e.g., unavailability explanation and/or
options for providing for one or more QoS options, such
as a service plan upgrade or payment for a certain/set
of/period of time for QoS session(s) access). If QoS is
determined to be available, then at 714, a request for
network resources for the QoS session is sent to one or
more network resources (e.g., service controller, BTS,
gateway, core/transport network, IPX/GRX networks,
and/or other network elements/functions/resources). At
716, a confirmation of the approved QoS session is re-
ceived to close the loop for the QoS for DAS (e.g., a QoS
schedule is received that provides the QoS session con-
firmation information, such as a scheduled RAB/multi-
RAB and/or other reserved network resource(s) by
schedule/other criteria). At 718, one or more verification
techniques are performed to verify the QoS for DAS im-
plementation on the device using various verification
techniques described herein (e.g., comparing QoS serv-
ice usage reports from a network source with the asso-
ciated device policy; comparing QoS service usage re-
ports from a network source with the QoS service usage
reports from the device, and/or using other verification
techniques as similarly described herein). At 720, the
process is completed.
[0160] Figures 8A through 8C each illustrate another
flow diagram for quality of service (QoS) for device as-
sisted services (DAS) in accordance with some embod-
iments. Figure 8A illustrates another flow diagram for
quality of service (QoS) for device assisted services
(DAS) in accordance with some embodiments. At 802,
the process begins. In some embodiments, the QoS pol-
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icies are implemented on the device (e.g., service proc-
essor collects/receives an associated service plan that
defines/specifies basic policies for QoS, which can in-
clude a QoS activity map, which, for example, maps QoS
classes based on application, service usage, flow type,
destination, time of day, network capacity, and/or other
criteria/measures, as similarly described herein). In
some embodiments, a QoS API is also used by various
applications to initiate a QoS request, as described here-
in with respect to various embodiments. In some embod-
iments, the QoS rules are implemented in the form of a
verified QoS activity map in accordance with various em-
bodiments described herein. At 804, a QoS request is
determined (e.g., by QoS class for a particular associated
service/application). In some embodiments, the QoS re-
quest is determined at least in part by using the QoS
activity map using various techniques described herein,
for example, based on service/application usage moni-
toring on the device (e.g., by the service processor serv-
ice usage monitoring agent). In some embodiments, the
QoS request is determined based on the QoS API. In
some embodiments, the QoS request is determined to
be associated with an outgoing connection or an incom-
ing connection. At 806, whether the QoS request is au-
thorized is determined (e.g., whether the QoS request
supported by the service plan, sufficient charging credit
exists for this QoS request, and/or other criteria/meas-
ures). If not, then at 808, the UI provides a responsive
notification and/or option as similarly described herein.
If the QoS request is approved, then at 810, a request
for network resources for the QoS session is sent to one
or more network resources (e.g., service controller, BTS,
gateway, core/transport network, IPX/GRX networks,
a/another service controller in communication with an-
other communications device such as for setting up a
conversational class QoS connection with the other com-
munications device, and/or other network elements/func-
tions/resources). If the device is determined to be eligible
for QoS, then at 810, QoS availability is determined (e.g.,
based on network capacity, which may be determined at
the device, via communication with the service controller,
via communication with the BTS or another network el-
ement/function, and/or any combination thereof, using
the various techniques described herein). If QoS is de-
termined to not be available, then at 812, the UI provides
information and/or options concerning the QoS availabil-
ity (e.g., unavailability explanation and/or options for pro-
viding for one or more QoS options, such as a service
plan upgrade or payment for a certain/set of/period of
time for QoS session(s) access). If QoS is determined to
be available, then at 814, a request for network resources
for the QoS session is sent to one or more network re-
sources (e.g., service controller, BTS, gateway,
core/transport network, IPX/GRX networks, and/or other
network elements/functions/resources, to setup, for ex-
ample, a QoS end to end connection - coordinate all re-
sources end to end for the approved and verified QoS
flow). At 816, a confirmation of the approved QoS session

is received to close the loop for the QoS for DAS (e.g.,
a QoS schedule is received that provides the QoS ses-
sion confirmation information, such as a scheduled
RAB/multi-RAB and/or other reserved network re-
source(s) by schedule/other criteria). At 818, a QoS rout-
er is executed/performed on the communications device
to assist in implementing QoS for DAS using various ver-
ification techniques described herein (e.g., to perform
QoS queuing, throttling, and/or other QoS router related
functions as described herein). At 820, verified QoS
charging is performed (e.g., at least in part) on the device
using various techniques described herein (e.g., using
the service processor, such as the charging/service us-
age monitoring and/or other agents as described herein).
In some embodiments, QoS charging records and/or re-
ports are provided to one or more network elements for
managing QoS billing and/or other QoS manage-
ment/billing related service control functions (e.g., to the
service controller and/or the billing interface or billing
server). In some embodiments, QoS for DAS also facil-
itates reestablishing the QoS session/connection/chan-
nel/stream if the QoS session/connection/chan-
nel/stream is lost or goes down, using similar techniques
to those described herein as would be apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art. At 822, the process is complet-
ed. In some embodiments, the QoS provisioning channel
is closed when the device session is over to, for example,
free up various resources.
[0161] Figure 8B illustrates another flow diagram for
quality of service (QoS) for device assisted services
(DAS) in accordance with some embodiments. In some
embodiments, QoS for DAS includes identifying the QoS
requirements (e.g., QoS level or QoS class) for a service
activity. At 824, the process begins. In some embodi-
ments, the QoS policies are implemented on the device
(e.g., service processor collects/receives an associated
service plan that defines/specifies basic policies for QoS,
which can include a QoS activity map, which, for exam-
ple, maps QoS classes based on application, service us-
age, flow type, destination, time of day, network capacity,
and/or other criteria/measures, as similarly described
herein). In some embodiments, the QoS rules are imple-
mented in the form of a verified QoS activity map in ac-
cordance with various embodiments described herein.
At 826, the device monitors device activity, such as serv-
ice/application usage activities. In some embodiments,
the device detects the relevant activities based on vari-
ous service usage monitoring techniques described
herein. At 828, a QoS request is determined, for example,
using various techniques described herein. At 830, a QoS
level is determined based on the application and/or var-
ious device monitored service usage/application activi-
ties associated with the QoS request using various tech-
niques described herein. For example, the QoS level can
be determined using the QoS activity map, which pro-
vides a QoS policy defined by a table associating various
QoS levels with a variety of activities that include various
device monitored service usage/application activities. In
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some embodiments, the QoS activity map includes QoS
level mappings based on one or more of the following:
application, destination/source, traffic type, connection
type, content type, time of day/day of week, network ca-
pacity, activity usage, service plan selection, current
standing, user class, device class, home/roaming, net-
work capabilities, and/or other criteria/measures as sim-
ilarly described herein. In some embodiments, at 832, if
the QoS level cannot be determined and/or in order to
confirm a QoS level or selection among multiple potential
appropriate/approved QoS levels, the UI presents op-
tions for a user to select the QoS level. At 834, the QoS
request is initiated for the determined QoS level (e.g.,
QoS class and/or priorities). At 836, the process is com-
pleted.
[0162] Figure 8C illustrates another flow diagram for
quality of service (QoS) for device assisted services
(DAS) in accordance with some embodiments. In some
embodiments, QoS for DAS includes determining wheth-
er the network should grant the QoS request for a given
device activity. At 842, the process begins. At 844, QoS
request is determined. At 846, the communications de-
vice’s standing for QoS is determined using various tech-
niques described herein (e.g., a service processor in
combination with a service controller or based on a com-
munication for authorization of the QoS request sent to
the service controller determines whether the QoS re-
quest is authorized, which can be based on the service
plan, service profile, service policy settings, QoS rules,
based on QoS class, current service usage, current bill-
ing standing, and/or any other criteria/measure). If the
device is determined to not be eligible for QoS, then at
848, the device User Interface (UI) provides information
concerning the denial/ineligibility for QoS session(s)
(e.g., denial/ineligibility explanation and/or options for
providing for one or more QoS options, such as a service
plan upgrade or payment for a certain/set of/period of
time for QoS session(s) access). If the device is deter-
mined to be eligible for QoS, then at 850, QoS availability
is determined (e.g., based on network capacity, which
may be determined at the device, via communication with
the service controller, via communication with the BTS
or another network element/function, and/or any combi-
nation thereof, using the various techniques described
herein). If QoS is determined to not be available, then at
852, the UI provides information and/or options concern-
ing the QoS availability (e.g., unavailability explanation
and/or options for providing for one or more QoS options,
such as a service plan upgrade or payment for a cer-
tain/set of/period of time for QoS session(s) access). If
QoS is determined to be available, then at 854, a request
for network resources for the QoS session is sent to one
or more network resources (e.g., service controller, BTS,
gateway, core/transport network, IPX/GRX networks,
and/or other network elements/functions/resources can
be queried directly and/or a centralized QoS re-
source/network function/element/database can be que-
ried for determining such network resources and coordi-

nating such scheduling). At 856, a confirmation of the
approved QoS session is received to close the loop for
the QoS for DAS (e.g., a QoS schedule is received that
provides the QoS session confirmation information, such
as a scheduled RAB/multi-RAB and/or other reserved
network resource(s) by schedule/other criteria). At 858,
a QoS router is performed. In some embodiments, the
QoS router is performed on the device (e.g., service proc-
essor), on a network element/function (e.g., service con-
troller), and/or in combinations thereof. In some embod-
iments, the QoS router prioritizes multiple QoS requests
across a given communications device. In some embod-
iments, the QoS router prioritizes multiple QoS requests
across multiple communications devices and/or across
multiple BTSs. In some embodiments, the QoS router
performs various QoS class degradation, promotion,
and/or other throttling related techniques as similarly de-
scribed herein (e.g., based on session priority, network
capacity, workload balancing, QoS priority rules, and/or
other criteria/measures/rules). At 860, the process is
completed.
[0163] Figure 9 illustrates another flow diagram for
quality of service (QoS) for device assisted services
(DAS) in accordance with some embodiments. In some
embodiments, QoS for DAS includes QoS session pro-
vision for a service activity. At 902, the process begins.
At 904, a new QoS session is granted and/or confirmed.
At 906, a device service processor (e.g., policy decision
point (PDP) agent, also referred to herein as a policy
control agent) maps the QoS session grant to a QoS
monitoring policy (e.g., based on a service controller pro-
vided QoS related policy, based on a service plan asso-
ciated with the device, user, device/user group, and/or
other criteria/measures, as similarly described herein).
At 908, the QoS monitoring policy provides com-
mands/instructions to a policy enforcement point (PEP)
(e.g., PEP agent, also referred to herein as a policy im-
plementation agent) for managing/enforcing the new
QoS priorities/sessions. At 910, the PEP determines
whether to allow, block, throttle, and/or queue priority
(e.g., and/or otherwise control using various traffic control
related techniques) a session based on the QoS moni-
toring policy. At 912, the process is completed.
[0164] Figure 10 illustrates another flow diagram for
quality of service (QoS) for device assisted services
(DAS) in accordance with some embodiments. In some
embodiments, Radio Access Bearer (RAB) support is
available, and the following process is performed in ac-
cordance with some embodiments. At 1002, the process
begins. At 1004, the device service processor detects a
QoS request or QoS need (e.g., a QoS API request, a
QoS request or need/benefit of QoS session based on
service usage monitoring, such as by application and/or
another service usage measure/activity). At 1006, the
service processor and/or the service processor in com-
munication with the service controller determines if the
service plan allows/supports the requested QoS. If not,
then at 1008, a UI event is generated (e.g., notifying the
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device user that such QoS/QoS level/class is not avail-
able, and potentially offering a QoS/service plan up-
grade/purchase for that QoS/QoS level/class). At 1010,
the service processor communicates the QoS request to
the service controller (e.g., using a secure service control
link or secure communication channel, as similarly de-
scribed herein) to request the QoS level/class. At 1012,
the service controller determines whether network re-
sources are available using various techniques as de-
scribed herein. In some embodiments, network capacity
is determined using various techniques, such as local
device measurements; dedicated local device measure-
ment reports; BTS reports; other network element re-
ports; by assessing, for example, a combination of one
or more of available bandwidth, traffic delay or latency,
available QoS level, variability in available bandwidth,
variability in latency, and/or variability in available QoS
level; and/or other techniques as described herein. At
1014, the service controller responds to the QoS request
(e.g., grants or denies the QoS request). In some em-
bodiments, another UI event is generated if the QoS re-
quest is denied as similarly described herein. At 1016
(assuming the QoS request is granted), the device re-
quests a QoS channel from the BTS. In some embodi-
ments, the request includes a QoS request authorization
code received from the service controller. In some em-
bodiments, the service controller provides a notification
of the QoS request approval for the communications de-
vice to the BTS, so that the BTS can verify the approval
of the QoS request. In some embodiments, the BTS con-
firms the device QoS channel request directly with the
service controller. For example, various other techniques
for verifying the QoS channel request can also be used
as similarly described herein and as would be apparent
to one of ordinary skill in the art. In some embodiments,
the device service processor and/or service controller
provides QoS related reports informing the BTS of how
many QoS channels (e.g., RABs) to provision and how
many best effort resources to provision based on device
demand projections. At 1018 (assuming the QoS channel
request is verified), the QoS session is initiated based
on an allocated RAB or multi-RAB reservation received
from the BTS (e.g., and/or other network elements as
similarly described herein). At 1020, the process is com-
pleted.
[0165] Figure 11 illustrates another flow diagram for
quality of service (QoS) for device assisted services
(DAS) in accordance with some embodiments. In some
embodiments, RAB support is not available, and the fol-
lowing process is performed in accordance with some
embodiments. At 1102, the process begins. At 1104, the
device service processor detects a QoS request or QoS
need (e.g., a QoS API request, a QoS request or
need/benefit of QoS session based on service usage
monitoring, such as by application, or other service usage
measure/activity). At 1106, the service processor and/or
the service processor in communication with the service
controller determines if the service plan allows/supports

the requested QoS. If not, then at 1108, a UI event is
generated (e.g., notifying the device user that such
QoS/QoS level/class is not available, and potentially of-
fering a QoS/service plan upgrade/purchase for that
QoS/QoS level/class). At 1110, the service processor
communicates the QoS request to the service controller
(e.g., using a secure service control link or secure com-
munication channel, as similarly described herein) to re-
quest the QoS level/class. At 1112, the service controller
determines whether network resources are available us-
ing various techniques as described herein. In some em-
bodiments, network capacity is determined using various
techniques, such as local device measurements, BTS
reports, other network element reports, and/or other tech-
niques as described herein. In some embodiments, the
service controller throttles other devices on the link so
that the requested QoS level can be achieved (e.g., as
RAB support is not available). In some embodiments, the
service controller time slots traffic from the device end in
synchronization with a BTS clock or absolute clock to
facilitate the requested QoS level and to achieve neces-
sary network capacity to support/facilitate the requested
QoS level (e.g., minimizing jitter/inter-packet delay vari-
ation) based on current/forecasted network capacity on
the link. At 1114, the service controller responds to the
QoS request (e.g., grants or denies the QoS request). In
some embodiments, another UI event is generated if the
QoS request is denied as similarly described herein. At
1116 (assuming the QoS request is granted), the device
initiates the QoS session. At 1118, the device service
processor and/or the device service processor in secure
communication with the service controller monitors and
verifies the QoS session using various monitoring and
verification techniques described herein (e.g., checks
CDRs to determine if the QoS channel is properly imple-
mented by the device). In some embodiments, a UI event
is generated to notify the device user if there are potential
problems with the QoS session implementation, to peri-
odically inform the user of QoS charging, and/or other
events/information related to QoS activities. At 1120, the
process is completed.
[0166] Figure 12 illustrates a device stack for providing
various service usage measurement techniques in ac-
cordance with some embodiments. Figure 12 illustrates
a device stack providing various service usage measure-
ment from various points in the networking stack for a
service monitor agent (e.g., for monitoring QoS related
activities and/or for monitoring network capacity control-
led services as described herein), a billing agent, and an
access control integrity agent to assist in verifying the
service usage measures, QoS related activities and func-
tions, and billing reports in accordance with some em-
bodiments. As shown in Figure 12, several service
agents take part in data path operations to achieve var-
ious data path improvements, and, for example, several
other service agents can manage the policy settings for
the data path service, implement billing for the data path
service, manage one or more modem selection and set-
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tings for access network connection, interface with the
user and/or provide service policy implementation verifi-
cation. Additionally, in some embodiments, several
agents perform functions to assist in verifying that the
service control or monitoring policies intended to be in
place are properly implemented, the service control or
monitoring policies are being properly adhered to, that
the service processor or one or more service agents are
operating properly, to prevent unintended errors in policy
implementation or control, and/or to prevent/detect tam-
pering with the service policies or control. As shown, the
service measurement points labeled I through VI repre-
sent various service measurement points for service
monitor agent 1696 and/or other agents to perform var-
ious service monitoring activities. Each of these meas-
urement points can have a useful purpose in various em-
bodiments described herein. For example, each of the
traffic measurement points that is employed in a given
design can be used by a monitoring agent to track appli-
cation layer traffic through the communication stack to
assist policy implementation functions, such as the policy
implementation driver/agent 1690 (e.g., policy enforce-
ment point driver/agent), or in some embodiments the
modem firewall agent 1655 or the application interface
agent, in making a determination regarding the traffic pa-
rameters or type once the traffic is farther down in the
communication stack where it is sometimes difficult or
impossible to make a complete determination of traffic
parameters. The particular locations for the measure-
ment points provided in these figures are intended as
instructional examples, and other measurement points
can be used for different embodiments, as will be appar-
ent to one of ordinary skill in the art in view of the em-
bodiments described herein. Generally, in some embod-
iments, one or more measurement points within the de-
vice can be used to assist in service control verification
and/or device or service troubleshooting.
[0167] In some embodiments, the service monitor
agent and/or other agents implement virtual traffic tag-
ging by tracking or tracing packet flows through the var-
ious communication stack formatting, processing and en-
cryption steps, and providing the virtual tag information
to the various agents that monitor, control, shape, throttle
or otherwise observe, manipulate or modify the traffic.
This tagging approach is referred to herein as virtual tag-
ging, because there is not a literal data flow, traffic flow
or packet tag that is attached to flows or packets, and
the book-keeping to tag the packet is done through track-
ing or tracing the flow or packet through the stack instead.
In some embodiments, the application interface and/or
other agents identify a traffic flow, associate it with a serv-
ice usage activity and cause a literal tag to be attached
to the traffic or packets associated with the activity. This
tagging approach is referred to herein as literal tagging.
There are various advantages with both the virtual tag-
ging and the literal tagging approaches. For example, it
can be preferable in some embodiments to reduce the
inter-agent communication required to track or trace a

packet through the stack processing by assigning a literal
tag so that each flow or packet has its own activity asso-
ciation embedded in the data. As another example, it can
be preferable in some embodiments to re-use portions
of standard communication stack software or compo-
nents, enhancing the verifiable traffic control or service
control capabilities of the standard stack by inserting ad-
ditional processing steps associated with the various
service agents and monitoring points rather than re-writ-
ing the entire stack to correctly process literal tagging
information, and in such cases, a virtual tagging scheme
may be desired. As yet another example, some standard
communication stacks provide for unused, unspecified
or otherwise available bit fields in a packet frame or flow,
and these unused, unspecified or otherwise available bit
fields can be used to literally tag traffic without the need
to re-write all of the standard communication stack soft-
ware, with only the portions of the stack that are added
to enhance the verifiable traffic control or service control
capabilities of the standard stack needing to decode and
use the literal tagging information encapsulated in the
available bit fields. In the case of literal tagging, in some
embodiments, the tags are removed prior to passing the
packets or flows to the network or to the applications
utilizing the stack. In some embodiments, the manner in
which the virtual or literal tagging is implemented can be
developed into a communication standard specification
so that various device or service product developers can
independently develop the communication stack and/or
service processor hardware and/or software in a manner
that is compatible with the service controller specifica-
tions and the products of other device or service product
developers.
[0168] It will be appreciated that although the imple-
mentation/use of any or all of the measurement points
illustrated in Figure 12 is not required to have an effective
implementation, such as was similarly shown with re-
spect to various embodiments described herein, various
embodiments can benefit from these and/or similar
measurement points. It will also be appreciated that the
exact measurement points can be moved to different lo-
cations in the traffic processing stack, just as the various
embodiments described herein can have the agents af-
fecting policy implementation moved to different points
in the traffic processing stack while still maintaining ef-
fective operation. In some embodiments, one or more
measurement points are provided deeper in the modem
stack where, for example, it is more difficult to circumvent
and can be more difficult to access for tampering purpos-
es if the modem is designed with the proper software
and/or hardware security to protect the integrity of the
modem stack and measurement point(s).
[0169] Referring to Figure 12, describing the device
communications stack from the bottom to the top of the
stack as shown, the device communications stack pro-
vides a communication layer for each of the modems of
the device at the bottom of the device communications
stack. Example measurement point VI resides within or
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just above the modem driver layer. For example, the mo-
dem driver performs modem bus communications, data
protocol translations, modem control and configuration
to interface the networking stack traffic to the modem.
As shown, measurement point VI is common to all mo-
dem drivers and modems, and it is advantageous for cer-
tain embodiments to differentiate the traffic or service
activity taking place through one modem from that of one
or more of the other modems. In some embodiments,
measurement point VI, or another measurement point,
is located over, within or below one or more of the indi-
vidual modem drivers. The respective modem buses for
each modem reside between example measurement
points V and VI. In the next higher layer, a modem se-
lection & control layer for multimode device based com-
munication is provided. In some embodiments, this layer
is controlled by a network decision policy that selects the
most desirable network modem for some or all of the data
traffic, and when the most desirable network is not avail-
able the policy reverts to the next most desirable network
until a connection is established provided that one of the
networks is available. In some embodiments, certain net-
work traffic, such as verification, control, redundant or
secure traffic, is routed to one of the networks even when
some or all of the data traffic is routed to another network.
This dual routing capability provides for a variety of en-
hanced security, enhanced reliability or enhanced man-
ageability devices, services or applications. In the next
higher layer, a modem firewall is provided. For example,
the modem firewall provides for traditional firewall func-
tions, but unlike traditional firewalls, in order to rely on
the firewall for verifiable service usage control, such as
access control and security protection from unwanted
networking traffic or applications, the various service ver-
ification techniques and agents described herein are add-
ed to the firewall function to verify compliance with service
policy and prevent/detect tampering of the service con-
trols. In some embodiments, the modem firewall is im-
plemented farther up the stack, possibly in combination
with other layers as indicated in other Figures and de-
scribed herein. In some embodiments, a dedicated fire-
wall function or layer is provided that is independent of
the other processing layers, such as the policy imple-
mentation layer, the packet forwarding layer and/or the
application layer. In some embodiments, the modem fire-
wall is implemented farther down the stack, such as within
the modem drivers, below the modem drivers, or in the
modem itself. Example measurement point IV resides
between the modem firewall layer and an IP queuing and
routing layer (e.g., QoS IP queuing and routing layer
and/or a network capacity controlled services queuing
and routing layer). As shown, an IP queuing and routing
layer is separate from the policy implementation layer
where the policy implementation agent implements a por-
tion of the traffic control and/or service usage control pol-
icies. As described herein, in some embodiments, these
functions are separated so that a standard network stack
function can be used for QoS IP queuing and routing

and/or for network capacity controlled services queuing
and routing, and the modifications necessary to imple-
ment the policy implementation agent functions can be
provided in a new layer inserted into the standard stack.
In some embodiments, the IP queuing and routing layer
is combined with the traffic or service usage control layer.
For example, a combined routing and policy implemen-
tation layer embodiment can also be used with the other
embodiments, such as shown in Figure 12. Measurement
point III resides between the IP queuing and routing layer
and a policy implementation agent layer. Measurement
point II resides between the policy implementation agent
layer and the transport layer, including TCP, UDP, and
other IP as shown. The session layer resides above the
transport layer, which is shown as a socket assignment
and session management (e.g., basic TCP setup,
TLS/SSL) layer. The network services API (e.g., HTTP,
HTTPS, FTP (File Transfer Protocol), SMTP (Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol), POP3, DNS) resides above the ses-
sion layer. Measurement point I resides between the net-
work services API layer and an application layer, shown
as application service interface agent in the device com-
munications stack of Figure 12.
[0170] As shown in Figure 12, the application service
interface layer (e.g., QoS application service interface
layer and/or network capacity controlled services inter-
face layer) is above the standard networking stack API
and, in some embodiments, its function is to monitor and
in some cases intercept and process the traffic between
the applications and the standard networking stack API.
In some embodiments, the application service interface
layer identifies application traffic flows before the appli-
cation traffic flows are more difficult or practically impos-
sible to identify farther down in the stack. In some em-
bodiments, the application service interface layer in this
way assists application layer tagging in both the virtual
and literal tagging cases. In the case of upstream traffic,
the application layer tagging is straight forward, because
the traffic originates at the application layer. In some
downstream embodiments, where the traffic or service
activity classification relies on traffic attributes that are
readily obtainable, such as source address or URL, ap-
plication socket address, IP destination address, time of
day or any other readily obtained parameter, the traffic
type can be identified and tagged for processing by the
firewall agent or another agent as it initially arrives. In
other embodiments, as described herein, in the down-
stream case, the solution is generally more sophisticated
when a traffic parameter that is needed to classify the
manner in which the traffic flow is to be controlled or throt-
tled is not readily available at the lower levels of the stack,
such as association with an aspect of an application, type
of content, something contained within TLS, IPSEC or
other secure format, or other information associated with
the traffic. Accordingly, in some embodiments the net-
working stack identifies the traffic flow before it is fully
characterized, categorized or associated with a service
activity, and then passes the traffic through to the appli-
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cation interface layer where the final classification is com-
pleted. In such embodiments, the application interface
layer then communicates the traffic flow ID with the prop-
er classification so that after an initial short traffic burst
or time period the policy implementation agents can prop-
erly control the traffic. In some embodiments, there is
also a policy for tagging and setting service control pol-
icies for traffic that cannot be fully identified with all sourc-
es of tagging including application layer tagging.
[0171] As shown in Figure 12, a service monitor agent,
which is also in communication with the agent commu-
nication bus 1630, communicates with various layers of
the device communications stack. For example, the serv-
ice monitor agent, performs monitoring at each of meas-
urement points I through VI, receiving information includ-
ing application information, service usage and other serv-
ice related information, and assignment information. An
access control integrity agent is in communication with
the service monitor agent via the agent communications
bus 1630, as also shown.
[0172] Figure 13 illustrates another device stack for
providing various service usage measurement tech-
niques in accordance with some embodiments. Figure
13 illustrates an embodiment similar to Figure 12 in which
some of the service processor is implemented on the
modem and some of the service processor is implement-
ed on the device application processor in accordance
with some embodiments. In some embodiments, a por-
tion of the service processor is implemented on the mo-
dem (e.g., on modem module hardware or modem
chipset) and a portion of the service processor is imple-
mented on the device application processor subsystem.
It will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that
variations of the embodiment depicted in Figure 13 are
possible where more or less of the service processor
functionality is moved onto the modem subsystem or onto
the device application processor subsystem. For exam-
ple, such embodiments similar to that depicted in Figure
13 can be motivated by the advantages of including some
or all of the service processor network communication
stack processing and/or some or all of the other service
agent functions on the modem subsystem (e.g., and such
an approach can be applied to one or more modems).
For example, the service processor can be distributed
as a standard feature set contained in a modem chipset
hardware of software package or modem module hard-
ware or software package, and such a configuration can
provide for easier adoption or development by device
OEMs, a higher level of differentiation for the chipset or
modem module manufacturer, higher levels of perform-
ance or service usage control implementation integrity
or security, specification or interoperability standardiza-
tion, and/or other benefits.
[0173] Referring to Figure 13, describing the device
communications stack from the bottom to the top of the
stack as shown, the device communications stack pro-
vides a communication layer for modem MAC/PHY layer
at the bottom of the device communications stack. Meas-

urement point IV resides above the modem MAC/PHY
layer. The modem firewall layer resides between meas-
urement points IV and III. In the next higher layer, the
policy implementation agent is provided, in which the pol-
icy implementation agent is implemented on the modem
(e.g., on modem hardware). Measurement point II re-
sides between the policy implementation agent and the
modem driver layer, which is then shown below a modem
bus layer. The next higher layer is shown as the IP queu-
ing and routing layer, followed by the transport layer, in-
cluding TCP, UDP, and other IP as shown. The session
layer resides above the transport layer, which is shown
as a socket assignment and session management (e.g.,
basic TCP setup, TLS/SSL) layer. The network services
API (e.g., HTTP, HTTPS, FTP (File Transfer Protocol),
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), POP3, DNS) re-
sides above the session layer. Measurement point I re-
sides between the network services API layer and an
application layer, shown as application service interface
agent in the device communications stack of Figure 13.

Additional Embodiments of DAS for Protecting Network 
Capacity

[0174] In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity includes classifying a service activity as a
network capacity controlled service and implementing a
network capacity controlled services policy. In some em-
bodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity includes
device assisted/based techniques for classifying a serv-
ice activity as a network capacity controlled service
and/or implementing a network capacity controlled serv-
ices policy. In some embodiments, DAS for protecting
network capacity includes network assisted/based tech-
niques (e.g., implemented on a network element/func-
tion, such as a service controller, a DPI gateway, a
BTS/BTSC, etc., or a combination of network elements)
for classifying a service activity as a network capacity
controlled service and/or implementing a network capac-
ity controlled services policy. In some embodiments, DAS
for protecting network capacity includes providing a net-
work access API or an emulated or virtual network access
API (e.g., such an API can provide network busy state
information and/or other criteria/measures and/or pro-
vide a mechanism for allowing, denying, delaying, and/or
otherwise controlling network access). In some embod-
iments, DAS for protecting network capacity includes im-
plementing a service plan that includes a network capac-
ity controlled services policy (e.g., for differential network
access control and/or differential charging for network
capacity controlled services, which can also be based on
a network busy state and/or other criteria/measures).
[0175] In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity techniques also provide improved user pri-
vacy and facilitate network neutrality requirements. In
contrast, network based techniques (e.g., DPI based
techniques) can give rise to user privacy and network
neutrality concerns and problems as discussed above.
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In some embodiments, DAS for protecting network ca-
pacity techniques include allowing a user to specify (e.g.,
permit or not permit) whether the network is aware of the
user’s Internet behavior (e.g., using UI input). In some
embodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity tech-
niques include allowing a user to select how they want
their traffic usage and service plan costs to be managed.
[0176] Figure 14 illustrates a flow diagram for device
assisted services (DAS) for protecting network capacity
in accordance with some embodiments. At 1402, the
process begins. At 1404, monitoring a network service
usage activity of a device in network communication
(e.g., wireless network communication) is performed. At
1406, whether the monitored network service usage ac-
tivity is a network capacity controlled service is deter-
mined. At 1408 (the monitored network service usage
activity was determined not to be a network capacity con-
trolled service), the network service usage activity is not
classified for differential network access control. At 1410,
(the monitored network service usage activity was deter-
mined to be a network capacity controlled service), the
network service usage activity is classified (e.g., into one
or more network capacity controlled services) for differ-
ential network access control for protecting network ca-
pacity. In some embodiments, classifying the network
service usage activity includes classifying the network
service usage activity into one or more of a plurality of
classification categories for differential network access
control for protecting network capacity (e.g., one or more
network capacity controlled service classifications and/or
a priority state classification, such as a background serv-
ices classification and/or a background priority state clas-
sification). At 1412, associating the network service us-
age activity with a network capacity controlled services
control policy based on a classification of the network
service usage activity to facilitate differential network ac-
cess control for protecting network capacity is performed.
At 1414, implementing differential network access con-
trol for protecting network capacity by implementing dif-
ferent traffic controls for all or some of the network service
usage activities (e.g., based on a network busy state or
another criteria/measure) is performed. At 1416, the
process is completed.
[0177] Figure 15 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. At
1502, the process begins. At 1504, monitoring network
service usage activities of a device in network commu-
nication is performed. At 1506, monitored network serv-
ice usage activity of the device is reported (e.g., to a
network element/function). At 1508, a statistical analysis
of a reported network service usage activities across a
plurality of devices is performed (e.g., by a network ele-
ment/function). At 1510, the device receives a network
service usage activity classification list (e.g., a network
capacity controlled services list, which can be generated,
for example, based on the monitored network service
usage activities and the statistical analysis as well as

other criteria/measures, including, for example, a service
plan and/or a network busy state) from the network ele-
ment. At 1512, implementing differential network access
control based on the network service usage activity clas-
sification list for protecting network capacity is performed.
At 1514, the process is completed. In some embodi-
ments, DAS for protecting network capacity further in-
cludes associating the network service usage activity
with a network service usage control policy (e.g., a net-
work capacity controlled services policy) based on a clas-
sification of the network service usage activity to facilitate
differential network access control for protecting network
capacity. In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity further includes differentially controlling
the network service usage activity (e.g., network capacity
controlled service) based on the service usage activity
classification list.
[0178] Figure 16 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. At
1622, the process begins. At 1624, a first report of net-
work service usage activity of a first device is received
(e.g., at a network element/function) from the first device.
At 1626, a second report of network service usage activity
of a second device (e.g., at a network element/function)
from the second device is received. At 1628, a statistical
analysis of a plurality of reported service usage activities
across a plurality of devices, including the first device
and the second device, is performed (e.g., by a network
element/function). At 1630, a network service usage ac-
tivity classification list (e.g., a network capacity controlled
services classification list) is sent to the first device (e.g.,
from a network element/function) for classifying network
service usage activities (e.g., network capacity controlled
services) based on the network service usage activity
classification list for differential network access control
for protecting network capacity. At 1632, a network serv-
ice usage activity classification list is sent to the second
device (e.g., from a network element/function) for clas-
sifying network service usage activities based on the net-
work service usage activity classification list for differen-
tial network access control for protecting network capac-
ity. At 1634, the process is completed. In some embod-
iments, DAS for protecting network capacity further in-
cludes associating the network service usage activity
with a service usage control policy (e.g., a network ca-
pacity controlled services policy) based on a classifica-
tion of the network service usage activity to facilitate dif-
ferential network access control for protecting network
capacity. In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity further includes differentially controlling
the network service usage activity (e.g., network capacity
controlled service) based on the service usage activity
classification list (e.g., network capacity controlled serv-
ices classification list). In some embodiments, classifying
network service usage activities is based on which net-
work to which the device is connected. In some embod-
iments, the network service usage control policy is based
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on which network to which the device is connected.
[0179] Figure 17 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. At
1702, the process begins. At 1704, monitoring a network
service usage activity of a plurality of devices in network
communication using network based techniques is per-
formed. At 1706, a statistical analysis of monitored net-
work service usage activities across the plurality of de-
vices is performed. At 1708, a network service usage
activity classification list (e.g., a network capacity con-
trolled services classification list) is sent to each of the
plurality of devices for classifying network service usage
activities (e.g., network capacity controlled services)
based on the service usage activity classification list for
differential network access control for protecting network
capacity. At 1710, the process is completed.
[0180] Figure 18 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. At
1802, the process begins. At 1804, monitoring network
service usage activities of a device in network commu-
nication is performed. At 1806, associating a network
service usage activity (e.g., a network capacity controlled
service) with a service usage control policy (e.g., a net-
work capacity controlled services policy) based on a clas-
sification of the network service usage activity (e.g., a
network capacity controlled services classification list)
for differential network access control for protecting net-
work capacity is performed. At 1808, a user notification
based on the service usage control policy is generated.
At 1810, the process is completed.
[0181] In some embodiments, the service usage con-
trol policy includes a service usage notification policy. In
some embodiments, the user notification includes one or
more of the following: a notification that the application
to be downloaded and/or launched is a network capacity
controlled service; a list of one or more service activities
(e.g., applications, OS/other software functions/utilities,
and/or other functions/utilities as described herein) that
have a network capacity controlled services classifica-
tion; type of service policy in effect for one or more net-
work capacity controlled services; notification that a serv-
ice activity belongs to a network capacity controlled serv-
ices class; notification that a service activity that is clas-
sified as network capacity controlled service can have
the service class changed; notification that if the service
class is changed for a service activity the service charges
will change; notification that one or more networks are
available (e.g., one or more alternative networks and/or
network busy state information and/or charging informa-
tion and/or incentives associated with such networks), a
service plan upgrade/downgrade offer/option; and an of-
fer for a service plan that rewards a user that responds
to the notification a service plan is lower cost/discounted
for responding to notification to use or not to use service
activity based on usage level warning notification. In
some embodiments, the user notification includes a user

preference selection, including one or more of the follow-
ing: a provision to associate an access policy control with
the application (e.g., allow/block, notify of usage, notify
of usage at a given threshold, traffic control settings, allow
during certain times, allow when network not busy, and/or
other policy controls as described herein), an over-ride
option for selecting the service usage control policy; a
modify option to select the service usage control policy;
a select option to select a new service plan (e.g., an option
to review and select alternative/new service plan up-
grade/downgrade options), and an acknowledgement re-
quest (e.g., to confirm/acknowledge receipt of the notifi-
cation, in which the acknowledgement can be transmitted
to a network element/function and/or stored locally for
later reference/transmission).
[0182] In some embodiments, before a given device
application, process, function, OS service or other serv-
ice activity is allowed to start, the intention to start is in-
tercepted by a launch manager, the background service
policy set or the network protection service policy set for
the service activity is retrieved, and any necessary user
notification or service launch control policies are imple-
mented prior to allowing the service activity to launch. In
such embodiments, a launch intercept manager may be
used to implement this functionality. In some embodi-
ments, this launch intercept manager is provided with a
list identifying the service activities (e.g. application iden-
tifiers, OS function identifiers, aggregate service activity
identifiers, and/or component service activity identifiers)
that have a launch control policy in effect. In some em-
bodiments, the list of launch control policies includes
blocking or delaying launch of the one or more service
activities. In some embodiments, the launch control pol-
icy includes a user notification before, during or after the
service activity is launched. In some embodiments, the
user is informed that a service activity that has a back-
ground service control policy in effect or a network pro-
tection service control policy in effect is attempting to
launch, is about to launch or has launched. In a further
set of embodiments, the launch is held up until the user
is notified and is allowed to decide if they would like to
launch the service activity. In some embodiments, the
user notification includes a message that the service ac-
tivity attempting to launch consumes a large amount of
service usage and asks the user if they would like to
continue (e.g. "This application consumes a large
amount of data, would you like to continue?", "This ap-
plication consumes data even when you are not using it,
would you like to continue?" "This application consumes
data while you are roaming which adds cost to your usage
bill, would you like to continue?", etc). In some embodi-
ments, the decision on whether or not to launch a service
activity is pre-programmed into the list identifying the
service activities (e.g. application identifiers, OS function
identifiers, aggregate service activity identifiers, and/or
component service activity identifiers) that have a launch
control policy in effect. In some embodiments a portion
of the list is pre-programmed by the user in accordance
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with user preference for controlling usage of service ac-
tivities. In some embodiments, a portion of the list is pre-
programmed by a network element (e.g. a service con-
troller) in accordance with network background service
or network protection service policies specified by a serv-
ice policy design management system operated by a
service provider as described herein. In some embodi-
ments, the policy implementation defined by the list iden-
tifying the service activities (e.g. application identifiers,
OS function identifiers, aggregate service activity identi-
fiers, and/or component service activity identifiers) that
have a launch control policy in effect is verified to ensure
that the user or malicious software has not defeated the
policy enforcement specified in the list. In some embod-
iments the list identifying the service activities that have
a launch control policy in effect includes launch policies
that are a function of one or more of: background service
state, network busy state (or performance state or QoS
state), type of network the device is connected to, home
or roaming connection, time of day or day of week.
[0183] In some embodiments, the various design tech-
niques described herein that allow for intercepting a serv-
ice activity intention to launch, and applying a back-
ground service policy set or a network protection service
policy set can be designed into the OS itself. For example,
the intercept and policy implementation functions can be
designed into the activity manager, broadcast intent man-
ger, media service manager, service manager, or other
application or service activity management function in
the Android OS. One of ordinary skill in the art will rec-
ognize that similarly, the various design techniques de-
scribed herein that allow for intercepting a service activity
intention to launch, and applying a background service
policy set or a network protection service policy set can
be designed into application launch management func-
tions in the iPhone OS, windows mobile OS, windows
PC OS, Blackberry OS, Palm OS, and other OS designs.
[0184] In some embodiments, the pre-launch user no-
tification information indicates one or more of: typical
service usage or cost, or projected service usage or cost
for the service activity attempting to launch. In some em-
bodiments, the user sets limitations on access for one or
more service activities and once this limit is hit then when
the service activities with exceeded limits attempt to
launch the user is notified. In some embodiments, the
user chooses from a set of service restrictions rather than
simply blocking or allowing service activity launch, with
example service restrictions including but not limited to:
a pre-configured set of restriction policies to chose from
(e.g. full access, limited access, highly restricted access
or block access), block, throttle, delay, aggregate and
hold, limit amount of usage per unit time, cap usage, set
limit for additional notification, specify type of network,
specify busy state (performance, QoS) or background
state, or choose from pre-configured settings options.
[0185] In some embodiments, the user notification oc-
curs after the user attempts to download or load an ap-
plication onto the device (e.g., an application downloaded

from the web or an online application store for a smart
phone or other wireless/network computing device, such
as an Apple iPhone or iPad, or Google Android/Chrome
based device). In some embodiments, the user notifica-
tion occurs after the user attempts to run the service ac-
tivity or to initiate usage of a cloud based service/appli-
cation (e.g., Google or Microsoft cloud service based
apps). In some embodiments, the user notification occurs
after one or more of the following: the service usage ac-
tivity hits a usage threshold event, the service usage ac-
tivity attempts a network service usage that satisfies a
pre-condition, an update to a network capacity protection
service activity classification list or policy set, and a net-
work message is sent to the device triggering the notifi-
cation. In some embodiments, the user notification pro-
vides information on the service usage activity that is
possible, typical, or likely for the service usage activity.
In some embodiments, the user notification includes a
user option for obtaining more information about the serv-
ice usage of the service activity (e.g., a message that the
service usage activity may result in a high service usage
and/or that the service usage activity may or will result
in a high service usage as compared in some way to a
limit of the current service plan) to make informed user
preference settings.
[0186] In some embodiments, a user notification in-
cludes displaying (e.g., and as applicable, allowing users
to provide UI input) one or more of the following: current
and/or past/historical/logged network service usage ac-
tivity list, current and/or past/historical/logged network
capacity controlled service usage activities, current ac-
tivity policy settings, current or available networks, serv-
ice plan options (e.g., for how to treat one or more network
capacity controlled service traffic types), selection op-
tion(s) to assign a network capacity controlled service
activity into a different priority traffic control and/or charg-
ing buckets, network service usage by activity (e.g., net-
work capacity controlled services and other services),
network busy state (e.g., and with resulting policies in
force), service activity policy setting vs. busy state and
time/day/week, network service activity priority, network
service activity usage statistics (e.g., vs. network busy
state and/or network service usage control policy state).
[0187] In some embodiments, a UI notification is dis-
played when user attempts a network capacity controlled
service activity during a network busy state (e.g., that
modifies a network capacity controlled services policy).
In some embodiments, the UI notification includes infor-
mation on service plan choice and a network capacity
controlled services policy over-ride option (e.g., one time,
time window, usage amount, permanent by activity,
and/or all), charging information based on a user selec-
tion, and/or service plan upgrade information and op-
tions.
[0188] In some embodiments, a UI notification is dis-
played for user input for preferences/configurations for
multiple networks (e.g., WiFi, 4G, 3G, and/or other wired
or wireless access networks) including charging policy.
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In some embodiments, a UI notification is displayed when
a specified network traffic service usage activity (e.g.,
based on network capacity controlled services classifi-
cation, QoS classification, priority classification, time
based criteria, network capacity, service plan, charging
criteria, and/or other criteria/measures) is being attempt-
ed or is occurring and providing options (e.g., allow,
block, delay, throttle, and/or other options).
[0189] In some embodiments, a UI fuel gauge is dis-
played (e.g., to depict current and/or historical network
service usage, for example, relative to a service plan for
the device, by network, relative to network busy state,
time based criteria, and/or other criteria/measures). In
some embodiments, a user notification includes a com-
munication sent to the user (e.g., an email, SMS or other
text message, voice message/call, and/or other electron-
ic form of communication). In some embodiments, the
communication sent to the user includes network service
usage information, network capacity controlled service
usage related information, and/or an instruction to log
into a web page or send a communication for more in-
formation (e.g. regarding an information update and/or
alert or warning message, such as related to network
service usage and/or charging for network service us-
age).
[0190] In some embodiments, a notification (e.g., a us-
er or network service cloud notification) is generated
based on an aggregate service activity reports usage
(e.g., allows network provider to generate user notifica-
tions and/or to notify application provider/service activity
provider). In some embodiments, a notification (e.g., a
user or network service cloud notification) is generated
based on a publishing of an updated/new network ca-
pacity controlled services list based on an aggregate
monitored activity (e.g., based on a service plan, velocity,
sockets opening frequency/rate (e.g., messaging layer
behavior), total data usage, peak busy time usage to for-
mulate or update black list for monitoring, notifying,
and/or controlling, which can be applied to one, multiple,
group, or all devices). In some embodiments, a notifica-
tion (e.g., a user or network service cloud notification) is
generated based on data usage trends for particular de-
vice relative to an associated service plan and/or other
comparable devices or data usage thresholds/statistical
based data usage measures.
[0191] In some embodiments an application is actually
composed of several component applications, processes
or functions. Examples of this include but are not limited
to: the components of a Java application JAR file; appli-
cations that use OS functions; applications that use a
proxy service function; applications, functions or proc-
esses that coordinate with one another to implement a
composite process, function or application; and OS proc-
ess functions that support an application or overall OS
function. In such embodiments it is important to be able
to categorize all applications, functions and processes
on a device that contribute to the service usage of a serv-
ice activity so that the service activity can be monitored

for service usage, have the service usage accounted for,
implement the appropriate user notification when one or
more service activity components attempts to start or use
the network, implement the appropriate user notification
when one or more service activity components reaches
a predetermined service usage level that requires user
notification, and implement the appropriate background
service or network protection service usage controls as
specified herein ((including but not limited to for example:
block network access, restrict network access, throttle
network access, delay network access, aggregate and
hold network access, select for time of day network ac-
cess restrictions, select network type restrictions, select
roaming network access restrictions, select service us-
age restrictions such as a usage limit, select service cost
restrictions such as a cost limit or otherwise place on
another form of background service status or network
usage restriction as described herein). In the case of
service activity components that belong exclusively to
one aggregate service activity (e.g. an application, ap-
plication JAR file or OS function), this may be accom-
plished by including each of the component service ac-
tivities on a list that identifies the service activity compo-
nents that belong to the aggregate service activity, and
then monitoring, possibly controlling and providing user
notifications based on the aggregate or component be-
havior of each service activity in accordance with the pol-
icies specified for the aggregate service activity. For ex-
ample, it is necessary to group all application launch be-
havior and/or network access behavior under the moni-
toring, launch, notification, accounting and background
service controls or network protection service controls
(or other background or network protection service poli-
cies as specified herein) in accordance with the back-
ground service or network protection service policies for
the aggregate application that the JAR file supports. As
another example, if an OS network synch or update func-
tion utilizes various software components or processes
to implement the network synch or update function, then
each of the software components or process must be
monitored and aggregated under the background service
policies or network protection service policies for the ag-
gregate OS synch or update function.
[0192] In some embodiments, this ability to group us-
age for a related set of service activity components ded-
icated to an aggregate service activity as described here-
in is used to improve usage reporting of service activities
to a service controller for the purpose of statistically iden-
tifying service activities that are candidates for back-
ground service policy controls or network protections
service policy controls.
[0193] In some cases, multiple applications, process-
es, functions, OS services or other service activities can
utilize a common set of component software applications,
processes, functions or OS services. In such cases, in
order to implement background service policies and/or
network protection service policies for service activity
monitoring and accounting, service activity launch con-
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trol, user notification, or network access control as de-
scribed herein, it is necessary to associate the specific
network access data or information flows to and from the
common component software applications, processes or
functions that belong to the specific initiating application,
process, function or other service activity that is to be
managed according to a background service or network
protection service policy set. In what follows, a specific
set of examples are provided on how to map common
component service activity for a set of common OS func-
tions referred to as proxy service functions to a specific
application, process, function, OS service or other serv-
ice activity for the purpose of implementing a background
service policy set or a network protection service policy
set as described herein. Once these examples are re-
viewed, it will be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art
how to apply similar mapping of service activity for a com-
mon set of components to a service activity that is to be
managed in accordance with a background service policy
set or a network protection service policy set as described
herein.
[0194] In some embodiments, this ability to group us-
age for a common set of service activity components as
described herein is used to improve usage reporting of
service activities to a service controller for the purpose
of statistically identifying service activities that are can-
didates for background service policy controls or network
protections service policy controls.
[0195] In some embodiments, a proxy network service
manager refers to an intermediary data flow function in
a device operating system that sits on a data path be-
tween a device application and a device networking stack
interface to provide a level of network service abstraction
from the network stack interface, a higher level service
function above the network stack interface, enhanced or
special traffic processing functions, media service trans-
fer management, file download service, HTTP proxy
service functions, QoS differentiation, or other similar or
related higher level traffic processing. Example Proxy
Service Managers include the following: media service
manager (e.g. android media service library function),
email service manger, DNS function, software download
service manager, media download manager (e.g. audio
player, streaming media player, movie downloader, me-
dia service OS function, etc), data download service
manager, Android "media" library function, Android.net
library function, Jave.net library function, Apache library
function, other similar software/library functions or serv-
ices in other device operating systems,
SMTP/IMAP/POP proxy, HTTP proxy, IM proxy, VPN
service manager, SSL proxy, etc. Herein these alterna-
tive network access data flows that are initiated by an
application are termed application proxy service flows.
In such embodiments an app can sometimes simply re-
quests a network access service activity from an OS com-
ponent such as a proxy service component rather then
directly accessing the network. In such embodiments, in
order to implement background service controls or user

notification of application service usage, it is necessary
to monitor the application proxy service flows, classify
them as being initiated by or belonging to a particular
application or service activity, and implement the proper
background service classifications, user notifications,
application process launch intercept, background service
accounting, and background service usage restrictions
as described herein in accordance with the policies in-
tended for the initiating application or service activity.
This is accomplished by inserting service usage monitors
that allow a mapping of (i) the initiating application iden-
tifier (e.g. app name, app fingerprint, application identifi-
cation tag, application process number, application cre-
dential, or other secure or non-secure application or proc-
ess identifier) to (ii) the request to the proxy service and
subsequently to (iii) the network service flows between
the proxy service and the network elements that service
the information communications. Once this mapping is
accomplished, the service usage flows of the proxy serv-
ice can then be accounted back to the initiating applica-
tion, device software process or other service activity,
the proper policies can then be applied to each service
usage flow for user notification, service activity launch
control, service activity background accounting (includ-
ing variable charge rating dependent on background
service state and/or sponsored service charging), serv-
ice activity background service controls or network usage
restrictions as described herein (including but not limited
to for example: block network access, restrict network
access, throttle network access, delay network access,
aggregate and hold network access, select for time of
day network access restrictions, select network type re-
strictions, select roaming network access restrictions, se-
lect service usage restrictions such as a usage limit, se-
lect service cost restrictions such as a cost limit or oth-
erwise place on another form of background service sta-
tus or network usage restriction as described herein).
[0196] In some embodiments, this ability to track serv-
ice usage for an service activity through a proxy service
as described herein is used to improve usage reporting
of service activities to a service controller for the purpose
of statistically identifying service activities that are can-
didates for background service policy controls or network
protections service policy controls.
[0197] In some embodiments, the various design tech-
niques described herein that allow for monitoring, ac-
counting for and/or implementing service policy for com-
ponent service activities that belong to an aggregate
service activity can be designed into the OS itself. For
example, in certain current mobile OS implementations
(e.g. Android, iPhone, Blackberry, etc) there are some
applications available in the market that allow a user to
get an estimate for how much data a certain subset of
applications are consuming on a wireless service provid-
er network, but it is not possible for the user or application
to get an indication of the service usage for certain OS
functions, whereas the embodiments disclosed herein
will allow for this. As another example, in certain current
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mobile OS implementations it is not possible to associate
proxy service usage (e.g. media download and media
streaming proxy library software functions) with the spe-
cific applications that use the proxy service, so while the
user can be informed of generic common OS functions
or proxy services (e.g. in the case of Android: "media
service", "media", "gallery", "google service framework"
and other generic common OS software library functions
or proxy services), there is no way for the user to deter-
mine what applications widgets or other service activities
are actually generating this common service function us-
age, whereas the invention described herein permits the
user full visibility on such usage monitoring examples.
Furthermore, if the OS is retrofitted with the intercept and
policy implementation functions can be designed into the
activity manager, broadcast intent manger, media serv-
ice manager, service manager, or other application or
service activity management function in the Android OS.
One or ordinary skill in the art will recognize that similarly,
the various design techniques described herein that allow
for intercepting a service activity intention to launch, and
applying a background service policy set or a network
protection service policy set can be designed into appli-
cation launch management functions in the iPhone OS,
windows mobile OS, windows PC OS, Blackberry OS,
Palm OS, and other OS designs.
[0198] Figure 19 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. At
1902, the process begins. At 1904, determining a net-
work busy state of one or more networks is performed.
In some embodiments, the one or more networks are
selected from an access network, a wired network, and
a wireless network. At 1906, classifying a network service
usage activity (e.g., a network capacity controlled serv-
ice) of a device based on the network busy state deter-
mination is performed to facilitate differential network ac-
cess control for protecting network capacity of the one
or more networks. In some embodiments, the network
busy state is based on one or more of the following: net-
work performance, network congestion, network availa-
bility, network resource availability, network capacity, or
any other network service usage measure, and one or
more time windows (e.g., time based criteria). In some
embodiments, protecting network capacity of the one or
more networks includes protecting network capacity of a
last edge segment of a wireless network (e.g., RAN, BTS,
BTSC, and/or other network elements). In some embod-
iments, the determining and classifying are performed
using device assisted/based techniques. In some em-
bodiments, the determining and classifying are per-
formed using network assisted/based techniques (e.g.,
implemented on a network element/function, such as a
service controller, a DPI gateway, a BTS/BTSC, etc., or
a combination of network elements). In some embodi-
ments, the determining and classifying are performed us-
ing a combination of device assisted/based techniques
and network assisted/based techniques. At 1908, imple-

menting differential traffic controls is performed based
on the service usage activity classification for protecting
network capacity is performed. At 1910, the process is
completed. In some embodiments, a network busy state
is determined based on one or more of the following: a
time of day, a network reported busy state, and/or a de-
vice (e.g., near-end and/or far-end) determined/reported
network busy state. In some embodiments, a network
busy state is determined using one or more of the follow-
ing: a network probe, a device query, a network probe
report (e.g., including a BTS and/or BTSC), a network
probe analysis, a device analysis based on performance
of native traffic without probe such as TCP timeout, UDP
retransmissions, a multiple network test, a device mon-
itored network congestion based on network service us-
age activity (e.g., application based network access per-
formance data) performed for a network to which the de-
vice is connected and/or one or more alternative net-
works. In some embodiments, a network congestion
state is associated with a network busy state (e.g. a net-
work busy state setting/level). For example, a network
congestion level of 40% of network usage can be asso-
ciated with a network busy state setting of 4, a network
congestion level of 80% of network usage can be asso-
ciated with a network busy state setting of 8, and so forth.
[0199] Figure 20 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. At
2002, the process begins. At 2004, monitoring a network
service usage activity of a device in network communi-
cation is performed. At 2006, classifying the network
service usage activity (e.g., based on a classification of
the network service usage activity for protecting network
capacity, for example, as a network capacity controlled
service) for protecting network capacity is performed. At
2008, accounting for network capacity controlled servic-
es (e.g., accounting for the network service usage activity
based on a classification of the network service usage
activity for protecting network capacity) is performed. At
2010, charging for network capacity controlled services
is performed. At 2012, the process is completed. In some
embodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity fur-
ther includes classifying the network service usage ac-
tivity as a network capacity controlled service. In some
embodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity in-
cludes differentially accounting and/or differentially
charging for network capacity controlled services and
foreground services. In some embodiments, the network
service usage control policy includes policies for differ-
entially controlling, accounting, and/or charging for net-
work capacity controlled services (e.g., based on a net-
work busy state, a time based criteria, a service plan,
network to which the device or network service usage
activity is gaining access from, and/or other crite-
ria/measures). In some embodiments, accounting for
network capacity controlled services includes differen-
tially collecting service usage for one or more network
capacity controlled service classes in which the account-
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ing is modified/varies (e.g., dynamically) based on one
or more of the following: network busy state (e.g., mod-
ify/credit accounting during network congestion not sat-
isfying the user preference), network service activity, ac-
cess network (e.g., the network to which the device/serv-
ice activity is currently connected), user preference se-
lection, time based criteria (e.g., current time of day/day
of week/month), associated service plan, option to time
window. In some embodiments, charging for network ca-
pacity controlled services includes mapping an account-
ing to a charging report. In some embodiments, charging
for network capacity controlled services includes sending
the charging report to a network element (e.g., a service
controller, a service cloud, a billing interface/server,
and/or another network element/function). In some em-
bodiments, charging for network capacity controlled
services includes mediating or arbitrating CDRs/IPDRs
for network capacity controlled service(s) vs. other net-
work service usage activities or bulk network service us-
age activities. In some embodiments, charging for net-
work capacity controlled services includes converting a
charging report to a billing record or billing action. In some
embodiments, charging for network capacity controlled
services includes generating a user notification of net-
work capacity controlled service charges upon request
or based a criteria/measure (e.g., a threshold charging
level and/or a threshold network service usage level). In
some embodiments, charging for network capacity con-
trolled services includes charge by application based on
a charging policy (e.g., bill by application according to
billing policy rules, such as for billing to a user or to a
sponsored service provider, carrier, and/or other entity).
[0200] Figure 21 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. In some
embodiments, DAS for protecting network capacity in-
cludes providing a device service access API that pro-
vides an interface for applications, OS functions, and/or
other service usage activities to a network access con-
nection (e.g., or stack) for providing differential network
access for protecting network capacity. In some embod-
iments, the differential network access is determined by
one or more of the following: a service priority of the serv-
ice usage activity and a network busy state. At 2102, the
process begins. At 2104, a device service access API
request is received. At 2106, the device service access
API request is responded to. In some embodiments, the
differential network access (e.g., for network capacity
controlled services and/or based on network busy state
and/or other criteria/measures) is implemented by one
or more of the following: providing network busy state
information to the service usage activity, receiving net-
work busy state information, receiving network capacity
demands for the service usage activity, receiving a
scheduled time/time slot demand from the service usage
activity, receiving and/or providing network location
and/or physical location information (e.g., base station,
communication channel, cell sector, roaming or non-

roaming network to which the device is connected, and/or
GPS or other physical location data), providing informa-
tion to the service usage activity informing it when it is
allowed to access the network, providing information to
the service usage activity informing it what traffic controls
must be applied/implemented, providing information to
the service usage activity informing it when the network
is available to it for access, and providing information to
the service usage activity of its scheduled access
time/time slot (e.g., based on one or more of the following:
priority, network busy state, and time of day) (e.g., with
a specified performance level or service level, such as
data transfer size, speed, network capacity controlled
service priority level, QoS level, data transfer type,
scheduling time(s), and/or network connection parame-
ters), and instructing the device and/or service usage ac-
tivity to transition to a different state (e.g., power save
state, sleep state dormant, idle, wait state, and/or an
awake state). At 2108, differential network access is im-
plemented. At 2110, the process is completed. In some
embodiments, the device service access API is a pro-
grammatic interface, a virtual interface, and/or an emu-
lated interface that provides instructions for differential
access to a network to protect network capacity, as de-
scribed herein.
[0201] In some embodiments, the API is served or lo-
cated on the device, on a network element (e.g., using a
secure communication between the device and the net-
work element for the API communication, such as HT-
TPS, TLS, SSL, an encrypted data connection or SS7
control channel, and/or other well known secure commu-
nication techniques), and/or both/partly in both. In some
embodiments, a network based API is an API that facil-
itates an API or other interface communication (e.g. se-
cure communication as discussed above) between an
application executing on the device and a network ele-
ment and/or service cloud for protecting network capac-
ity. For example, a network API can provide an interface
for an application to communicate with a service cloud
(e.g., network server) for obtaining network access con-
trol information (e.g., network busy state, multiple net-
work information based on available networks and/or net-
work busy state information of available networks, net-
work capacity controlled service priorities and availabil-
ity, scheduled time/time slots for network access based
on network busy state, service plan, network capacity
controlled service, and/or other criteria/measures). As
another example, a network API can facilitate an appli-
cation provider, central network/service provider, and/or
a third party with access to communicate with the appli-
cation to provide and/or request information (e.g., phys-
ical location of the application, network location of the
application, network service usage information for the
application, network busy state information provided to
the application, and/or other criteria/measures). As yet
another example, a network API can facilitate a broad-
cast to one or more applications, OS functions, and/or
devices (e.g., partitioned based on geography, network,
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application, OS function, and/or any other criteria/meas-
ure) with network capacity related information (e.g., net-
work busy state, availability based on network capacity
controlled service classification and/or priority level,
scheduled time/time slots for certain network capacity
controlled service classification and/or priority level,
emergency/high priority software/antimalware/vulnera-
bility update and scheduled time/time slots for such soft-
ware updates, and/or other criteria/measures). In some
embodiments, the network access API for protecting net-
work capacity is an open API or standard/required API
(e.g., required or standardized for applications for a cer-
tain network service provider, such as to be provided via
the Verizon application store or the Apple AppStore) pub-
lished for application and OS developers so that the ap-
plications and OS functions are designed to understand
and implement the network access API for protecting net-
work capacity. For example, a certification program can
be established to provide application and OS developers
with test specifications, working implementations, and/or
criteria to make sure the network access API is properly
implemented and is functioning in accordance with the
specified requirements. In some embodiments, the net-
work access API is an interface for communication with
a service controller (e.g., service controller 122) or an-
other network element/function (e.g., a service usage API
for communication with a service usage server or billing
interface/server or another network element/function that
facilitates a secure communication for sending/receiving
or otherwise communicating network access related in-
formation for protecting network capacity). In some em-
bodiments, the network API provides for sponsored bill-
ing (e.g., reverse billing) of all, classified, and/or a subset
of network service usage charges to a sponsored partner
associated with the network service usage activity (e.g.,
application) that accesses the network API. In some em-
bodiments, the network API provides for a sponsored
service in which the network service usage activity (e.g.,
application) that accesses the network API provides a
sponsored service partner credential to the network API,
the credential is used as a billing mechanism to charge
the sponsored partner, the user account is mediated to
remove the sponsored partner charge, and the network
API provides access service and/or information service
(e.g., location information, local information, content in-
formation, network information, and/or any other infor-
mation).
[0202] Figure 22 illustrates another flow diagram for
device assisted services (DAS) for protecting network
capacity in accordance with some embodiments. At
2202, the process begins. At 2204, network service us-
age activities of a device are monitored (e.g., using a
verified/verifiable service processor). At 2206, a network
busy state (e.g., a measure of network capacity, availa-
bility, and/or performance) is determined based on the
monitored network service usage activities (e.g., using
various techniques as described herein). In some em-
bodiments, a service processor on the device is used to

determine (e.g., measure and/or characterize) a network
busy state experienced by the device (e.g., which can be
used to determine the network access control policy for
one or more network capacity controlled services). At
2208, a network busy state report is sent to a network
element/function (e.g., a service controller and/or anoth-
er network element/function as described herein). At
2210, the process is completed: In some embodiments,
the service processor is verified using various techniques
described herein. In some embodiments, the network
busy state report includes one or more of the following:
data rate, latency, jitter, bit error rate, packet error rate,
number of access attempts, number of access success-
es, number of access failures, QoS level availability, QoS
level performance, and variability in any of the preceding
parameters. In some embodiments, the network busy
state report includes one or more of the following: base
station ID, cell sector ID, CDMA ID, FDMA channel ID,
TDMA channel ID, GPS location, and/or physical location
to identify the edge network element that is associated
with the network busy state report to a network element.
In some embodiments, the monitoring of network service
usage activities includes measuring the network perform-
ance for traffic the device is transmitting/receiving and/or
generating network performance testing traffic. In some
embodiments, the network busy state is collected (e.g.,
and/or used to assist, supplement, and/or verify device
based network busy state measures) by one or more
network elements that can measure and/or report net-
work busy state (e.g., BTS, BTSC, base station monitor,
and/or airwave monitor). For example, airwave monitors
and/or base station monitors can be provided to facilitate
a reliable characterization of network busy state in a cov-
erage area of one or more base stations and/or base
station sectors, such as affixed mobile terminals (e.g.,
trusted terminals that can include additional network busy
state monitoring and/or reporting functionality) installed
(e.g., temporarily or permanently) in the coverage area
of one or more base stations and/or base station sectors
(e.g., in which a sector is the combination of a directional
antenna and a frequency channel) so that the affixed
mobile terminals perform network busy state monitoring
and reporting to the service controller, the local base sta-
tion, and/or other network element(s)/function(s) as sim-
ilarly described herein. In some embodiments, the per-
manently affixed mobile terminals provide network mon-
itors for reporting, for example, network busy state, to a
central network element, such as the service controller,
which can, for example, aggregate such network busy
state information to determine network busy state for one
or more network coverage areas. In some embodiments,
the permanently affixed mobile terminals are always
present in these locations where installed and always on
(e.g., performing network monitoring), and can be trusted
(e.g., the permanently affixed mobile terminals can be
loaded with various hardware and/or software creden-
tials). For example, using the permanently affixed mobile
terminals, a reliable characterization of network busy
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state can be provided, which can then be reported to a
central network element and aggregated for performing
various network busy state related techniques as de-
scribed herein with respect to various embodiments. In
some embodiments, the network element/function uses
the network busy state report (e.g., and other network
busy state reports from other devices connected to the
same network edge element) to determine the network
busy state for a network edge element connected to the
device. In some embodiments, network element/function
sends a busy state report for the network edge element
to the device (e.g., and to other devices connected to the
same network edge element), which the device can then
use to implement differential network access control pol-
icies (e.g., for network capacity controlled services)
based on the network busy state. In some embodiments,
a network busy state is provided by a network element
(e.g., service controller or service cloud) and broadcast
to the device (e.g., securely communicated to the service
processor).
[0203] Figure 23 illustrates a network capacity control-
led services priority level chart for device assisted serv-
ices (DAS) for protecting network capacity in accordance
with some embodiments. In some embodiments, various
applications, OS functions, and/or other utilities/tools in-
stalled/loaded onto and/or launched/executing/active on
a communications device (e.g., device 100) are classified
as network capacity controlled services for protecting
network capacity. In some embodiments, one or more of
the network capacity controlled services are assigned or
classified with network capacity controlled service levels
or priority levels for protecting network capacity. In some
embodiments, one or more of the network capacity con-
trolled services are dynamically assigned or classified
with network capacity controlled service levels or priority
levels based on one or more criteria/measures (e.g., dy-
namic criteria/measures), such as network busy state,
current access network, time based criteria, an associ-
ated service plan, and/or other criteria/measures. In
some embodiments, a higher priority level means that
the application or utility/function is granted higher relative
priority for network access (e.g., a priority level 10 can
provide for guaranteed network access and a priority lev-
el 0 can provide a blocked network access, while priority
levels between 1 through 9 can provide relatively increas-
ing prioritized network access potentially relative to allo-
cated network access and other services requesting net-
work access).
[0204] As shown in Figure 23, the network capacity
controlled services are dynamically assigned or classi-
fied with network capacity controlled service levels or pri-
ority levels based on the network busy state of the current
access network. For example, an email application, Mi-
crosoft Outlook, is assigned different priority levels for
protecting network capacity based on the network busy
state, as shown: a priority level 6 for a network busy state
(NBS) level of 10% (e.g., up to about 10% of the network
capacity is being utilized based on current or recently/last

measured/detected/determined network capacity/re-
sources usage using various techniques as described
herein), a priority level 5 for a network busy state (NBS)
level of 25%, a priority level 4 for a network busy state
(NBS) level of 50%, a priority level 3 for a network busy
state (NBS) level of 75%, and a priority level 2 for a net-
work busy state (NBS) level of 90%. As also shown, an
antivirus (AV) software update application/utility/function
is assigned different priority levels for protecting network
capacity based on the network busy state: a priority level
9 for a network busy state (NBS) level of 10%, a priority
level 7 for a network busy state (NBS) level of 25%, a
priority level 5 for a network busy state (NBS) level of
50%, a priority level 3 for a network busy state (NBS)
level of 75%, and a priority level 1 for a network busy
state (NBS) level of 90%. Various other applications and
utilities/functions are shown with various priority level as-
signments/classifications based on the network busy
state levels shown in the network capacity controlled
services priority level chart of Figure 23. As will be ap-
parent to one of ordinary skill in the art, various assign-
ments and/or techniques for dynamically assigning pri-
ority levels for network access based on network busy
state levels can be applied for protecting network capac-
ity (e.g., based on user preferences, service plans, ac-
cess networks, a power state of device, a device usage
state, time based criteria, and various other factors such
as higher priority for urgent software and/or security up-
dates, such as a high priority security or vulnerability soft-
ware patch or update, and/or urgent or high priority emails
or other communications, such as a 911 VOIP call).
[0205] Referring again to Figures 1 through 3, DAS for
protecting network capacity is implemented using a serv-
ice processor (e.g., a service processor 115) of the device
(e.g., a device 100) using various DAS techniques as
described herein to facilitate differential network service
access control (e.g., for network capacity controlled serv-
ices) to assist in protecting network capacity in accord-
ance with some embodiments. In some embodiments,
the service processor and/or one or more agents of the
service processor is/are verified using one or more of the
following verification techniques (e.g., and/or to specifi-
cally verify monitoring the network service usage activity,
classifying one or more service activities into one or more
network capacity controlled service classes, associating
the one or more network capacity controlled service
classes with one or more differential service activity pol-
icies, and/or determining a network busy state): compare
a network based service usage measure with a service
policy and/or service plan associated with the device,
compare a device assisted service usage measure with
the service policy and/or service plan associated with the
device, compare the network based service usage meas-
ure to the device assisted service usage measure, com-
pare a first device assisted service usage measure to a
second device assisted service usage measure, verify
presence of the service processor and/or one or more
agents of the service processor, verify configuration of
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the service processor, verify service usage activities are
reported properly (e.g., using test service usages to gen-
erate service usage events/reports for analysis and con-
firmation), verify billing events are reported properly,
compare the network based service usage measure with
reported device billing data, verify reporting of a test bill-
ing event, verify reporting of the communications device
reports billing events from a transaction server, verify
presence of an activation tracking system, verify device
configuration or operation, verify device standing or serv-
ice plan standing, verify proper operation of the service
processor, verify service processor heartbeat response
reports, verify monitoring of a test service event, down-
load a new service processor (e.g., and/or one or more
agents or new configuration settings of the service proc-
essor) and perform integrity checks, verify a service proc-
essor code configuration with agent self-diagnosis
checks, verify that the communications device uses the
first service only after being authorized, verify user stand-
ing, verify a network busy state (e.g., compare and/or
statistically process network busy state measures from
more than one device in which the network busy state
monitoring apparatus, for example, is located in a secure
execution environment on the device), verify various dif-
ferential network access control implementations (e.g.,
network capacity controlled services are properly moni-
tored/determined/detected, controlled, accounted for,
and/or charged for), verify various QoS implementations
(e.g., as discussed above), and verify an agent commu-
nications log. Various other verification techniques are
described herein and similar and other verification tech-
niques for providing DAS for protecting network capacity
using device based implementations (e.g., service proc-
essors and/or other device based agents or soft-
ware/hardware techniques) will now be apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art in view of the various embodi-
ments described herein.
[0206] In some embodiments, the service processor is
secured using various hardware and software tech-
niques described herein, including, for example, imple-
menting all and/or portions of the service processor in a
secure virtual machine, protected execution environ-
ment, secure storage (e.g., secure memory), secure mo-
dem, and/or other secure implementation techniques as
described herein and/or other or similar techniques as
will now be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art in
view of the various embodiments described herein. For
example, the service processor can be implemented in
software and executed in a protected area of an OS ex-
ecuted on the device and/or executed in protected exe-
cution partitions (e.g., in CPU, APU, SIM chipset, mo-
dem, modem secure execution partition, SIM, other hard-
ware function on the device, and/or any combination of
the above).
[0207] In some embodiments, a network service usage
counter is embedded into a secure execution environ-
ment (e.g., a program store in secure non-volatile mem-
ory located on a modem card and/or a modem chip not

accessible by device applications, secure CPU environ-
ment for executing program and/or secure program op-
eration for data path monitoring and/or control that cannot
be bypassed by device applications to get to the modem
connection to the network) in a device modem (e.g., using
measurement points V, VI, and/or other measurement
points of Figure 12). In some embodiments, the service
usage counter counts data traffic (e.g., bytes and/or any
other measure of service usage, such as file transactions,
message transactions, connection time, time of connec-
tion or duration of connection, and/or traffic passed or
transactions passed for a given QoS or network capacity
controlled service priority level), traffic as a function of
time, traffic according to a network service activity clas-
sification (e.g., by application, destination/source, port,
traffic type, content type, time of day, network busy state,
and/or any other criteria/measure). In some embodi-
ments, the service usage counter counts data traffic (e.g.,
as discussed above) while coordinating with a VPN layer
established, for example, for both layer-III (e.g., IPSEC)
and layer-II (e.g., L2TP tunnel) so that precise over the
air service usage measure is counted for billing mediation
and/or network service usage charging (e.g., customer
billing, sponsored service bill by service and/or any other
charging or billing). In some embodiments, the service
usage counter counts data traffic (e.g., as discussed
above) while coordinating with accelerator software (e.g.,
a compression/decompression engine) which trans-
forms frames for more efficient over the air transmission.
As similarly discussed above, service processor coordi-
nation with the accelerator layer facilitates a precise over
the air service usage measure for billing mediation and/or
network service usage charging. In some embodiments,
the service usage counter counts data traffic (e.g., as
discussed above) while coordinating with both the VPN
layer and accelerator software layer to facilitate a precise
over the air service usage measure for billing mediation
and/or network service usage charging.
[0208] In some embodiments, the service usage coun-
ter reports the service usage to a network element (e.g.,
a service controller, charging gateway, PCRF, AAA, HA,
billing system, mediation system, traffic accounting da-
tabase, base station or base station controller, and/or
another network element/function or central network el-
ement/function). In some embodiments, the information
reported to the network element is encrypted or signed
with a corresponding key known by the network element.
In some embodiments, the communication link to the net-
work element to pass the service usage count is con-
ducted over a wireless network specific channel such as
SMS, MMS, SS-7, or another specialized control chan-
nel. In some embodiments, the communications link to
the network element to pass the service usage count is
conducted over a network channel (e.g., via IP, TCP,
UDP, HTTP, HTTPS, TLS, SSL, point to point signed
variants of TLS or SSL, or another data network channel
via the network control channel connection to the device).
In some embodiments, the data network control channel
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traffic is injected into the PPP stream at the modem. In
some embodiments, the data network control channel
traffic is passed up to the device networking stack for
connection to the network. In some embodiments, a
signed or encrypted service usage count from the modem
subsystem is coordinated to provide a service usage
count for a time period that also corresponds to a similar
time period for a service processor heartbeat report that
includes a service usage measure or count. For example,
this provides the service controller or another network
element with a secondary set of information that can be
used to verify and/or secure the service usage measures
reported by the service processor. Various techniques
can be used to synchronize the time period for the modem
service usage count and the service processor service
usage count. For example, the service processor can
request a latest count message from the modem, in which
the modem counts all service usage since the previous
request for latest count until the present request for latest
count, encrypts the latest count message so that the serv-
ice processor or other application software or OS soft-
ware on the device cannot decode and/or tamper with
the message, and the modem service usage counter then
passes the encrypted message to the service processor.
The service processor can then pass the encrypted serv-
ice usage count message from the modem to the service
controller along with the service processor service usage
accounting message(s) for the same or similar time pe-
riod. The service controller can then decode both service
count messages from the secure modem subsystem and
the service processor and correlate the two measures to
verify the service usage reporting by, for example, look-
ing for discrepancies that would indicate service usage
control or charging errors or device service processor
tampering. In some embodiments, the secure modem
subsystem records byte counts for streams (e.g., and/or
flows; socket connections, or combinations of IP desti-
nation/source/ports), potentially along with time of day,
network busy state, QoS level, and/or other crite-
ria/measures, and reports these counts for each stream
that had traffic activity during the current reporting inter-
val. For example, the service controller can then correlate
the stream service usage information with the service
usage information provided by the service processor
heartbeat service usage report to verify that the service
processor service usage report is consistent with the in-
dependent measure made in the modem subsystem. In
some embodiments, service usage reports (e.g., certified
service usage reports) are correlated on the device
and/or in the network (e.g., using one or more network
elements/functions, such as the service controller).
[0209] In some embodiments, a deeper analysis of traf-
fic can be conducted in the modem subsystem service
usage count. For example, a layer 7 analysis of the serv-
ice usage can be conducted for HTTP or HTTPS traffic
flowing through the modem in which the modem subsys-
tem service usage counter performs an HTTP level anal-
ysis of the traffic to associate web traffic gets and other

transfers with a given higher level service classification
(e.g., ad server, content server, proxy server, and/or traf-
fic that is referred by the local host serving up a web
page). In some embodiments, the modem subsystem
service usage count can be augmented for HTTPS, SSL
or TLS traffic by including a trusted proxy server embed-
ded in the modem system. For example, the proxy server
can be trusted by the device stack so that the encryption
keys for HTTPS, TLS or SSL are known by the proxy
server allowing the modem based proxy server, located,
for example, in a secure execution environment, to per-
form layer 7 analysis of encrypted traffic in a manner
similar to that described above. In some embodiments,
the embedded proxy server generates server SSL cer-
tificates for each connection to a specific remote host in
real time based on a root certificate trusted by the device
(e.g., and/or by network service usage activity, such as
by application) and also trusted by the embedded proxy
server, and the proxy server then becomes a middle man
emulating a remote SSL host on one side and emulating
the device (e.g., and/or network service usage activity,
such as application) on the other side, decrypting the
traffic, analyzing it and re-encrypting before forwarding
to and from the remote host. Similarly, as in the case of
layer 3 and 4 traffic analysis performed by the modem
service usage counting subsystem, the layer 7 service
usage count messages can be encrypted and passed to
the service controller via various channels. In some em-
bodiments, the layer 7 modem subsystem service usage
counting system records service usage counts for a re-
porting time period that is similar to the reporting time
period used by the service processor so that the service
controller can correlate the service processor accounting
messages against the modem accounting messages
with layer 7 information.
[0210] In some embodiments, the secure service us-
age reporting system elements are located in a secure
execution environment that includes the modem driver.
In some embodiments, all traffic that gets to the modem
for the network traffic being controlled or accounted for
is required to go through the secure modem driver so
that an independent count can be generated and report-
ed to the service controller as described above without
the need to embed the secure service usage counting
and reporting elements in the modem.
[0211] In some embodiments, the secure service us-
age reporting system elements are located in a secure
execution environment that includes the modem driver
and modem hardware interface controller driver (e.g.
USB controller for 2/3/4G and SDIO controller for WiFi).
In some embodiments, all traffic that gets to the modem
for the network traffic being controlled or accounted for
is required to go through the secure modem driver and
modem hardware interface controller driver (e.g. USB
controller for 2/3/4G and SDIO controller for WiFi) so that
precise count can be generated by either the modem
driver and/or modem hardware interface controller driver
(e.g. USB controller for 2/3/4G and SDIO controller for
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WiFi) and passed to the secure service usage reporting
element to send it to the service controller for customer
charging/billing. This scheme provides flexibility (e.g.,
most of the device software and operation system and
its services/applications need not be located/executed in
the secure execution environment) while ensuring usage
counting to occur securely as it pertains to the customer
accounting and billing.
[0212] In some embodiments, the layer 7 proxy server
traffic accounting and reporting techniques used for
processing HTTPS, TLS, and SSL traffic, as discussed
above, are also used in the service processor itself to
allow a detailed accounting of encrypted layer 7 traffic
by the device. In some embodiments, the information
thus obtained is filtered so that private user information
is not transmitted to the network (e.g., service controller,
PCRF, and/or any other network element/function) but
only service usage information sufficient to allow for ac-
counting of service plan usage, to verify service control
policy implementation, or to verify service charging policy
implementation is transmitted to the network (e.g., serv-
ice controller, PCRF, and/or any other network ele-
ment/function). In some embodiments, the layer 7 proxy
server for processing secure or in the clear device service
usage accounting messages is located in secure hard-
ware execution environments in the device application
processor or within secure software partitions in the op-
erating system.
[0213] Various techniques can be used to verify and/or
secure service usage controls or service usage charging
reports. For example, if the secondary service usage re-
ports indicate that service usage is outside of the service
usage policy limits that are intended to be in effect (e.g.,
based on a service plan and/or service policy associated
with the device), then the service controller can indicate
an error flag for further analysis and action (e.g., imple-
menting various verification and responsive actions as
described herein, such as blocking the activity, throttling
the activity, quarantining the device, updating/replacing
the service processor, and/or monitoring the device using
various additional DAS and/or network assisted monitor-
ing techniques). As another example, if the service usage
reports from the service processor do not match up with
the secondary service usage reports, then the service
controller can indicate an error flag for further analysis
and action. For example, the correlation can be based
on bulk measures of service usage (e.g., total bytes over
a given period of time), or using finer grain measures of
service usage (e.g., verifying the accounting between
one group of service usage activities, such as application,
destination/source, port, content type, time of day, net-
work busy state, QoS level, and/or other criteria/meas-
ures) charged to one service plan charging record versus
the accounting for another group of service usage activ-
ities charged to another service plan charging record. In
some embodiments, the correlation process between the
two service usage accounting reports is performed con-
tinuously on all device traffic in real time or near real time

as the usage accounting reports are received. In some
embodiments, the usage accounting reports are stored
and analyzed or correlated later (e.g., periodically, based
on a request or audit, and/or based on certain events,
such as threshold network service usage events and/or
any other events based on various criteria/measures). In
some embodiments, only an audit of a portion of time is
used to correlate the two usage accounting reports,
which, for example, can reduce network traffic and/or net-
work processing load in the service controller.
[0214] In some embodiments, correlation techniques
are applied by the service controller to compare two dif-
ferent service usage measures as described above
based on one or more of the following: total amount of
data (e.g., bytes for file transfers, sessions, and/or other
measures), amount of data per unit time, total number of
accesses, number of accesses per unit time or frequency
of accesses, accesses during a time interval (e.g., peak
time), accesses during a network busy state, access re-
quests, and individual versus group transmissions at a
point in time (e.g., each for a given set of destinations or
destinations and traffic types).
[0215] In some embodiments, service usage monitor-
ing includes characterizing service usage activities by
streams, flows, destination/port, packet inspection,
and/or other criteria/measures using the various tech-
niques as described herein and/or other or similar tech-
niques as would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in
the art. In some embodiments, service usage monitoring
includes characterizing service usage activities by
streams, flows, destination/port, packet inspection,
and/or other criteria/measures and then correlating to
find network service usage behavior patterns that identify
likely association of behavior with one or more service
activities being managed.
[0216] In some embodiments, DAS for network capac-
ity control includes classifying traffic to determine which
network service usage activity(ies) are causing traffic
(e.g., increasing network capacity/resources usage be-
yond a threshold), and then determining if access net-
work service usage activity(ies) are violating any rules
(e.g., service usage policies or service plan settings as-
sociated with the device/user). In some embodiments,
DAS for network capacity control includes generating a
list for network capacity controlled services that specifies
behavioral characteristics for one or more network serv-
ice usage activities with expected access limits based on
access control policy for each managed network service
usage activity (e.g., based on service usage policies or
service plan settings associated with the device/user). In
some embodiments, DAS for network capacity control
includes monitoring and/or controlling network service
usage activities based on limits, which, for example, can
be based on one or more of the following: total access
traffic counters, counters for different types of access traf-
fic, destinations, ports, frequency of accesses, access
behavior during a given time, access behavior during a
given busy state, access behavior for groups of activities
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(e.g., verify clumping), and/or other criteria/measures.
[0217] Accordingly, in some embodiments, a second
secure and trusted service usage measure is provided
that the service controller (e.g., or another network ele-
ment/function) can use to verify or secure the service
control or service charging reports for the service proc-
essor. In some embodiments, the secure and trusted
service usage measure also provides for enhanced ver-
ification and service security in cases, in which, for ex-
ample, network based service usage measures are avail-
able for additional correlation with the service processor
service usage reports. In cases in which network based
service usage measures are either not available or are
only available at widely spaced time intervals (e.g., roam-
ing networks or other networks with no timely network
based service usage measure), these techniques facili-
tate real time or near real time verification or security for
the device assisted service controls and charging.
[0218] In some embodiments, a SIM card performs a
portion or all of the secure environment processing de-
scribed above, with the device modem traffic, or a copy
of the device modem traffic, being directed to the SIM
secure subsystem for traffic accounting and reporting. In
some embodiments, a SIM card is used to store QoS
classifications and/or network capacity controlled serv-
ices classifications for various service usage activities so
that the user behavior in using certain network service
usage activities and/or the user preferences in controlling
certain network service usage activities do not need to
be relearned or redownloaded as the user swaps the SIM
between different devices. In some embodiments, the
SIM keeps a local record of service usage activity for
multiple devices that belong to the user or the user family
plan, so that the service usage notification and policies
can be immediately updated on a given device as the
user swaps the SIM from device to device. In some em-
bodiments, the manner in which this service usage his-
tory is stored on the SIM is secure so that it cannot be
tampered with. In some embodiments, the SIM card is
used to implement various application management
and/or traffic control techniques described herein. In
some embodiments, the SIM card is used to inspect traf-
fic, classify traffic, create reports (e.g., certified service
activity usage reports), encrypt the report, send the report
to a network element/function, and the network ele-
ment/function correlates the reports (e.g., using network
assisted measures for comparisons and/or using various
other techniques as described herein). In some embod-
iments, a SIM card performs a portion or all of the secure
environment processing described above using one or
more modem measurement points. For example, the traf-
fic that is to be classified can be routed through the SIM
and correlated with what is measured by the modem. In
some embodiments, network assisted/based network
service usage activity classifications are compared SIM
based/assisted classifications for service usage monitor-
ing/reporting verification (e.g., detected inconsistencies
in monitored/reported network service usage activities

can be identified, such as based on total traffic,
streams/flows/sockets activities, and/or other crite-
ria/measures). In some embodiments, the reports in-
clude a verified sequence so that reports cannot be
spoofed and/or missing reports can be determined.
[0219] In some embodiments, a portion or all of the
secure environment processing described above are ap-
plied to implement and/or verify QoS for DAS techniques
and/or DAS for network capacity controlled services tech-
niques as described herein.
[0220] In some embodiments, the reports include one
or more of the following: a number of times the device is
cycled from or to a power cycle state in the modem, a
number of times during a time window or network busy
state, a power cycle versus number of streams initiated
during the cycle, and a power cycle versus the streams
that are transmitted during that cycle, In some embodi-
ments, device power cycle events trigger generating of
a report.
[0221] In some embodiments, monitoring, reporting,
control, accounting, charging, and/or policy implementa-
tion for network capacity controlled services is verified
(e.g., using various verification techniques described
herein). If any of the verification techniques determine or
assist in determining that the network capacity controlled
services monitoring, reporting, control, accounting,
and/or charging, and/or policy implementation has been
tampered with, disabled, and/or is not properly imple-
mented or functioning, then responsive actions can be
performed, for example, the device (e.g., and/or suspect
services) can be suspended, quarantined, killed/termi-
nated, and/or flagged for further analysis/scrutiny to de-
termine whether the device is malfunctioning, needs up-
dating, has been tampered with or compromised, is in-
fected with malware, and/or if any other problem exists.
[0222] In some embodiments, the service processor
monitors a network service usage activity of a device. In
some embodiments, monitoring of the service usage ac-
tivity includes monitoring for multiple networks (e.g., to
determine which networks are available and/or a network
busy state of the available networks). In some embodi-
ments monitoring a network service usage activity is per-
formed by and/or assisted by a service cloud (e.g., one
or more network elements that provide such a service).
In some embodiments, monitoring the network service
usage activity includes identifying the network service
usage activity, measuring the network service usage of
the network service usage activity, and/or characterizing
the network service usage of the network service usage
activity (e.g., using device assisted/based techniques,
network assisted/based techniques, testing/offline mon-
itoring/analysis techniques, and/or a combination there-
of).
[0223] In some embodiments, the service processor
implements differential network access service control
(e.g., for network capacity controlled services), network
service usage accounting, network service usage charg-
ing, and/or network service usage notification on the de-
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vice to facilitate DAS for protecting network capacity.
[0224] In some embodiments, the service processor
(e.g., a service processor 115) is updated, communicat-
ed with, set, and/or controlled by a network element (e.g.,
a service controller 122). In some embodiments, the serv-
ice processor receives service policy information from a
network function selected from a base station (e.g., a
base station 125), a RAN gateway, a core gateway, a
DPI gateway, a home agent (HA), a AAA server (e.g.,
AAA server 121), a service controller, and/or another net-
work function or combinations of network functions as
described herein and/or as will now be apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art in view of the various embodi-
ments described herein. In some embodiments, the serv-
ice processor is updated through over the air or over the
network OS software updates or application software up-
dates or device firmware updates. In some embodiments,
the service processor uses an IP connection, SMS con-
nection, and/or MMS connection, for a control channel
with a service controller. In some embodiments, the serv-
ice processor queries a service controller to determine
the association of a monitored network service usage
activity with a network service usage control policy. In
some embodiments, the device (e.g., service processor)
maintains a network capacity controlled services list
and/or network capacity controlled services policy for one
or more of the active services (e.g., actively executing
and/or previously installed/downloaded to the device)
that have been classified as a network capacity controlled
service (e.g., as the number of applications continues to
grow, as hundreds of thousands of applications are al-
ready available on certain platforms, maintaining a list
specific and/or a set of policies unique or specific to each
application is not efficient). In this embodiment, when a
new application is active/launched and/or downloaded
to the device, the device can request an updated network
capacity controlled services list and/or an updated net-
work capacity controlled services policy accordingly
(e.g., and/or periodically refresh such lists/policies).
[0225] In some embodiments, differential network ac-
cess control for protecting network capacity includes con-
trolling network services traffic generated by the device
(e.g., network capacity controlled services based on a
network service usage control policy (e.g., a network ca-
pacity controlled services policy). In some embodiments,
differential network access control for protecting network
capacity includes providing assistance in control of the
distribution of bandwidth among devices, network capac-
ity controlled services (e.g., applications, OS opera-
tions/functions, and various other network services us-
age activities classified as network capacity controlled
services), a differentiated QoS service offering, a fair
sharing of capacity, a high user load network perform-
ance, and/or preventing one or more devices from con-
suming so much network capacity that other devices can-
not receive adequate performance or performance in ac-
cordance with various threshold and/or guaranteed serv-
ice levels. In some embodiments, differential network ac-

cess control for protecting network capacity includes ap-
plying policies to determine which network the service
activity should be connected to (e.g., 2G, 3G, 4G, home
or roaming, WiFi, cable, DSL, fiber, wired WAN, and/or
another wired or wireless or access network), and apply-
ing differential network access control rules (e.g., traffic
control rules) depending on which network to which the
service activity is connected. In some embodiments, dif-
ferential network access control for protecting network
capacity includes differentially controlling network serv-
ice usage activities based on the service usage control
policy and a user input (e.g., a user selection or user
preference). In some embodiments, differential network
access control for protecting network capacity includes
differentially controlling network service usage activities
based on the service usage control policy and the net-
work the device or network service activity is gaining ac-
cess from.
[0226] In some embodiments, the network service us-
age control policy is dynamic based on one or more of
the following: a network busy state, a time of day, which
network the service activity is connected to, which base
station or communication channel the service activity is
connected to, a user input, a user preference selection,
an associated service plan, a service plan change, an
application behavior, a messaging layer behavior, ran-
dom back off, a power state of device, a device usage
state, a time based criteria (e.g., time/day/week/month,
hold/delay/defer for future time slot, hold/delay/defer for
scheduled time slot, and/or hold/delay/defer until a busy
state/availability state/QoS state is achieved), monitoring
of user interaction with the service activity, monitoring of
user interaction with the device, the state of UI priority
for the service activity, monitoring the power consump-
tion behavior of the service activity, modem power cycling
or power control state changes, modem communication
session set up or tear down, and/or a policy update/mod-
ification/change from the network. In some embodi-
ments, the network service usage control policy is based
on updated service usage behavior analysis of the net-
work service usage activity. In some embodiments, the
network service usage control policy is based on updated
activity behavior response to a network capacity control-
led service classification. In some embodiments, the net-
work service usage control policy is based on updated
user input/preferences (e.g., related to policies/controls
for network capacity controlled services). In some em-
bodiments, the network service usage control policy is
based on updates to service plan status. In some em-
bodiments, the network service usage control policy is
based on updates to service plan policies. In some em-
bodiments, the network service usage control policy is
based on availability of alternative networks. In some em-
bodiments, the network service usage control policy is
based on policy rules for selecting alternative networks.
In some embodiments, the network service usage control
policy is based on network busy state or availability state
for alternative networks. In some embodiments, the net-
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work service usage control policy is based on specific
network selection or preference policies for a given net-
work service activity or set of network service activities.
[0227] In some embodiments, associating the network
service usage activity with a network service usage con-
trol policy or a network service usage notification policy,
includes dynamically associating based on one or more
of the following: a network busy state, a time of day, a
user input/preference, an associated service plan (e.g.,
25 MB data plan, 5G data plan, or an unlimited data plan
or other data/service usage plan), an application behav-
ior, a messaging layer behavior, a power state of device,
a device usage state, a time based criteria, availability
of alternative networks, and a set of policy rules for se-
lecting and/or controlling traffic on one or more of the
alternative networks.
[0228] In some embodiments, a network service usage
control policy (e.g., a network capacity controlled servic-
es policy) includes defining the network service usage
control policy for one or more service plans, defining net-
work access policy rules for one or more devices or
groups of devices in a single or multi-user scenarios such
as family and enterprise plans, defining network access
policy rules for one or more users or groups of users,
allowing or disallowing network access events or at-
tempts, modulating the number of network access events
or attempts, aggregating network access events or at-
tempts into a group of access events or attempts, time
windowing network access events or attempts, time win-
dowing network access events or attempts based on the
application or function being served by the network ac-
cess events or attempts, time windowing network access
events or attempts to pre-determined time windows, time
windowing network access events or attempts to time
windows where a measure of network busy state is within
a range, assigning the allowable types of access events
or attempts, assigning the allowable functions or appli-
cations that are allowed network access events or at-
tempts, assigning the priority of one or more network ac-
cess events or attempts, defining the allowable duration
of network access events or attempts, defining the allow-
able speed of network access events or attempts, defin-
ing the allowable network destinations for network ac-
cess events or attempts, defining the allowable applica-
tions for network access events or attempts, defining the
QoS rules for one or more network access events or at-
tempts, defining or setting access policy rules for one or
more applications, defining or setting access policy rules
for one or more network destinations, defining or setting
access policy rules for one or more devices, defining or
setting access policy rules for one or more network serv-
ices, defining or setting access policy rules for one or
more traffic types, defining or setting access policy rules
for one or more QoS classes, and defining or setting ac-
cess policy rules based on any combination of device,
application, network destination, network service, traffic
type, QoS class, and/or other criteria/measures.
[0229] In some embodiments, a network service usage

control policy (e.g., a network capacity controlled servic-
es policy) includes a traffic control policy. In some em-
bodiments, the traffic control policy includes a traffic con-
trol setting. In some embodiments, the traffic control pol-
icy includes a traffic control/tier, and the traffic control/tier
includes the traffic control setting. In some embodiments,
the traffic control policy includes one or more of the fol-
lowing: block/allow settings, throttle settings, adaptive
throttle settings, QoS class settings including packet er-
ror rate, jitter and delay settings, queue settings, and tag
settings (e.g., for packet tagging certain traffic flows). In
some embodiments, QoS class settings, include one or
more of the following: throttle level, priority queuing rel-
ative to other device traffic, time window parameters, and
hold or delay while accumulating or aggregating traffic
into a larger stream/burst/packet/group of packets. In
some embodiments, the traffic control policy includes fil-
ters implemented as indexes into different lists of policy
settings (e.g., using cascade filtering techniques), in
which the policy filters include one or more of the follow-
ing: a network, a service plan, an application, a time of
day, and a network busy state. For example, a two di-
mensional traffic control implementation scheme can be
provided using a network busy state and/or a time of day
as an index into a traffic control setting (e.g., a certain
application’s priority level can be increased or decreased
based on a network busy state and/or time of day). In
some embodiments, the traffic control policy is used for
selecting the network from a list of available networks,
blocking or reducing access until a connection is made
to an alternative network, and/or modifying or replacing
a network stack interface of the device to provide for in-
tercept or discontinuance of network socket interface
messages to applications or OS functions.
[0230] In some embodiments, a traffic control setting
is selected based on the network service usage control
policy. In some embodiments, the traffic control setting
is implemented on the device based on the network serv-
ice usage control policy. In some embodiments, the im-
plemented traffic control setting controls traffic/traffic
flows of a network capacity controlled service. In some
embodiments, the traffic control setting is selected based
on one or more of the following: a time of day, a day of
week, a special time/date (e.g., a holiday or a network
maintenance time/date), a network busy state, a priority
level associated with the network service usage activity,
a QoS class associated with the network service usage
activity (e.g., emergency traffic), which network the net-
work service activity is gaining access from, which net-
works are available, which network the network service
activity is connected to, which base station or communi-
cation channel the network service activity is connected
to, and a network dependent set of traffic control policies
that can vary depending on which network the service
activity is gaining access from (e.g., and/or various other
criteria/measures as described herein). In some embod-
iments, the traffic control setting includes one or more of
the following: allow/block, delay, throttle, QoS class im-
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plementation, queue, tag, generate a user notification,
random back off, clear to send received from a network
element, hold for scheduled transmission time slot, se-
lecting the network from the available networks, and
blocking or reducing access until a connection is made
to an alternative network. In some embodiments, the traf-
fic control setting is selected based on a network capacity
controlled services priority state of the network service
usage activity and a network busy state. In some embod-
iments, the traffic control setting is selected based on a
network capacity controlled services priority state of the
network service usage activity and a network busy state
and is global (e.g., the same) for all network capacity
controlled services activities or varies based on a network
service usage activity priority, user preferences or option
selection, an application, a time based criteria, a service
plan, a network the device or service activity is gaining
access from, a redetermination of a network congestion
state after adapting to a previously determined network
busy state, and/or other criteria/measures as described
herein.
[0231] In some embodiments, network capacity con-
trolled services traffic (e.g., traffic flows) is differentially
controlled for protecting network capacity. For example,
various software updates for an OS and one or more
applications on the device can be differentially controlled
using the various techniques described herein. As an-
other example, security/antimalware software (e.g., an-
tivirus, firewall, content protection, intrusion detec-
tion/prevention, and/or other security/antimalware soft-
ware) can be differentially controlled using the various
techniques described herein. As yet another example,
network backups/imaging, content downloads (e.g., ex-
ceeding a threshold individually and/or in aggregate,
such as for image, music, video, eBook content, email
attachments, content/media subscriptions, RSS/news
feeds, text/image/video chat, software updates, and/or
other content downloads) can be differentially controlled
using the various techniques described herein.
[0232] For example, using the DAS for protecting net-
work capacity techniques described herein an adaptive
policy control for protecting network capacity can be pro-
vided. A network capacity controlled services list can be
generated, updated, reported, and/or received by the de-
vice and stored on the device (e.g., the list can be based
on adapted to the service plan associated with the de-
vice). If a monitored network service usage activity is not
on the list, then the device can report the monitored net-
work service usage activity to a network element (e.g.,
for a monitored network service usage activity that also
exceeds a certain threshold, based on a network busy
state, based on a time based criteria, and/or other crite-
ria/measure). As an example, monitored network service
usage activity can be reported if/when the monitored net-
work service usage activity exceeds a data usage thresh-
old (e.g., 50 MB total data usage per day, a socket open-
ing frequency/rate, velocity of data usage at an instant
in time, or more complicated thresholds over time, over

peak periods, by content and time, by various other pa-
rameters/thresholds). As another example, the moni-
tored network service usage activity can be reported
based on testing of the network service usage behavior
and/or application developer characterization input. The
report can include information that identifies the network
service usage activity and various network service usage
parameters.
[0233] In some embodiments, a notification setting is
selected based on a service usage notification policy. In
some embodiments, a notification setting includes a user
notification setting (e.g., various user notifications set-
tings as described above with respect to Figure 18).
[0234] In some embodiments, classifying the network
service usage activity further includes classifying the net-
work service usage activity (e.g., using a usage threshold
filter and/or cascading filter techniques) into one or more
of a plurality of classification categories for differential
network access control for protecting network capacity.
In some embodiments, classifying the network service
usage activity, further includes classifying the network
service usage activity into one or more network capacity
controlled services in which the network capacity con-
trolled services include one or more of the following: ap-
plications requiring data network access, application
software updates, applications requiring network infor-
mation, applications requiring GPS or physical location,
operating system software updates, security software
updates, network based backups, email downloads, and
a set of activities configured as network capacity control-
led service activities based on a service profile and/or
user input (e.g., and/or various other types of network
service usage activities as described herein and as will
now be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art). For
example, network capacity controlled services can in-
clude software updates for OS and applications, OS
background network accesses, cloud synchronization
services, RSS feeds & other background information
feeds, browser/application/device behavior reporting,
background email downloads, content subscription serv-
ice updates and downloads (e.g., music/video down-
loads, news feeds), text/voice/video chat clients, security
updates (e.g., antimalware updates), peer to peer net-
working application updates, inefficient network access
sequences during frequent power cycling or power save
state cycling, large downloads or other high bandwidth
accesses, and greedy application programs that con-
stantly/repeatedly access the network with small trans-
missions or requests for information. In some embodi-
ments, a network capacity controlled services list is static,
adaptive, generated using a service processor, received
from a network element (e.g., service controller or service
cloud), received from a network element (e.g., service
controller or service cloud) and based at least in part on
device activity reports received from the service proces-
sor, based on criteria set by pre-testing, report of behavior
characterization performed by the application developer,
and/or based at least in part on user input. In some em-
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bodiments, the network capacity controlled services list
includes one or more network service activity background
(QoS) classes.
[0235] In some embodiments, classifying the network
service usage activity further includes classifying the net-
work service usage activity based on one or more of the
following: application or widget (e.g., Outlook, Skype,
iTunes, Android email, weather channel weather widget,
iCal, Firefox Browser, etc), application type (e.g., user
application, system application/utility/function/process,
OS application/utility/function/process, email, browser,
widget, malware (such as a virus or suspicious process),
RSS feed, device synchronization service, download ap-
plication, network backup/imaging application, voice/vid-
eo chat, peer to peer content application or other peer to
peer application, streaming media feed or broadcast re-
ception/transmission application, network meeting appli-
cation, chat application or session, and/or any other ap-
plication or process identification and categorization),
OS/system function (e.g., any system application/utili-
ty/function/process and/or OS application/utility/func-
tion/process, such as a OS update and/or OS error re-
porting), modem function, network communication func-
tion (e.g., network discovery or signaling, EtherType
messages, connection flow/stream/session set up or tear
down, network authentication or authorization sequenc-
es, IP address acquisition, and DNS services), URL
and/or domain, destination/source IP address, protocol,
traffic type, socket (e.g., IP address, protocol, and/or
port), socket address/label/identifier (e.g., port ad-
dress/port number), content type (e.g., email downloads,
email text, video, music, eBooks, widget update streams,
and download streams), port (e.g., port number), QoS
classification level, time of day, on peak or off peak, net-
work time, network busy state, access network selected,
service plan selected, user preferences, device creden-
tials, user credentials, and/or status, modem power cy-
cling or power state changes, modem authentication
processes, modem link set up or tear down, modem man-
agement communications, modem software or firmware
updates, modem power management information, de-
vice power state, and modem power state. In some em-
bodiments, classifying the network service usage activity
further includes associating the classified network serv-
ice usage activity with an ID (e.g., an application ID, which
can be, for example, a unique number, name, and/or sig-
nature). In some embodiments, classifying the network
service usage activity further includes classifying the net-
work service usage activity using a plurality of classifica-
tion parameters, including one or more of the following:
application ID, remote IP (e.g., URL, domain, and/or IP
address), remote port, protocol, content type, a filter ac-
tion class (e.g., network busy state class, QoS class, time
of day, network busy state, and/or other criteria/meas-
ures), and access network selected. In some embodi-
ments, classifying the network service usage activity fur-
ther includes using a combination of parameters as dis-
cussed above to determine the classification of the net-

work service usage activity.
[0236] In some embodiments, classifying the network
service usage activity further includes classifying the net-
work service usage activity as a network capacity con-
trolled service, a non-network capacity controlled serv-
ice, a blocked or disallowed service, and/or a not yet clas-
sified/identified service (e.g., unknown/yet to be deter-
mined classification or pending classification). In some
embodiments, an application connection, OS connec-
tion, and/or other service activity is classified as a network
capacity controlled service activity when the device has
been inactive (e.g., or in a power save state) for a period
of time (e.g., when the user has not interacted with it for
a period of time, when it has not displayed user notifica-
tion policy, and/or a user input has not been received for
a period of time, and/or when a power save state is en-
tered). In some embodiments, an application connection,
OS connection, and/or other service activity is classified
as a network capacity controlled service activity when
the monitored network service usage activity exceeds a
data usage threshold for more than one application con-
nection, OS connection, and/or other service activity
(e.g., aggregated data usage exceeds the data usage
threshold); or for a specific application connection. In
some embodiments, an application connection, OS con-
nection, and/or other service activity is classified as a
network capacity controlled service activity when the
monitored network service usage activity exceeds a data
usage threshold based on a predetermined list of one or
more data usage limits, based on a list received from a
network element, usage time limit (e.g., based on a period
of time exceeding a usage limit), and/or based on some
other usage related criteria/measures. In some embod-
iments, classifying the network service usage activity fur-
ther includes classifying the network service usage ac-
tivity as a network capacity controlled service based on
a network peak time, a network busy state, or a network
connection to the device falls below a certain perform-
ance level (e.g., higher/lower priorities assigned based
on various such criteria/other input/factors).
[0237] In some embodiments, one or more of the net-
work capacity controlled services are associated with a
different network access policy set for one or more net-
works and/or one or more alternative networks. In some
embodiments, one or more of the network capacity con-
trolled services are associated with a different notification
policy set for one or more networks and/or one or more
alternative networks. In some embodiments, the network
capacity controlled services list is stored on the device.
In some embodiments, the network capacity controlled
services list is received/periodically updated from a net-
work element and stored on the device. In some embod-
iments, the network capacity controlled services list in-
cludes network capacity controlled services, non-net-
work capacity controlled services (e.g., foreground serv-
ices or services based on various possibly dynamic cri-
teria are not classified as network capacity controlled
services), and an unclassified set of services (e.g., grey
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list including one or more network service activities pend-
ing classification based on further analysis and/or input,
such as from a network element, service provider, and/or
user). In some embodiments, the network capacity con-
trolled services list is based on one or more of the follow-
ing: predefined/predesignated (e.g., network, service
plan, pre-test and/or characterized by an application de-
veloper) criteria; device assisted/based monitoring (e.g.,
using a service processor); network based monitoring
(e.g., using a DPI gateway); network assisted analysis
(e.g., based on device reports of DAS activity analysis).
For example, the device can report device monitored net-
work service usage activities (e.g., all monitored network
service usage activities or a subset based on configura-
tion, threshold, service plan, network, and/or user input)
to the network element. As another example, the network
element can update the network capacity controlled serv-
ices list and send the updated list to the device. As yet
another example, the network element can perform a sta-
tistical analysis of network service activities. across a plu-
rality of devices based on the device based and/or net-
work based network service usage activity monitoring/re-
porting. In some embodiments, a network service usage
activity is determined to be an active application or proc-
ess (e.g., based on a user interaction with the device
and/or network service usage activity, such as a pop-up
and/or other criteria/measures).
[0238] In some embodiments, implementing traffic
control for network capacity controlled services is provid-
ed using various techniques. In some embodiments, the
device includes a service processor agent or function to
intercept, block, modify, remove or replace UI messages,
notifications or other UI communications generated by a
network service activity that whose network service us-
age is being controlled or managed (e.g., using various
measurement points as shown in and described with re-
spect to Figures 12 and 13). For example, this technique
can be used to provide for an improved user experience
(e.g., to prevent an application that is being controlled
for protecting network capacity from generating repeated
and/or confusing messages/alerts to the user). In some
embodiments, a network stack interface of the device is
replaced or modified to provide for intercept or discon-
tinuance of network socket interface messages to appli-
cations or OS functions or other functions/software.
[0239] In some embodiments, implementing traffic
control for network capacity controlled services using
DAS techniques is provided using various techniques in
which the network service usage activity is unaware of
network capacity control (e.g., does not support an API
or other interface for implementing network capacity con-
trol). For example, network service application messag-
ing interface based techniques can be used to implement
traffic control Example network service application mes-
saging interfaces include the following: network stack
API, network communication stream/flow interface, net-
work stack API messages, EtherType messages, ARP
messages, and/or other messaging or other or similar

techniques as will now be apparent to one of ordinary
skill in the art in view of the various embodiments de-
scribed herein. In some embodiments, network service
usage activity control policies or network service activity
messages are selected based on the set of traffic control
policies or service activity messages that result in re-
duced or modified user notification by the service activity
due to network capacity controlled service policies ap-
plied to the network service activity. In some embodi-
ments, network service usage activity control policies or
network service activity messages are selected based
on the set of traffic control policies or service activity mes-
sages that result in reduced disruption of device opera-
tion due to network capacity controlled service activity
policies applied to the network service activity. In some
embodiments, network service usage activity control pol-
icies or network service activity messages are selected
based on the set of traffic control policies or service ac-
tivity messages that result in reduced disruption of net-
work service activity operation due to network capacity
controlled service activity policies applied to the network
service activity. In some embodiments, implementing
traffic control for network capacity controlled services is
provided by intercepting opens/connects/writes. In some
embodiments, implementing traffic control for network
capacity controlled services is provided by intercepting
stack API level or application messaging layer requests
(e.g., socket open/send requests). For example, an in-
tercepted request can be copied (e.g., to memory) and
queued (e.g., delayed or throttled) or dropped (e.g.,
blocked). As another example, an intercepted request
can be copied into memory and then a portion of the
transmission can be retrieved from memory and reinject-
ed (e.g., throttled). As yet another example, intercepting
messaging transmissions can be parsed inline and al-
lowed to transmit (e.g., allowed), and the transmission
or a portion of the transmission can be copied to memory
for classifying the traffic flow. In some embodiments, im-
plementing traffic control for network capacity controlled
services is provided by intercepting or controlling or mod-
ulating UI notifications. In some embodiments, imple-
menting traffic control for network capacity controlled
services is provided by killing or suspending the network
service activity. In some embodiments, implementing
traffic control for network capacity controlled services is
provided by deprioritizing the process(es) associated
with the service activity (e.g., CPU scheduling deprioriti-
zation).
[0240] In some embodiments, implementing traffic
control for network capacity controlled services using
DAS techniques for network service usage activities that
are unaware of network capacity control is provided by
emulating network API messaging (e.g., effectively pro-
viding a spoofed or emulated network API). For example,
an emulated network API can intercept, modify, block,
remove, and/or replace network socket application inter-
face messages and/or EtherType messages (e.g.,
EWOULDBLOCK, ENETDOWN, ENETUNREACH,
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EHOSTDOWN, EHOSTUNREACH, EALRADY, EIN-
PROGRESS, ECONNREFUSED, EINPROGRESS,
ETIMEDOUT, and/other such messages). As another
example, an emulated network API can modify, swap,
and/or inject network socket application interface mes-
sages (socket(), connect(), read(), write(), close(), and
other such messages) that provide for control or man-
agement of network service activity service usage be-
havior. As yet another example, before a connection is
allowed to be opened (e.g., before a socket is opened),
transmission, or a flow/stream is initiated, it is blocked
and a message is sent back to the application (e.g., a
reset message in response to a sync request or another
message that the application will understand and can
interpret to indicate that the network access attempt was
not allowed/blocked, that the network is not available,
and/or to try again later for the requested network ac-
cess). As yet another example, the socket can be allowed
to open but after some point in time (e.g., based on net-
work service usage, network busy state, time based cri-
teria, and/or some other criteria/measure), the stream is
blocked or the socket is terminated. As yet another ex-
ample, time window based traffic control techniques can
be implemented (e.g., during non-peak, not network busy
state times), such as by allowing network access for a
period of time, blocking for a period of time, and then
repeating to thereby effectively spread the network ac-
cess out either randomly or deterministically. Using these
techniques, an application that is unaware of network
capacity control based traffic control can send and re-
ceive standard messaging, and the device can imple-
ment traffic controls based on the network capacity con-
trol policy using messaging that the network service us-
age activity (e.g., application or OS or software function)
can understand and will respond to in a typically predict-
able manner as would now be apparent to one of ordinary
skill in the art.
[0241] In some embodiments, implementing traffic
control for network capacity controlled services using
DAS techniques is provided using various techniques in
which the network service usage activity is aware of net-
work capacity control (e.g., the network service usage
activity supports an API or other interface for implement-
ing network capacity control). For example, a network
access API as described herein can be used to imple-
ment traffic control for network capacity controlled serv-
ices. In some embodiments, the API facilitates commu-
nication of one or more of the following: network access
conditions, network busy state or network availability
state of one or more networks or alternative networks,
one or more network capacity controlled service policies
(e.g., the network service can be of a current network
access setting, such as allow/block, throttle, queue,
scheduled time/time slot, and/or defer, which can be
based on, for example, a current network, a current net-
work busy state, a time based criteria, a service plan, a
network service classification, and/or other crite-
ria/measures), a network access request from a network

service activity, a query/polled request to a network serv-
ice activity, a network access grant to a network service
activity (e.g., including a priority setting and/or network
capacity controlled service classification, a scheduled
time/time slot, an alternative network, and/or other crite-
ria/measures), a network busy state or a network avail-
ability state or a network QoS state.
[0242] In some embodiments, implementing traffic
control for network capacity controlled services using net-
work assisted/based techniques is provided using vari-
ous techniques in which the network service usage ac-
tivity is unaware of network capacity control (e.g., does
not support an API or other interface for implementing
network capacity control). In some embodiments, DPI
based techniques are used to control network capacity
controlled services (e.g., to block or throttle network ca-
pacity controlled services at a DPI gateway).
[0243] In some embodiments, implementing traffic
control for network capacity controlled services using net-
work assisted/based techniques is provided using vari-
ous techniques in which the network service usage ac-
tivity is aware of network capacity control (e.g., does sup-
port an API or other interface for implementing network
capacity control). In some embodiments, the applica-
tion/messaging layer (e.g., a network API as described
herein) is used to communicate with a network service
activity to provide associated network capacity controlled
service classifications and/or priorities, network busy
state information or network availability of one or more
networks or alternative networks, a network access re-
quest and response, and/other criteria/measures as sim-
ilarly described herein.
[0244] In some embodiments, DAS for protecting net-
work capacity includes implementing a service plan for
differential charging based on network service usage ac-
tivities (e.g., including network capacity controlled serv-
ices). In some embodiments, the service plan includes
differential charging for network capacity controlled serv-
ices. In some embodiments, the service plan includes a
cap network service usage for network capacity control-
led services. In some embodiments, the service plan in-
cludes a notification when the cap is exceeded. In some
embodiments, the service plan includes overage charges
when the cap is exceeded. In some embodiments, the
service plan includes modifying charging based on user
input (e.g., user override selection as described herein,
in which for example, overage charges are different for
network capacity controlled services and/or based on pri-
ority levels and/or based on the current access network).
In some embodiments, the service plan includes time
based criteria restrictions for network capacity controlled
services (e.g., time of day restrictions with or without
override options). In some embodiments, the service plan
includes network busy state based criteria restrictions for
network capacity controlled services (e.g., with or without
override options). In some embodiments, the service plan
provides for network service activity controls to be over-
ridden (e.g., one time, time window, usage amount, or
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permanent) (e.g., differentially charge for override, dif-
ferentially cap for override, override with action based UI
notification option, and/or override with UI setting). In
some embodiments, the service plan includes family plan
or multi-user plan (e.g., different network capacity con-
trolled service settings for different users). In some em-
bodiments, the service plan includes multi-device plan
(e.g., different network capacity controlled service set-
tings for different devices, such as smart phone v. laptop
v. net book v. eBook). In some embodiments, the service
plan includes free network capacity controlled service
usage for certain times of day, network busy state(s),
and/or other criteria/measures. In some embodiments,
the service plan includes network dependent charging
for network capacity controlled services. In some embod-
iments, the service plan includes network preference/pri-
oritization for network capacity controlled services. In
some embodiments, the service plan includes arbitration
billing to bill a carrier partner or sponsored service partner
for the access provided to a destination, application, or
other network capacity controlled service. In some em-
bodiments, the service plan includes arbitration billing to
bill an application developer for the access provided to
a destination, application or other network capacity con-
trolled service.
[0245] In some application scenarios, excess network
capacity demand can be caused by modem power state
changes on the device. For example, when an application
or OS function attempts to connect to the network for any
reason when the modem is in a power save state wherein
the modem is not connected to the network, it can cause
the modem to change power save state, reconnect to the
network, and then initiate the application network con-
nection. In some cases, this can also cause the network
to re-initiate a modem connection session (e.g., PPP ses-
sion) which in addition to the network capacity consumed
by the basic modem connection also consumes network
resources for establishing the PPP session. Accordingly,
in some embodiments, network service usage activity
control policies are implemented that limit or control the
ability of applications, OS functions, and/or other network
service usage activities (e.g., network capacity controlled
services) from changing the modem power control state
or network connection state. In some embodiments, a
service usage activity is prevented or limited from awak-
ening the modem, changing the power state of the mo-
dem, or causing the modem to connect to the network
until a given time window is reached. In some embodi-
ments, the frequency a service usage activity is allowed
to awakening the modem, changing the power state of
the modem, or causing the modem is limited. In some
embodiments, a network service usage activity is pre-
vented from awakening the modem, changing the power
state of the modem, or causing the modem until a time
delay has passed. In some embodiments, a network
service usage activity is prevented from awakening the
modem, changing the power state of the modem, or caus-
ing the modem until multiple network service usage ac-

tivities require such changes in modem state, or until net-
work service usage activity is aggregated to increase net-
work capacity and/or network resource utilization effi-
ciency. In some embodiments, limiting the ability of a
network service usage activity to change the power state
of a modem includes not allowing the activity to power
the modem off, place the modem in sleep mode, or dis-
connect the modem from the network. In some embodi-
ments, these limitations on network service usage activity
to awaken the modem, change the power state of the
modem, or cause the modem to connect to a network
are set by a central network function (e.g., a service con-
troller or other network element/function) policy commu-
nication to the modem. In some embodiments, these
power control state policies are updated by the central
network function.
[0246] FIG. 24 depicts a diagram of a network capacity
protection system 2400 utilizing device-assisted services
(DAS). The system 2400 includes wireless devices
2402-1 to 2402-N (referred to collectively as the wireless
devices 2402), wireless networks 2404-1 to 2404-N (re-
ferred to collectively as the wireless networks 2404), a
network traffic analysis engine 2406, a network service
usage classification engine 2408, and a differential net-
work access control engine 2410.
[0247] The wireless devices 2402 will at a minimum
include a processor, memory (though the memory could
be implemented in the processor), a radio, and a radio
interface (though the radio interface could be implement-
ed as "part of" the radio). In order to make the wireless
devices 2402 useful, they will typically have at least one
input device and at least one output device, including
input and output interfaces, if applicable.
[0248] The wireless devices 2402 can be implemented
as stations. A station, as used herein, may be referred
to as a device with a media access control (MAC) address
and a physical layer (PHY) interface to the wireless me-
dium that comply with, e.g., the IEEE 802.11 standard.
A station can be described as "IEEE 802.11-compliant"
when compliance with the IEEE 802.11 standard is in-
tended to be explicit. (I.e, a device acts as described in
at least a portion of the IEEE 802.11 standard.) One of
ordinary skill in the relevant art would understand what
the IEEE 802.11 standard comprises today and that the
IEEE 802.11 standard can change over time, and would
be expected to apply techniques described in this paper
in compliance with future versions of the IEEE 802.11
Standard if an applicable change is made.
[0249] In alternative embodiments, one or more of the
wireless devices 2402 may comply with some other
standard ·or no Standard at all, and may have different
interfaces to a wireless or other medium. It should be
noted that not all standards refer to wireless devices as
"stations," but where the term is used in this paper, it
should be understood that an analogous unit will be
present on all applicable wireless networks. Thus, use
of the term "station" should not be construed as limiting
the scope of an embodiment that describes wireless de-
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vices as stations to a standard that explicitly uses the
term, unless such a limitation is appropriate in the context
of the discussion.
[0250] The wireless networks 2404 will typically in-
clude an internetworking unit (IWU) that interconnects
wireless devices on the relevant one of the wireless net-
works 2404 with another network, such as a wired LAN.
The IWU is sometimes referred to as a wireless access
point (WAP). In the IEEE 802.11 standard, a WAP is also
defined as a station. Thus, a station can be a non-WAP
station or a WAP station. In a cellular network, the WAP
is often referred to as a base station.
[0251] The wireless networks 2404 can be implement-
ed using any applicable technology, which can differ by
network type or in other ways. The wireless networks
2404 can be of any appropriate size (e.g., metropolitan
area network (MAN), personal area network (PAN), etc.).
Broadband wireless MANs may or may not be compliant
with IEEE 802.16. Wireless PANs may or may not be
compliant with IEEE 802.15. The wireless networks 2404
can be identifiable by network type (e.g., 2G, 3G, WiFi),
service provider, WAP/base station .identifier (e.g., WiFi
SSID, base station and sector ID), geographic location,
or other identification criteria.
[0252] The wireless networks 2404 rnay or may not be
coupled together via an intermediate network. The inter-
mediate network can include practically any type of com-
munications network, such as, by way of example but
not limitation, the Internet, a public switched telephone
network (PSTN), or an infrastructure network (e.g., pri-
vate LAN). The term "Internet" as used herein refers to
a network of networks which uses certain protocols, such
as the TCP/IP protocol, and possibly other protocols such
as the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) for hypertext
markup language (HTML) documents that make up the
World Wide Web (the web).
[0253] In the example of FIG. 24, the network traffic
analysis engine 2406 is coupled to the wireless device
2402-1. In a specific implementation, the network traffic
analysis engine 2406 is implemented on a server and is
coupled to the wireless device 2402-1 through the Inter-
net. However, at least a portion of the network traffic anal-
ysis engine 2406 can alternatively be implemented on
the wireless device 2402-1, with or without a connection
to a server that includes another portion (e.g., a server
portion) of the network traffic analysis engine 2406.
[0254] As used ·in this paper, an engine includes a
dedicated or shared processor and, typically, firmware
or software modules that are executed by the processor.
Depending upon implementation-specific or other con-
siderations, an engine can be centralized or its function-
ality distributed. An engine can include special purpose
hardware, firmware, or software embodied in a computer-
readable medium for execution by the processor. As
used in this paper, a computer-readable medium is in-
tended to include all mediums that are statutory (e.g., in
the United States, under 35 U.S.C. 101 ), and to specif-
ically exclude all mediums that are non-statutory in nature

to the extent that the exclusion is necessary for a claim
that includes the computer-readable medium to be valid.
Known statutory computer-readable mediums include
hardware (e.g., registers, random access memory
(RAM), non-volatile (NV) storage, to name a few), but
may or may not be limited to hardware.
[0255] The network traffic analysis engine 2406 ana-
lyzes a subset of traffic between the wireless device
2402-1 and a source or destination. The analyzed traffic
may or may not be limited to a network segment, such
as between a cellular phone and a base station. The net-
work traffic analysis engine 2406 can analyze traffic for
a subset of devices in the wireless network 2404-1 serv-
ice area. The analyzed traffic may or may not be limited
to subscribers.
[0256] In the example of FIG. 24, the network service
usage classification engine 2408 is coupled to the net-
work traffic analysis engine 2406. In a specific implemen-
tation, the network service usage classification engine
2408 is implemented on a server, which may or may not
be the same server on which the network traffic analysis
engine 2406 is implemented. However, at least a portion
of the network service usage classification engine 2408
can alternatively be implemented on the wireless device
2402-1, with or without a connection to a server that in-
cludes another portion (e.g., a server portion) of the net-
work service usage classification engine 2408.
[0257] The network service usage classification en-
gine 2408 can categorize traffic based upon the service
class (e.g., conversational, streaming, interactive, back-
ground, or some other service class) requested or need-
ed for a service. The categorization facilitates identifica-
tion of a snapshot of service class use at a given time,
and, in some implementations, predictions of future serv-
ice class use based upon the snapshot (e.g., making an
assumption that future service class use is at least some-
what related to service class use of the snapshot), his-
torical data analysis (e.g., service class usage at certain
times of day/days of the week), identification of trends,
or the use of some other predictive technology.
[0258] In the example of FIG. 24, the differential net-
work access control engine 2410 is coupled to the net-
work service usage classification engine 2408. In a spe-
cific implementation, the network access control engine
2410 is implemented on a server, which may or may not
be the same server on which the network traffic analysis
engine 2406 and/or the network service usage classifi-
cation engine 2408 are implemented. However, at least
a portion of the network access control engine 2410 can
alternatively be implemented on the wireless device
2402-1, with or without a connection to a server that in-
cludes another portion (e.g., a server portion) of the net-
work access control engine 2410.
[0259] The differential network access control engine
2410 uses the predicted service class use from the net-
work service usage classification engine 2408 to dynam-
ically adjust resources allocated to service classes. For
example, the differential network access control engine
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2410 can perform a service class availability assessment
to determine whether service class capacity for service
classes on a channel are sufficient for predicted service
usage, and either add resources if service class availa-
bility is insufficient for predicted service usage or reduce
resources if service class availability is more than suffi-
cient for predicted service usage.
[0260] Alternatively, the differential network access
control engine 2410 can instead or in addition control
applications on devices such that the applications
change service usage levels or delay consumption of
wireless resources (e.g., by delaying software updates
until more resources become available). In an embodi-
ment, a service usage control policy is implemented on
the wireless device 2402-1. This may be necessary in
some cases to ensure the wireless device 2402-1 can
adjust application settings that are normally fixed, opti-
mize network service usage activation based on network
state (e.g., if the network is busy), control over-the-air
software updates, throttle resource-hungry applications,
manage network service usage requests from repeated
power down modes, keep PPP sessions active, or oth-
erwise facilitate dynamic service class adjustments or
other device behavior.
[0261] In a specific implementation, subscribers can
be incented to change service classes by, for example,
charging more for higher service classes. The differential
network access control engine 2410 can send a notifica-
tion of differential charges for service classes. Alterna-
tively, the charges could be implemented via subscriber
account settings or preferences.
[0262] In the example of FIG. 24, in operation, the net-
work traffic analysis engine 2406 analyzes traffic from
one or more devices, including the wireless device
2402-1. The network service usage classification engine
2408 predicts the amount of resources needed for serv-
ice classes, and the differential network access control
engine 2410 dynamically allocates resources on an as-
needed basis to adjust the service classes that are avail-
able to the one or more devices and/or adjusts device
behavior for a subset of the one or more devices or in-
structs a subset of the one or more devices to adjust
device behavior such that the device consumes service
class-specific resources in accordance with an access
control policy appropriate for the resources allocated to
the applicable service classes.
[0263] FIG. 25 depicts a diagram an example of a dif-
ferential access control notification system 2500. In the
example of FIG. 25, the system 2500 includes a network
service usage analysis engine 2502, a network service
usage classification engine 2504, a differential network
access control engine 2506, a network service usage
control policy datastore 2508, a network service usage
notification engine 2510, a user interface 2512, and a
service plan update engine 2514.
[0264] In the example of FIG. 25, the network service
usage analysis engine 2502 analyzes network service
usage activity. The analysis can include an analysis of

traffic sent to or from a device, an application running on
a device, a request for services, or other analysis that is
informative of past, current, or future network service us-
age. For example, the network service usage activity can
include an attempt to download or load an application
onto the communications device, an attempt to execute
the network service activity or the network service usage
activity attempts to access the network, meeting or ex-
ceeding a network service usage threshold, satisfying a
network service usage pre-condition, an update to a net-
work capacity controlled service activity classification list,
an update to a network capacity controlled services pol-
icy, and a network message is sent to the device trigger-
ing the notification, to name several by way of example.
The analysis can occur on a non-WAP station, a WAP
or base station, a server, or partly on one of these devices
or some other device.
[0265] In the example of FIG. 25, the network service
usage classification engine 2504 is coupled to the net-
work service usage analysis engine 2502. The networks
service usage classification engine 2504 classifies the
analyzed network service usage into one or more service
classes. The classification can occur on a non-WAP sta-
tion, a WAP or base station, a server, or partly on one of
these devices or some other device.
[0266] In the example of FIG. 25, the differential net-
work access control engine 2506 is coupled to the net-
work service usage classification engine 2504. The dif-
ferential network access control engine 2506 determines
network access parameters using the service classes
associated with the network service usage activity and
network service usage control policies stored in the net-
work service usage control policy datastore 2508. The
determination can occur on a non-WAP station, a WAP
or base station, a server, or partly on one of these devices
or some other device. The network service usage control
policy datastore 2508 can be implemented on a wireless
device, but it is also possible to maintain the datastore
remotely relative to the device (e.g., on a server). In a
specific implementation, even if the network service us-
age control policy datastore 2508 is maintained remotely
relative to the wireless device, the wireless device will
still have a network service usage control policy imple-
mented.
[0267] A datastore can be implemented, for example,
as software embodied in a physical computer-readable
medium on a general- or specific-purpose machine, in
firmware, in hardware, in a combination thereof, or in an
applicable known or convenient device or system. Da-
tastores in this paper are intended to include any organ-
ization of data, including tables, comma-separated val-
ues (CSV) files, traditional databases (e.g., SQL), or oth-
er applicable known or convenient organizational for-
mats. Datastore-associated components, such as data-
base interfaces, can be considered "part of" a datastore,
part of some other system component, or a combination
thereof, though the physical location and other charac-
teristics of datastore-associated components is not crit-
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ical for an understanding of the techniques described in
this paper.
[0268] Datastores can include data structures. As used
in this paper, a data structure is associated with a par-
ticular way of storing and organizing data in a computer
so that it can be used efficiently within a given context.
Data structures are generally based on the ability of a
computer to fetch and store data at any place in its mem-
ory, specified by an address, a bit string that can be itself
stored in memory and manipulated by the program. Thus
some data structures are based on computing the ad-
dresses of data items with arithmetic operations; while
other data structures are based on storing addresses of
data items within the structure itself. Many data structures
use both principles, sometimes combined in non-trivial
ways. The implementation of a data structure usually en-
tails writing a set of procedures that create and manipu-
late instances of that structure.
[0269] In the example of FIG. 25, the network service
usage notification engine 2510 is coupled to the differ-
ential network access control engine 2506 and the net-
work service usage control policy datastore 2508. The
network service usage notification engine 2510 is con-
figured to generate a notification sufficient to indicate rel-
evant access control information. For example, the noti-
fication could indicate what network service usage activ-
ities are network capacity controlled services, the type
of network service policy in effect for one or more network
capacity controlled services, that a network service ac-
tivity belongs to a network capacity controlled services
classification, that a service activity that is classified as
network capacity controlled services classification can
have the classification changed, that if the service class
is changed for the network service activity that the asso-
ciated network service usage charges will change, a
service plan upgrade/downgrade offer, and an offer for
a service plan that provides discounts and/or incentives
for responding to one or more user notifications for pro-
tecting network capacity, to name several by way of ex-
ample.
[0270] The notification may or may not also include a
user preference selection. For example, the notification
could include a provision to associate a network service
usage control policy with the network service usage ac-
tivity, an over-ride option for selecting the network service
usage control policy, a modify option to select the service
usage control policy, and a select option to select a new
service plan, to name several by way of example. Other
examples include network service usage activity infor-
mation for one or more network capacity controlled serv-
ices, predicted network service usage activity information
for one or more network capacity controlled services, an
option for obtaining more information about the network
service usage of the network service usage activity, a
message that the network service usage activity may re-
sult in network service usage that exceeds a threshold
for a service plan associated with the device, an option
to review or select an alternative service plan, an ac-

knowledgement request, and an option to submit the ac-
knowledgement request, to name several more by way
of example.
[0271] In the example of FIG. 25, the user interface
2512 is coupled to the network service usage notification
engine 2510. It may be noted that notifications can be
disposed of by consulting user preferences (e.g., when
a user indicates that maximum performance or minimum
cost should be automatically selected). However, unless
subscriber preferences are set as a default, a user is
likely to have notifications displayed in the UI 2512. The
notification can be in an applicable known or convenient
form, such as SMS, email, a popup window, or the like.
To the extent a response is permitted, a user can input
a response to the notification using an input device (not
shown).
[0272] In the example of FIG. 25, the service plan up-
date engine 2514 is coupled to the UI 2512. As was pre-
viously mentioned, the UI can be bypassed because of,
e.g., user preferences that are determinative of a selec-
tion provided in the notification. Regardless of how the
selection associated with the notification is made, the
service plan update engine 2514 can update a service
plan, network service usage control policy, user prefer-
ences, or other parameters in accordance with the se-
lection. The service plan update engine 2514 can also
update accounting if costs accrue.
[0273] FIG. 26 depicts an example of a computer sys-
tem 2600 on which techniques described in this paper
can be implemented. The computer system 2600 may
be a conventional computer system that can be used as
a client computer system, such as a wireless client or a
workstation, or a server computer system. The computer
system 2600 includes a computer 2602, I/O devices
2604, and a display device 2606. The computer 2602
includes a processor 2608, a communications interface
2610, memory 2612, display controller 2614, non-volatile
storage 2616, and I/O controller 2618. The computer
2602 may be coupled to or include the I/O devices 2604
and display device 2606.
[0274] The computer 2602 interfaces to external sys-
tems through the communications interface 2610, which
may include a modem or network interface. It will be ap-
preciated that the communications interface 2610 can be
considered to be part of the computer system 2600 or a
part of the computer 2602. The communications interface
2610 can be an analog modem, ISDN modem, cable mo-
dem, token ring interface, satellite transmission interface
(e.g. "direct PC"), or other interfaces for coupling a com-
puter system to other computer systems.
[0275] The processor 2608 may be, for example, a
conventional microprocessor such as an Intel Pentium
microprocessor or Motorola power PC microprocessor.
The memory 2612 is coupled to the processor 2608 by
a bus 2670. The memory 2612 can be Dynamic Random
Access Memory (DRAM) and can also include Static
RAM (SRAM). The bus 2670 couples the processor 2608
to the memory 2612, also to the non-volatile storage
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2616, to the display controller 2614, and to the I/O con-
troller 2618.
[0276] The I/O devices 2604 can include a keyboard,
disk drives, printers, a scanner, and other input and out-
put devices, including a mouse or other pointing device.
The display controller 2614 may control in the conven-
tional manner a display on the display device 2606, which
can be, for example, a cathode ray tube (CRT) or liquid
crystal display (LCD). The display controller 2614 and
the I/O controller 2618 can be implemented with conven-
tional well known technology.
[0277] The non-volatile storage 2616 is often a mag-
netic hard disk, an optical disk, or another form of storage
for large amounts of data. Some of this data is often writ-
ten, by a direct memory access process, into memory
2612 during execution of software in the computer 2602.
One of skill in the art will immediately recognize that the
terms "machine-readable medium" or "computer-reada-
ble medium" includes any type of storage device that is
accessible by the processor 2608 and also encompasses
a carrier wave that encodes a data signal.
[0278] The computer system 2600 is one example of
many possible computer systems which have different
architectures. For example, personal computers based
on an Intel microprocessor often have multiple buses,
one of which can be an I/O bus for the peripherals and
one that directly connects the processor 2608 and the
memory 2612 (often referred to as a memory bus). The
buses are connected together through bridge compo-
nents that perform any necessary translation due to dif-
fering bus protocols.
[0279] Network computers are another type of compu-
ter system that can be used in conjunction with the teach-
ings provided herein. Network computers do not usually
include a hard disk or other mass storage, and the exe-
cutable programs are loaded from a network connection
into the memory 2612 for execution by the processor
2608. A Web TV system, which is known in the art, is
also considered to be a computer system, but it may lack
some of the features shown in FIG. 26, such as certain
input or output devices. A typical computer system will
usually include at least a processor, memory, and a bus
coupling the memory to the processor.
[0280] In addition, the computer system 2600 is con-
trolled by operating system software which includes a file
management system, such as a disk operating system,
which is part of the operating system software. One ex-
ample of operating system software with its associated
file management system software is the family of oper-
ating systems known as Windows® from Microsoft Cor-
poration of Redmond, Washington, and their associated
file management systems. Another example of operating
system software with its associated file management sys-
tem software is the Linux operating system and its asso-
ciated file management system. The file management
system is typically stored in the non-volatile storage 2616
and causes the processor 2608 to execute the various
acts required by the operating system to input and output

data and to store data in memory, including storing files
on the non-volatile storage 2616.
[0281] FIG. 27 depicts a diagram of an example of a
system 2700 for application-specific differential network
access control In the example of FIG. 27, the system
2700 includes a network service consuming application
2702, a network service usage analysis engine 2704, an
application behavior datastore 2706, a network service
usage classification engine 7708, an application traffic
prioritization engine 2710, a network service usage con-
trol policy datastore 2712, a differential network access
control engine 2714, an application traffic cache 2716,
an application traffic override engine 2718, and a network
interface 2720. The system 2700 is intended to represent
a specific implementation of techniques described pre-
viously in this paper for illustrative purposes. The tech-
niques may be applicable to an applicable known or con-
venient (wired or wireless) device for which there is a
motivation to control network service usage.
[0282] In the example of FIG. 27, the network service
consuming application 2702 is a application that is im-
plemented on a device. In an expected use, the applica-
tion is a software application stored at least in part in
memory on a wireless device, though kernel-level in-
structions could be implemented as firmware or even
hardware. The application can be referred to as "running"
on the device or as being "executed" by the device in
accordance with known uses of those terms. Wireless
media are known to have more bandwidth constraints,
which is why a wireless device is an expected use, though
the technique may be applicable to wired devices in cer-
tain situations.
[0283] In the example of FIG. 27, the network service
usage analysis engine 2704 is coupled to the network
service consuming application 2702. The network serv-
ice usage analysis engine 2704 analyzes traffic from the
network service consuming application 2702 and stores
relevant data in the application behavior datastore 2706.
The data can include all traffic that is sent by the appli-
cation, or a subset of the traffic (e.g., that which has a
certain QoS classification or priority, that which has high
resource consumption due to frequent transmission from
the application, that which is sent to a particular destina-
tion, etc.) The data can also include traffic that is received
for the application. The application behavior datastore
2706 can alternatively or in addition be implemented as
a traffic source/destination datastore, which can be val-
uable if differential access control is based upon the
source and/or destination of traffic. The application be-
havior datastore 2706 includes data structures (e.g.,
records) representative of data that is organized with im-
plementation-specific granularity. For example, the data
structures could be representative of frames (L2), pack-
ets (L3), or messages. (It may be noted that the term
"packets" is often used to mean collections of data that
are not limited to L3.) The desired granularity may depend
upon where the network service usage analysis engine
2704 is located. Whether the data structures are changed
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over time (e.g., to change data associated with a record),
replaced as records age, or maintained as historical data
is also implementation-specific.
[0284] In the example of FIG. 27, the network service
usage classification engine 2708 is coupled to the net-
work service usage analysis engine 2704 and the appli-
cation behavior datastore 2706. The network service us-
age classification engine 2708 can categorize the traffic
stored in the application behavior datastore 2706 based
on, e.g., network type, time of day, connection cost,
whether home or roaming, network busy state, QoS, and
whether the particular service usage activity is in fore-
ground of user interaction or in the background of user
interaction, or other characteristics that are obtained from
network service usage analysis or through other means.
Classification rules can include, for example, examining
if one or more of the following has taken place within a
specified period of time: user has interacted with the de-
vice, user has interacted with the service usage activity,
user has picked up the device, service usage activity UI
content is in the foreground of the device UI, audio or
video information is being played by the service usage
activity, a certain amount of data has been communicat-
ed by the service usage activity, service usage activity
is or is not on a foreground or background service list.
Rules that define which service usage activities to clas-
sify as, e.g., background service usage activities can be
user-selected, set by a service provider, or through some
other applicable means.
[0285] Advantageously, the network service usage
analysis engine 2704 can examine a particular service
usage activity and the network service usage classifica-
tion engine 2708 can determine if the particular service
usage activity fits a set of one or more classification rules
that define the particular service usage activity as, e.g.,
a background service usage activity.
[0286] In the example of FIG. 27, the application traffic
prioritization engine 2710 uses a policy stored in the net-
work service usage control policy datastore 2712 to de-
termine an appropriate prioritization for traffic to and/or
from the network service consuming application 2702.
Prioritization can enable the system 2700 to fine-tune the
amount of network resources consumed by the network
service consuming application 2702, or the rate of net-
work resource consumption. The control policy can re-
quire applications to throttle network resource consump-
tion, prohibit the use of network resources by certain ap-
plications, etc.
[0287] Advantageously, the application traffic prioriti-
zation engine 2710 can determine a particular service
usage activity has a particular characteristic, such as be-
ing a background service usage activity. This can involve
checking whether a condition is satisfied.
[0288] In the example of FIG. 27, the differential net-
work access control engine 2714 is coupled to the appli-
cation traffic prioritization engine 2710 and the network
service usage control policy datastore 2712. The differ-
ential network access control engine 2714 causes the

network service consuming application 2702 traffic to be
queued in the application traffic cache 2716. (If no throt-
tling is required to follow the control policy, of course, the
traffic need not be cached anywhere other than is typical,
such as in an output buffer.) The application traffic cache
2716 is intended to represent a cache that is implemented
on top of an output buffer or other standard caching de-
vice, and is used by the differential network access con-
trol engine 2714 to facilitate control over "rogue" appli-
cations, applications having anomalous behavior, or ap-
plications that must otherwise be controlled to conform
with the control policy.
[0289] Advantageously, the differential network ac-
cess control engine can restrict network access of a par-
ticular service usage activity when a condition is satisfied,
such as when the service usage activity is a background
activity.
[0290] In the example of FIG. 27, the application traffic
override engine 2718 is coupled to the differential net-
work access control engine 2714 and the application traf-
fic cache 2716. The application traffic override engine
2718 enables a user or device to deviate from the control
policy. Such deviation can be prompted by, for example,
an incentive offer or a notification of cost.
[0291] In an illustrative example, the device 2700
blocks chatter for an application running in the back-
ground that is attempting to report device or user behav-
ior. The application traffic prioritization engine 2710 de-
termines that the chatter has zero priority, such that the
network service consuming application 2702 is prevent-
ed from consuming any resources. The user can be sent
a notification by the application traffic override engine
2718 that their control policy prohibits the application
from consuming network resources, but that the user can
opt to deviate from the control policy if they are willing to
pay for the consumed resources. If the user is willing to
pay for the resources, traffic can be sent at a.certain rate
from the application traffic cache 2716 through the net-
work interface 2720, or perhaps sent without using the
application traffic cache 2716.
[0292] As another illustrative example, the device 2700
could identify application traffic as a software update. The
differential network access control engine 2714 may de-
termine that software updates can be received at a throt-
tled rate (perhaps even slower than the lowest QoS cat-
egorization). The application traffic override engine 2718
can receive an indication from the user, from user pref-
erences, service provider settings, or the like that the
updates can ignore the control policy for a particular ap-
plication (or for all applications).
[0293] Advantageously, the control policy can set up
a priority to communicate cached elements, set minimum
update frequencies, provide control policy overrides (typ-
ically for payment), or the like to fine-tune differential net-
work access control policies. This can enable the system
2700 to encourage certain behavior, such as sending low
QoS traffic when it is cheaper (e.g., when the network
does not have a busy state, at historically low-use times
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of day, when on a certain type of network, such as Wi-
Fi, as opposed to another, such as cellular, etc.).
[0294] FIG. 28 depicts an example of a system 2800
for flow tracking. In the example of FIG. 28, the system
2800 includes a network 2802, a content datastore 2804,
a network element 2806, and a service policy implement-
ed device 2808.
[0295] In the example of FIG. 28, the network 2802 is
intended to include an applicable communications net-
work such as the Internet, a public switched telephone
network (PSTN), an infrastructure network (e.g., private
LAN), or some other network that is capable of acting as
a link between the various components depicted in FIG.
2. The term "Internet" as used herein refers to a network
of networks which uses certain protocols, such as the
TCP/IP protocol, and possibly other protocols such as
the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) for hypertext
markup language (HTML) documents that make up the
World Wide Web (the web). A PSTN can include wired
or wireless (e.g., 4G/3G/2G) network operated by, for
example, a central provider. An infrastructure network
that offers wireless connectivity can include wired and
wireless devices in communication with wireless access
points (WAPs). The wired and wireless devices can in-
clude various network equipment including by way of ex-
ample but not limitation a cable network head end, a DSL
network DSLAM, a fiber network aggregation node,
and/or a satellite network aggregation node.
[0296] The network 2802, if it includes a wireless net-
work, will typically include an internetworking unit (IWU)
that interconnects wireless devices on the network 2802
with another network, such as a wired LAN on the network
2802. The IWU is sometimes referred to as a wireless
access point (WAP). In the IEEE 802.11 standard, a WAP
is also defined as a station. Thus, a station can be a non-
WAP station or a WAP station. In a cellular network, the
WAP is often referred to as a base station. The network
2802 can be implemented using an applicable technol-
ogy, which can differ by network type or in other ways.
The network 2802 can include networks of any appropri-
ate size (e.g., metropolitan area network (MAN), personal
area network (PAN), etc.). Broadband wireless MANs
may or may not be compliant with IEEE 802.16, which is
incorporated by reference. Wireless PANs may or may
not be compliant with IEEE 802.15. Networks can be
identifiable by network type (e.g,, 2G, 3G, WiFi), service
provider, WAP/base station identifier (e.g., WiFi SSID,
base station and sector ID), geographic location, or other
identification criteria.
[0297] Jn the example of FIG. 28, the network 2802 is
coupled to the content datastore 2804. The content da-
tastore 2804 is intended to illustrate any applicable con-
tent that is accessed by .the service policy implemented
device 2808. A datastore can be implemented, for exam-
ple, as Software embodied in a physical computer-read-
able medium on a general- or specific-purpose machine,
in firmware. in hardware, in a combination thereof, or in
an applicable known or convenient device or system. Da-

tastores in this paper are intended ’to include any organ-
ization of data, including tables, comma-separated val-
ues (CSV) files, traditional databases (e.g., SQL), or oth-
er applicable known or convenient organizational for-
mats. Datastore-associated components, such as data-
base intertaces, can be considered "part of" a datastore,
part of some other system component, or a combination
thereof, though the physical location and other charac-
teristics of datastore-associated components is not crit-
ical for an understanding of the techniques described in
this paper.
[0298] Datastores can include data structures. As used
in this paper, a data structure is associated with a par-
ticular way of storing and organizing data in a computer
so that it can be used efficiently within a given context.
Data structures are generally based on the ability of a
computer to fetch and store data at any place in its mem-
ory, specified by an address, a bit string that can be itself
stored in memory and manipulated by the program. Thus
some data structures are based on computing the ad-
dresses of data items with arithmetic operations; while
other data structures are based on storing addresses of
data items within the structure itself. Many data structures
use both principles, sometimes combined in non-trivial
ways. The implementation of a data structure usually en-
tails writing a set of procedures that create and manipu-
late instances of that structure.
[0299] In the example of FIG. 28, the network element
2806 is coupled to the network 2802 and includes hard-
ware 2810 and a network stack 2812. In operation, the
network stack 2812 can be implemented as an engine
on the hardware 2810. As used in this paper, an engine
includes a dedicated or shared processor and, typically,
firmware or software modules that are executed by the
processor. Depending upon implementation-specific or
other considerations, an engine can be centralized or its
functionality distributed. An engine can include special
purpose hardware, firmware, or software embodied in a
computer-readable medium for execution by the proces-
sor. As used in this paper, a computer-readable medium
is intended to include all mediums that are statutory (e.g.,
in the United States, under 35 U.S.C. 101), and to spe-
cifically exclude all mediums that are non-statutory in na-
ture to the extent that the exclusion is necessary for a
claim that includes the computer-readable medium to be
valid. Known statutory computer-readable mediums in-
clude hardware (e.g., registers, random access memory
(RAM), non-volatile (NV) storage, to name a few), but
may or may not be limited to hardware.
[0300] In the example of FIG. 28, the service policy
implemented device 2808 is coupled to the network ele-
ment 2806. As the name suggests, the service policy
implemented device 2808 has an implemented service
policy. Cellular phones often have implemented service
policies, such as those described previously in this paper,
but the service policy implemented device 2808 need not
necessarily be limited to a cellular phone implementation.
In an embodiment, the service policy implemented device
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2808 includes any applicable computing device on which
a service policy is implemented. The service policy im-
plemented device 2808 can implement device-assisted
services as described in this paper.
[0301] The service policy implemented device 2808 in-
cludes an initiator 2814, an optional control application
2816, and a proxy 2818. In operation, the initiator 2814,
optional control application 2816, and proxy 2818 can be
implemented as engines. In an instance and/or embod-
iment in which the optional control application 2816 is
not present, the initiator 2814 can invoke the proxy 2818
through, e.g., a media service API. Where the optional
control application 2816 is not necessary, the initiator
2814 will typically include an app that is capable of its
own rendering or control. The optional control application
2816 can include a rendering or control application that
invokes the proxy 2818 on behalf of the initiator 2814.
This can be useful for a requesting app that does not
include rendering or control capabilities, such as an audio
file. In this particular example, the optional control appli-
cation 2816 can include a media player that has been
registered to handle attempts to certain audio files, much
like a program on a personal computer can be registered
to handle files of certain types (e.g., on a personal com-
puter, an attempt to open a Word document results in
launching Microsoft Word to open the Word document
because Microsoft Word has been registered to handle
files of that type on the personal computer). Proxies 2818
can include download, media (e.g., streaming audio,
streaming video, etc.), VoIP, instant messaging (IM), vid-
eo conference/IM (including, e.g., a 2-way video client),
backup, or other managers/services.
[0302] In operation, traffic can be tagged at various
points. For example, traffic can be tagged at an activity
stack between the initiator 2814 and the optional control
application 2816. As another example, traffic can be
tagged at a manager/service API between the optional
control application 2816 and the proxy 2818 (or in an
instance or embodiment that does not include the option-
al control application 2816, at a manager/service API be-
tween the initiator 2814 and the proxy 2818). As another
example, traffic can be tagged at a network interface be-
tween the proxy 2818 and the network stack 2812.
[0303] The example of FIG. 28 will now be used to
illustrate a specific implementation with reference to ac-
tual apps by name by way of example, but not limitation.
An initiator (skysport) triggers a control application (HTC
player) to utilize a proxy (media service). The activity
stack and API data from the HTC player are provided to
a classification and enforcement engine. The technique
used to obtain traffic information for the purpose of tag-
ging can be by, for example, a hook, call-back, injection
point, broadcast receiver, intent filter, or some other ap-
plicable mechanism. In this way, traffic from a thread that
is identified as that of the media server can be - attributed
to skysport, and appropriate policy (e.g., traffic control,
notification, and billing) can be enforced. Similarly, traffic
from a thread that is identified as that of HTC player can

be attributed to skysport and appropriate policy can be
enforced.
[0304] After tagging a flow, it may be desirable to act
on the flow in various ways related to the relevant service
policy. For example, a mobile data limit can be set. ad-
vantageously, it is possible to go to each app to restrict
background and/or foreground data. It is also possible to
disable background for a device across the board. Be-
cause of the way the flow is tagged, an app will not even
be aware of restrictions to, e.g., background data.
[0305] FIG. 29 depicts a flowchart 2900 of an example
of a method of flow tracking. For illustrative purposes, a
mapping (flow tracking) of an application is depicted to
the right of the flowchart 2900. In the example of FIG.
29, the flowchart 2900 starts at module 2902 with acti-
vating A. In this example, A is intended to identify an
electronic traffic source, such as a URL, phone number,
or other applicable mechanism for forming a connection
such that data can flow between a service policy imple-
mented device and some other device. Thus, activating
A can entail clicking on a URL, dialing a phone number,
or initiating a connection with another device in some
other applicable manner. The data can flow in one direc-
tion or in more than one direction, depending upon the
instance and/or implementation.
[0306] In the example of FIG. 29, the flowchart 2900
continues to module 2904 with an initiator calling an ac-
tivity stack. In this paper, the activity stack is located be-
tween an initiator (e.g., a file and system components
that identify the control app) and a control app. Where
no control app is used, the term activity stack is not used
in favor of making reference to a proxy API. For the pur-
poses of this example, the initiator is the engine, compo-
nent, or otherwise identifiable thing that is responsible
for traffic associated with A. In a system that tracks serv-
ice usage for the purpose of implementing a service pol-
icy in a manner that is described in this paper, it may be
desirable to be able to identify the initiator and charge
for the traffic appropriately. (As opposed to, for example,
charging the proxy or control app or controlling policy in
some other manner that is not as finely tuned.) It may be
noted that the activity stack is located between an initiator
and a control app, but if there is no control app, the initiator
instead calls a service API. The initiator can be mapped
to A at the activity stack.
[0307] In the example of FIG. 29, the flowchart 2900
continues to module 2906 with a control app calling a
service API to handle A. An example of a control app that
could be used in this manner is the HTC player (or some
other media player). In a specific example, the HTC play-
er could be registered to handle files of a certain type.
(For the sake of this example, let us assume it is regis-
tered to handle "audio files"). A user could click on audio
file content of a website. The audio file itself does not
have rendering capabilities; so the HTC player runs on
the audio file’s behalf to play the audio file for a user. The
control app can be mapped to A at the service API.
[0308] In the example of FIG. 29, the flowchart 2900
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continues to module 2908 with a proxy opening a network
connection to A. Naturally, opening a connection to A
can require certain actions by the proxy, such as finding
A in a network. In a specific implementation, the proxy
uses an IP lookup to find an IP address (generally having
a format 1.2.3.4). The proxy can be mapped to A at the
network interface. It is possible that A will have moved
to B, in which case a DNS request can be used to find
B. If that happens, A can be mapped to B, and the thread
can be tracked back to A and, ultimately, the initiator.
[0309] In the example of FIG. 29, the flowchart 2900
continues to module 2910 with data flowing from A to the
proxy (or from B to the proxy if A was moved to B). The
traffic of the data flow can be tagged, and because the
initiator, control app (if applicable), and proxy were all
mapped to A, it is possible to figure out that the network
resources can be charged to A (or to some other com-
ponent to which the traffic has been mapped, if applica-
ble).
[0310] In the example of FIG. 29, the flowchart 2900
continues to module 2912 with the proxy talking to the
control app and to module 2914 with the control app con-
trolling the content. Thus, in the example where A is an
audio file and the control app is an audio player, the proxy
provides streamed audio to the player, which plays the
audio content for a user. As was previously noted, the
content can be matched to the location of the content
(e.g., on a website) and can be treated in a manner that
is appropriate for an active service policy.
[0311] In the example of FIG. 29, the flowchart 2900
ends at module 2916 with charging traffic associated with
A to the initiator. It may be noted that traffic tagging can
occur at different points in the network stack, such as at
socket flows or IP packet transmissions. Also, an initiator
could at least in theory have any number of intervening
apps between the initiator and the proxy, and traffic could
be tagged between each app. Advantageously, it is pos-
sible to track whether apps have other characteristics.
For example, tracking is possible when in foreground or
background. This can include background service proto-
cols and background network access. This can have an
impact on how traffic is charged or otherwise controlled
in accordance with the applicable service policy.
[0312] Traffic tagging may or may not entail the use of
hooks. The amount of control over the proxy will depend
upon whether, for example, the proxy was written by the
same party that wrote other components of a device
framework. It is somewhat more likely that a third party
will make use of hooks. It may also be desirable to hook
at certain locations, such as in the socket, to tag back to
a traffic stack "opened socket for thread" and give a sock-
et-to-thread mapping. Combined with an API mapping,
it is possible to map socket-to-app, which can then be
pushed to a low level interface where traffic can be ob-
served (e.g., a driver, in a kernel, etc.). As was previously
discussed, the activity stack makes it possible to use
hooks (if applicable) to map socket-to-control app-to-in-
itiating app. Where every packet is counted at, e.g., a

firewall, the low level interface can see the thread and
can map each packet to the appropriate app even though
the counted packets are, e.g., identified as those of the
proxy. This facilitates traffic can being accurately
dropped into the appropriate service policy buckets.
[0313] Tagging traffic flows enables discrete service
control policy enforcement. For example, a service policy
could block A (or B) in accordance with a service control
policy even if the proxy is not normally blocked (for ex-
ample, for other content). Blocking can occur at the net-
work and is possible even in the case where an initiator
calls a control app that is not necessarily blocked be-
cause tagging happens in the activity stack. It may also
be the case that a control app should be blocked regard-
less of whether A (or B) should be blocked, which is pos-
sible because the traffic is tagged at the API. It may be
noted that blocking is not the only traffic control policy,
and other traffic control policies could be used, as well,
such as notification.
[0314] In an implementation in which the proxy in-
cludes a VoIP manager, the proxy can run encoding/pro-
tocols (SIP, H323, etc.). A VoIP service control cloud can
ensure routing to a low latency backbone. The VoIP serv-
ice manager can do core functions of VoIP there. An API
enables running consistent VoIP services with a consist-
ent set of tools for apps. A VoIP service manager can
have special performance features, QoS functions, inter-
active cloud service, and can be charged differently, rout-
ed to APN or server, manage offloading to
WiFI/2G/3G/4G, manage roaming aspects, and manage
presence.
[0315] FIG. 30 depicts an example of a system 3000
with a mapped traffic flow. The system 3000 includes a
user 3002, a data usage settings datastore 3004, system
managers 3006, an ItsOn service engine 3008, an app
3010, a proxy 3012, a thread 3014, a socket 3016, and
an ItsOn classification engine 3018. Although reference
is made to "ItsOn" in this example, it should be noted that
this is simply one specific implementation, and that the
techniques described in association with this example
are broadly applicable, not limited to any actual ItsOn
implementation.
[0316] In the example of FIG. 30, a user 3002 can pro-
vide data usage settings to the data usage settings da-
tastore 3004 and start/stop/foreground/background/...
instructions to the system managers 3006. It may be not-
ed that a user agent, network agent, service provider
agent, or some other agent can provide data usage set-
tings instead of or in addition to the user 3002. Similarly,
a user agent, network agent, service provider agent, or
some other agent can provide start/stop/fore-
ground/background/... instructions instead of or in addi-
tion to the user 3002.
[0317] In the example of FIG. 30, the data usage set-
tings datastore 3004 includes service policy that can be
accessed by the ItsOn service engine 3008. Service pol-
icy can be implemented and/or enforced using tech-
niques described elsewhere in this paper. An example
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of policy that may be used by the ItsOn service engine
3008 is "allow app" or "restrict app."
[0318] In the example of FIG. 30, the system managers
3006 (or a system manager thereof) launch the app 3010
and report app state to the ItsOn service engine 3008.
An example of app state is "call-back, on state change."
This can, for example, result in a call-back if an app
changes from running in the background to running in
the foreground, or vice versa, or when the app is shut
down.
[0319] In the example of FIG. 30, the app 3010 utilizes
an API to trigger the proxy 3012 which in turn passes
through a socket connection at the socket 3016 as traffic.
In operation, the app 3010, the proxy 3012, and the sock-
et 3016 can be implemented as engines. The proxy 3012
generates the thread 3014 and registers the thread with
the ItsOn service engine 3008. The socket 3016 registers
the socket connection with the ItsOn service engine
3008.
[0320] In the example of FIG. 30, the ItsOn service
engine 3008 has data sufficient to map the socket to the
app, using the the thread registration from the proxy 3012
and the socket registration from the socket 3016. The
ItsOn service engine 3008 sends the socket-to-app map-
ping to the ItsOn classification engine 3018, along with
a filter, which can be to allow, block, or perform some
other filtering. The ItsOn service engine 3008 can be log-
ically (or physically) divided into at least two components:
a network policy manager and a traffic stack. The network
policy manager can include, e.g., a policy decision point
agent. See, e.g., FIG. 3, policy decision point agent 1692.
The network policy manager accesses policy in the data
usage settings datastore 3004, receives the app state
from the system managers 3006, and provides a filter
parameter to the ItsOn classification engine 3018. The
traffic stack receives the registration of the thread and
the registration of the socket and provides the socket →
app map to the ItsOn classification engine 3018.
[0321] In the example of FIG. 30, the ItsOn classifica-
tion engine 3018 is capable of enforcing policy for a
thread (mapped to an app), including, e.g., traffic control,
notification, and/or charging. The ItsOn classification en-
gine 3018 can be logically (or physically) divided into at
least two components: a firewall (e.g., iptables) and a
tagging engine (e.g., qtaguid). The tagging engine re-
ceives the socket → app map from the traffic stack and
provides a tag to the firewall. The firewall receives the
filter from the network policy manager and the tag from
the tagging engine and provides a count back to the tag-
ging engine. The firewall also filters (e.g., blocks, allows,
or performs some other filtering) traffic from the socket
3016.
[0322] It is becoming increasingly important to associ-
ate device access network service usage (e.g., network
data services usage, voice services usage, etc.) to the
applications (e.g., application program, widget, service,
process, embedded object, or any combination of these,
etc.) that are using the services. This information may be

used in a variety of ways, including but not limited to: (1)
classifying service usage to assist a user to understand
one or more aspects of service usage (e.g., notifying a
user about which applications are consuming service us-
age, or how much service usage one or more applications
are consuming (e.g., amount of usage); (2) classifying
service usage for the purpose of service control policy
enforcement (e.g., traffic control, quality-of-service
(QoS) control, QoS channel set-up, application-based
service classification or usage controls, etc.); (3) classi-
fying service usage for the purpose of service charging
accounting.
[0323] Various embodiments disclosed herein provide
a way for device software agents, integrated into the de-
vice in addition to an operating system or as an integral
set of functions in an operating system, to track network
service usage through a proxy service function back to
an originating application that uses the proxy service
function o assist in transferring data between a network
and the application (e.g., application program, widget,
service, process, embedded object, or any combination
of these, etc.).
[0324] In some existing device operating systems, a
proxy service function is used to manage the network
service flows between the network and an application
(e.g., application program, widget, service, process, em-
bedded object, or any combination of these, etc.), and
the proxy service is stored in the operating system (OS)
as the application responsible for using services rather
than the application actually using the network service.
For example, in the Android OS, there exists a "media
service" OS library software program function that man-
ages the network stack interface for download of network
data (typically, but not limited to, multimedia data). The
device makes a request to the media service, which then
performs various network stack interface functions to
transfer the network data between the device application
and the network. The media service can also process
media files to determine how best to decode the multi-
media and play the multimedia on the device user inter-
face (UI). For example, the media service can determine
the media filing coding standard (e.g., MP3, MP4, OGG,
H.264, VP8, etc.), decode the media, select a player for
the media. (e.g., libstagefright (an Android streaming
service library function), a third-party or OEM media play-
er, etc.), and send the decoded media to the media player
for UI playback. In the case of the media service, the data
flows to the network can be classified by various device
service usage monitoring agents (e.g., a kernel agent in
the network stack) as belonging to the media service, not
the originating application, and the OS provides no mech-
anism for tracking the usage back to the originating ap-
plication.
[0325] Another example in the Android OS is the "me-
dia" OS library software program that is used by appli-
cations such as the Android browser, Android store app
downloader, the Gmail client, OS updater, etc. The media
function manages network data transfers for such appli-
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cations, allowing an application to launch a data transfer
request and then continue other operations while the me-
dia service is managing the network data transfer. In the
case of the media function, the data flows to the network
can be classified as belonging to the media function, not
the originating application, and the OS provides no tech-
niques or mechanisms to track the usage back to the
originating application.
[0326] As another example, some higher-level library
software functions or framework software functions pro-
vide proxy server client functions that encapsulate native
application traffic to send application flows to a network
proxy server for further network traffic processing, and
this proxy client function sits above the network stack.
Examples of this include the Android.net library function,
the Apache library function, and the Java.net library func-
tion, third-party proxy server client functions or tunneling
protocol functions, and other proxy server client functions
or tunneling protocol functions.
[0327] As another example, there are system services
(e.g., DNS, certificate management, etc.) for may OS
(e.g., Windows 7 and other Windows versions). Similar
to the OS functions discussed above, these OS functions
manage data transfer with the OS network stack interface
for an originating application, and the device network
stack service flows can be classified back to these OS
functions, but not to the originating applications.
[0328] Disclosed herein are techniques and mecha-
nisms to identify an application name, identifier, process,
etc. for an application (e.g., application program, widget,
service, process, embedded object, or any combination
of these, etc.) that requests from a media service man-
ager a data transfer (data transfer request) that includes
a network resource identifier (e.g., an IP address, a URL,
a remote file name or address, a stream name, an object
name, or any combination of these identifiers) that iden-
tifies a source (or a proxy to the source) of the data to be
transferred or a data object to be transferred. In some
embodiments, a software agent (e.g., a service classifi-
cation and accounting agent) identifies the originating
application. In some embodiments, the software agent
monitors and stores the application name, identifier,
process, etc., for each application that requests a data
transfer from the media service manager or that conducts
a data transfer with the media service manager. In some
embodiments, the software agent (e.g., the service clas-
sification and accounting agent) is implemented by in-
cluding a requesting-application storing function in the
media services manager. In some embodiments, the
software agent (e.g., the service classification and ac-
counting agent) further identifies and stores information
about the network resource identifiers along with the en-
try specifying the requesting application name, identifier,
process, etc.
[0329] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms within the media service manager transfer the re-
quested data from the network resource identifier by
mapping the transfer request and network resource iden-

tifier into one or more data flow connections communi-
cated through a device networking stack (and, in some
embodiments, managing the resulting flow of data be-
tween the network and device stack and/or between the
network stack and the application).
[0330] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms are used to identify the resulting network data
flows. In some embodiments, a service classification and
accounting agent identifies the resulting network data
flows by monitoring and recording the resulting network
data flow identifiers (e.g., a data flow tag, an IP address,
a TCP-IP identifier, a layer 7 identifier, a socket tuple,
etc.).
[0331] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms associate the resulting network data flows back to
the application name, identifier, process, etc. For exam-
ple, in an Android system, the resulting network data
flows can be associated with the UID. In some embodi-
ments, a service classification and accounting agent as-
sociates the resulting network data flows back to the ap-
plication name, identifier, process, etc. by inspecting the
resulting network data flows to determine a match be-
tween one or more aspects of the network resource iden-
tifier stored in association with the requesting application
name, identifier, process, etc. In some embodiments, a
service classification and accounting agent associates
the resulting network data flows back to the application
name, identifier, process, etc. by tracking the data flow
from the interface between the media service manager
and the application, through each stage of media service
manager data flow processing to the resulting network
data flow between the media service manager and the
network stack. In some embodiments, virtual tagging is
used, and the tracking is accomplished by identifying and
recording, at each traffic processing step within the media
services manager, an association between the traffic
flows at one side of the traffic processing step and the
traffic flows at the other side of the traffic processing step.
In some embodiments with more than one traffic-
processing step, the associations made for each step are
followed to create an association for all steps. In some
embodiments, literal tagging is used, and that tracking is
accomplished by tagging the data flows at one side of
the media service manager traffic processing and iden-
tifying the tag at the other side of the media service man-
ager traffic processing.
[0332] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms are used to create an accounting record for the
resulting network data flow usage or to enforce a network
traffic control policy on the resulting network data flows,
or to create a service usage notification for the resulting
network data flow usage.
[0333] In some embodiments, the results of the service
usage classification or accounting can be stored in a local
device (or operating system) database. The results of
the service usage classification or accounting can be pro-
vided to a device (or operating system) user interface
(UI) function for the purpose of displaying usage classi-
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fications to a user. The results of the service usage clas-
sification or accounting can be provided to other appli-
cations, operating system service functions, other device
software functions, or network-based service classifica-
tion or accounting functions.
[0334] In some embodiments, a proxy network service
manager refers to an intermediary data flow function in
a device operating system that sits on a data path be-
tween a device application and a device networking stack
interface to provide a level of network service abstraction
from the network stack interface, a higher-level service
function above the network stack interface, enhanced or
special traffic processing functions, media service trans-
fer management, file download service, HTTP proxy
service functions, quality-of-service (QoS) differentia-
tion, or other similar or related higher-level traffic
processing. Examples of proxy service managers include
but are not limited to: a media service manager (e.g., the
Android media service library function), an e-mail service
manager, a domain name server (DNS) function, a soft-
ware download service manager, a media download
manager, a data download service manager, an Android
"media" library function, the Android.net library function,
the Java.net library function, an Apache library function,
other similar software or library functions or services in
other device operating systems, an SMTP, IMAP, or POP
proxy, an HTTP proxy, an IM proxy, a VPN service man-
ager, an SSL proxy, etc.
[0335] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms identify an application name, identifier, process,
etc. for an application (e.g., an application program, a
widget, a service, a process, an embedded object, or any
combination of these, etc.) that requests from a proxy
service manager a data transfer (a data transfer request)
that includes a network resource identifier (e.g., an IP
address, a URL, a remote filename or address, a stream
name, an object name, or any combination of these iden-
tifiers, etc.) that identifies a source (or a proxy to the
source) of the data to be transferred or a data object to
be transferred. In some embodiments, a service classi-
fication and accounting agent identifies the originating
application by monitoring and storing the application
name, identifier, process, etc. for each application that
requests a data transfer from the proxy service manager
or that conducts a data transfer with the proxy service
manager. In some embodiments, the service classifica-
tion and accounting agent is implemented by including a
requesting application storing function in a proxy services
manager. In some such embodiments, the service clas-
sification and accounting agent further identifies and
stores information about the network resource identifier
along with the entry specifying the requesting application
name, identifier, process, etc.
[0336] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms within the proxy service manager are used to trans-
fer the requested data from the network resource identi-
fier by mapping the transfer request and network re-
source identifier into one or more data flow connections

communicated through a device networking stack (and
possibly managing the resulting flow of data between the
network and device stack or between the network stack
and the application).
[0337] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms are used to identify the resulting network data
flows. In some embodiments, a service classification and
accounting agent identifies the resulting network data
flows by monitoring and recording the resulting network
data flow identifiers (e.g., a data flow tag, an IP address,
a TCP-IP identifier, a layer 7 identifier, a socket tuple,
etc.).
[0338] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms are used to associate the resulting network data
flows back to the application name, identifier, process,
etc. For example, in an Android system, the resulting
network data flows can be associated with the UID. In
some embodiments, a service classification and ac-
counting agent associates the resulting network data
flows back to the application name, identifier, process,
etc. by inspecting the resulting network data flows to de-
termine a match between one or more aspects of the
network resource identifier stored in association with the
requesting application name, identifier, process, etc. In
some embodiments, a service classification and ac-
counting agent associates the resulting network data
flows back to the application name, identifier, process,
etc. by tracking the data flow from the interface between
the media service manager and the application, through
each stage of media service manager data flow process-
ing to the resulting network data flow between the media
service manager and the network stack. In some embod-
iments, virtual tagging is used, and the tracking is ac-
complished by identifying and recording, at each traffic
processing step within the media services manager, an
association between the traffic flows at one side of the
traffic processing step and the traffic flows at the other
side of the traffic processing step. In some embodiments
with more than one traffic-processing step, the associa-
tions made for each step are followed to create an asso-
ciation for all steps. In some embodiments, literal tagging
is used, and that tracking is accomplished by tagging the
data flows at one side of the media service manager traf-
fic processing and identifying the tag at the other side of
the media service manager traffic processing.
[0339] In some embodiments, techniques or mecha-
nisms are used to create an accounting record for the
resulting network data flow usage or to enforce a network
traffic control policy on the resulting network data flows,
or to create a service usage notification for the resulting
network data flow usage.
[0340] In some embodiments, the results of the service
usage classification or accounting can be stored in a local
device (or operating system) database. The results of
the service usage classification or accounting can be pro-
vided to a device (or operating system) user interface
(UI) function for the purpose of displaying usage classi-
fications to a user. The results of the service usage clas-
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sification or accounting can be provided to other appli-
cations, operating system service functions, other device
software functions, or network-based service classifica-
tion or accounting functions.
[0341] FIG. 31 depicts a flowchart 3100 of an example
of a method of virtual tagging. As will be appreciated by
a person having ordinary skill in the art, the number of
detailed embodiments are numerous, and this detailed
description is provided for instructive purposes and not
to indicate any limitation to the general embodiments de-
scribed herein. The example references a specific well-
known application (Pandora), but the techniques de-
scribed are broadly applicable. In the example of FIG.
31, the flowchart 3100 starts at module 3102 with Pan-
dora application calls a media service function with a net-
work resource indicator (NRI) that includes a Pandora
URL with a song identifier included in the URL descriptor.
[0342] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3104 with Pandora receives back
from the media service function a media object handle
descriptor so that the Pandora application can control
playback, etc. by sending commands back to the media
service function for that handle descriptor (e.g., pause
on xyz song handle, play xyz song handle, etc.).
[0343] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3106 with the media service function
initiates an HTTP download by calling libstagefright,
which conducts the HTTP song download process.
[0344] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3108 with, at some point in the down-
load process, the media service function begins playback
with a media player under the control of the media service
function and in accordance with the Pandora application
playback commands for the media object handle for the
song being played back.
[0345] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3110 with a classification and ac-
counting agent function included in the media service
function writing the NRI descriptor into a table located in
an application usage/flow mapping element.
[0346] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3112 with the classification and ac-
counting agent function associates the NRI with the Pan-
dora application by writing a Pandora application identi-
fier descriptor into the same table entry within the appli-
cation usage/flow mapping element.
[0347] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3114 with the table entry being com-
municated to a usage/classification reconciliation ele-
ment.
[0348] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3116 with the classification and en-
forcement agent identifies the network data flows (e.g.,
socket (e.g., IP address, destination port, source port,
protocol, etc.) indexed data flows) originating from the
media service function (and/or possibly the libstagefright
function originating the flows), identifies the NRI via pack-
et flow layer 7 inspection, and logs the service usage

accounting for these packet flows.
[0349] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3118 the classification and enforce-
ment agent writes into a table entry the following asso-
ciations: (1) identifier for the media service function orig-
inating the flows (and/or possibly the identifier for the
libstagefright function originating the flows), (2) the NRI,
(3) the service usage classification for these flows and
accounting for these flows, and (4) possibly the service
usage accounting for these flows.
[0350] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3120 with this table entry being com-
municated to the usage/classification reconciliation ele-
ment.
[0351] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3122 with the usage/classification
reconciliation element using these two table entries,
which both have common entries for the NRI and the
media service function (and/or possibly the libstagefright
function) to make the association between the Pandora
application and the service usage classification and pos-
sibly the service usage accounting.
[0352] In the example of FIG. 31, the flowchart 3100
continues to module 3124 with these parameters may
then be written into the usage/classification database.
[0353] FIG. 32 depicts an example of a system 3200
for classification mapping using virtual tagging. The sys-
tem 3200 includes an application 3202, a control appli-
cation 3204, a proxy service manager 3206, a network
stack (driver) 3208, traffic processes 3210-1 to 3210-N
(collectively, traffic processes 3210), a flow tracking
agent 3212, an application usage/flow mapping engine
3214, a usage/classification reconciliation engine 3216,
a usage/classification datastore 3218, a user interface
(UI) engine 3220, and an application interface engine
3222. In operation, the application 3202, control applica-
tion 3204, proxy service manager 3206, network stack
(driver) 3208, and flow tracking agent 3212 are imple-
mented as engines.
[0354] In the example of FIG. 32, the application 3202
may or may not, depending upon instance and/or imple-
mentation, need to use the control application 3204 (e.g.,
to render content) and/or the proxy service manager
3206. This is represented by the three double arrows
from the application 3202 to the control application 3204,
the proxy service manager 3206, and the network stack
(driver) 3208.
[0355] In the example of FIG. 32, traffic processes as-
sociated with the application 3202 are depicted as traffic
processes 3210. The flow tracking agent 3212 can obtain
information about the traffic processes 3210 at the start
and end of the traffic flow that comprises the traffic proc-
esses 3210. The start and end are intended to illustrate,
for example, a hook, call-back, injection point, etc., at a
proxy service manager API (the start) and at a socket
connection (the end). It may be noted that in an instance
or embodiment where the application 3202 does not use
the proxy service manager 3206, data at the socket will
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accurately identify the app as the initiator of the data flow.
In an instance or embodiment where the application 3202
uses the proxy service manager 3206, data at the socket
will be insufficient to identify the application 3203 as the
initiator of the data flow, making it desirable to add a
virtual tag at the proxy API or some other applicable up-
stream location. In an instance or embodiment where the
application 3203 uses the control application 3204, an
additional virtual tag is necessitated at the activity stack.
[0356] In the example of FIG. 32, the virtual tags are
sent from the flow tracking agent 3212 to the app us-
age/flow mapping engine 3214, which communicates
with the usage/classification reconciliation engine 3216,
which in turn communicates with the network stack (driv-
er) 3208. The usage/classification reconciliation engine
3216 can track usage of the app, classify the app, and
to the extent there is disagreement at different system
locations, reconcile usage in accordance with rules. The
usage/classification reconciliation engine 3216 saves the
usage/classification in the usage/classification datastore
3218, which can be made available to a user via the user
interface 3220 or an application via the application inter-
face 3222.
[0357] In an alternative embodiment, flow tracking
agents are coupled between traffic process elements
3210. For example, between traffic process 3210-1 and
traffic process 3210-2.
[0358] In some embodiments, the proxy service man-
ager can perform application identification and classifi-
cation, usage monitoring, and counting. This allows serv-
ice usage to be classified and associated with an appli-
cation prior to proxy processing. Classification can be
accomplished with a software agent (e.g.. the service
classification and accounting agent) added to the proxy
service manager software program (or library function).
It may be noted that a software agent, in operation, can
be implemented as an engine. The service classification
and accounting proxy agent can identify which applica-
tion requested or is processing the data transfer with the
network and can include this as part of the data flow clas-
sification for the data transfer. The service classification
and accounting proxy agent can inspect the traffic to de-
termine other parameters such as network destination
(e.g., domain, URL, network address, IP address, traffic
flow identifier, port address, etc.) or type of traffic (e.g.,
data or voice, network protocol (e.g., TCP-IP, UDP, na-
tive IP, HTTP, SSL, etc.)). The service classification and
accounting proxy agent can also classify the traffic with
other parameters such as active network, network state
(network busy state, time of day, type of network (e.g.,
3G, 4G, WiFi, etc.)). The service classification and ac-
counting proxy agent may also monitor service usage
and account for traffic.
[0359] In some embodiments, the proxy service man-
ager includes a service classification and accounting
proxy agent that uses a flow tracking function as dis-
cussed in a pervious embodiment description to associ-
ate the requesting application network service flows be-

tween the requesting application and the proxy service
manager and tracks these flows through the traffic
processing or other service processing that takes place
in the proxy service manager and then tracks the network
service flows into the operating system network stack
interface. The service classification and accounting
proxy·agent can then provide the classification or usage
accounting results to the usage. classification and rec-
onciliation agent, which can then reconcile the service
classification and usage that is reported by the proxy
service manager service classification and accounting
proxy agent against classification or usage accounting
results that are reported by·other agents on other parts
of the data path between the requesting application and
the network (e.g., a service classification and accounting
driver agent located in the network stack driver).
[0360] In some embodiments, the results of the service
usage classification or accounting can be stored in a local
device (or operating system) database. The results of
the service usage classification or accounting can be pro-
vided to a device (or operating system) UI function for
the purpose of displaying usage classifications to a user.
The results of the service usage classification or account-
ing can be provided to other applications, operating serv-
ice functions, other device software functions, or net-
work-based service classification or accounting func-
tions.
[0361] In some embodiments, the proxy service man-
ager encapsulates the received frames (or packets) by
adding its own header and trailer fields. The encapsulat-
ed frames (or packets) traffic is then forwarded with a
header (and possibly trailer) to a network proxy server
or proxy gateway. The encapsulated frames are then for-
warded to the network stack, where the service classifi-
cation and accounting driver agent inspects the traffic to
classify and possibly account for it.
[0362] In some embodiments, the classification in-
cludes the service classification and accounting driver
agent steps of first determining that the frame (or packet)
is a packet with a proxy forwarding destination specifica-
tion, determine the inspection range of proxy encapsu-
lated frame within the encapsulated frame traffic (this is
the encapsulated packet byte offset where the destina-
tion information and/or other classification information
from the original requesting application packet is locat-
ed), then inspecting this byte offset range to determine
the classification of the original requesting application
traffic, and then associating the classification or usage
accounting with the original packet information and/or
the requesting application.
[0363] In some embodiments, the results of the service
usage classification or accounting can be stored in a local
device (or operating system) database. The results of
the service usage classification or accounting can be pro-
vided to a device (or operating system) UI function for
the purpose of displaying usage classifications to a user.
The results of the service usage classification or account-
ing can be provided to other applications, operating serv-
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ice functions, other device software functions, or net-
work-based service classification or accounting func-
tions.
[0364] FIG. 33 depicts an example of a media service
classification system 3300. The system 3300 includes
an applications layer 3302, an application framework
3304, libraries 3306, a netlink interface 3308, and a Linux
kernel 3310. The applications layer 3302 includes an It-
sOn UI 3312 and an ItsOn service 3314. Although explicit
mention is made of an ItsOn implementation, the tech-
niques described with reference to this example are
broadly applicable, and are not limited to any particular
ItsOn (or other) specific implementation. It may be noted
that other applications, including system apps (e.g.,
home, phone, browser, contacts, etc.) and other apps
(e.g., news, social network, etc.) can reside in the appli-
cations layer 3302, but are omitted to avoid obscuring
the drawing.
[0365] In the example of FIG. 3300, the application
framework 3304 includes an activity manager 3316. It
may be noted that other managers, including a window
manager, package manager, telephony manager, loca-
tion manager, etc. can reside in the application frame-
work 3304, but are omitted to avoid obscuring the draw-
ing. Moreover, other managers can provide data to, e.g.,
the ItsOn service 3314 that is useful (e.g., the package
manager can provide an indication that an app is in-
stalled), but a detailed description is not necessary for
an understanding of the techniques presented.
[0366] In the example of FIG. 3300, the libraries 3306
include a media services framework datastore 3318 and
an android runtime datastore 3320. It may be noted that
other libraries, including surface manager, java.net, an-
droid.net, apache, media, WebKit, freetype, SQLite, and
libc datastores can reside in the libraries 3306, but are
omitted to avoid obscuring the drawing. The android runt-
ime datastore 3320 can include a core libraries datastore
and a dalvik VM datastore, to name two.
[0367] In the example of FIG. 3300, the netlink inter-
face 3308 couples the libraries 3306 to the Linux kernel
3310.
[0368] In the example of FIG. 3300, the Linux kernel
3310 includes an ItsOn filter 3322 and an ItsOn classifi-
cation engine 3324. It should be noted that although the
Linux kernel 3310 is described in association with a par-
ticular OS (Linux), the techniques described with refer-
ence to this example are broadly applicable to other than
Linux kernels, OSs, or other applicable engines. It may
be noted that other low level devices, including, e.g., a
display driver, audio driver, network stack (e.g., 3G/4G,
WiFi, others, or a combination), a camera driver, and a
keypad driver can reside in the Linux kernel 3310, but
are omitted to avoid obscuring the drawing.
[0369] In the example of FIG. 33, in operation, the ac-
tivity manager 3316 (which is called out as a represent-
ative manager) can provide runtime state to the ItsOn
service 3314. The ItsOn service 3314 can communicate
with the media service framework datastore 3318 and

the android runtime library 3320 (and specifically, for ex-
ample, core libraries of the android runtime library). The
media service framework datastore 3318 can provide a
mapping through the netlink interface 3308 to the ItsOn
classification engine 3324 and the ItsOn service 3314
can provide filters through the netlink interface 3308 to
the ItsOn classification engine 3324. The ItsOn UI 3312
can provide a window into the traffic classification and
flow and the ItsOn filter 3322 can facilitate enforcement
of applicable policy.
[0370] FIG. 34 depicts a proxy encapsulated frame
3400. The frame 3400 includes a proxy header 3402, a
header 3404, network traffic payload 3406, and a proxy
trailer 3408. The header 3404 corresponds to an inspec-
tion range of proxy encapsulated frame 3412.
[0371] FIG. 35 depicts an example of a system 3500
for proxy client counting. The system 3500 includes a
proxy service manager 3502, a proxy/library API 3504,
an app ID 3506, usage classify/count 3508, a traffic
processing/other services 3510, a service classification
and accounting proxy agent 3512, a flow tracking agent
3514, a network stack (driver) 3516, a stack API 3518,
an app ID/library function ID 3520, usage classify/count
3522, a service classification and accounting driver agent
3524, a usage/classification reconciliation engine 3526,
a usage/classification datastore 3528, a UI interface
3530, an application interface 3532, and a UI 3534.
[0372] FIG. 36 depicts an example of a system 3600
for classifying traffic and enforcing a service policy based
upon the classification. The system 3600 includes a
proxy manager 3602, an app traffic flow 3604, a traffic
stack 3606, a socket manager 3608, and a traffic classi-
fication and enforcement engine 3610. The proxy man-
ager 3602 and the socket manager 3608 can be imple-
mented as engines. The traffic stack 3606 can be imple-
mented as an engine or a datastore. Where the traffic
stack 3606 is implemented as a datastore, the proxy man-
ager 3602, the socket manager 3608, the traffic classifi-
cation and enforcement engine 3610, or some other en-
gine can provide the processor to carry out activities that
are attributed to the traffic stack 3606.
[0373] In the example of FIG. 36, the proxy manager
3602 tags the app traffic flow 3604 at a first point in the
flow. The first point in the flow corresponds to an API call
by an app to the proxy manager 3602, or an equivalent
activity. The proxy manager 3602 can identify the app
making the call and identify the thread that is (or will be)
associated with the app. In this way, the proxy manager
3602 can identify a mapping of the app to the app traffic
flow 3604. The proxy manager 3602 registers the thread
(e.g., the app-to-flow mapping) at the traffic stack 3606.
[0374] In the example of FIG. 36, the socket manager
3608 tags the app traffic flow 3604 at a second point in
the flow. The second point in the flow corresponds to a
socket call by the proxy manager 3602 to the socket man-
ager 3608, or an equivalent activity. The socket manager
3608 can identify the proxy making the call and identify
the thread that is associated with the proxy. In this way,
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the socket manager 3608 can identify a mapping of the
proxy to the app traffic flow 3604. The socket manager
3608 registers the socket (e.g., the proxy-to-flow map-
ping) at the traffic stack 3606.
[0375] In the example of FIG. 36, the traffic classifica-
tion and enforcement engine 3610 uses the thread reg-
istration to identify the app-to-flow and the socket regis-
tration to identify the proxy-to-flow. Because the traffic
classification and enforcement engine 3610 knows the
app called the proxy (from the thread registration) and
the proxy called the socket (from the socket registration),
the traffic classification and enforcement engine 3610
can properly identify the app as the initiator of the app
traffic flow 3604, as opposed to, for example, the proxy
manager 3602 that made the socket call. With this knowl-
edge, the traffic classification and enforcement engine
3610 can use the appropriate traffic control, notification,
and charging policies to control the traffic, notify relevant
parties, and/or assign the app traffic flow 3604 to the
appropriate bucket or buckets.
[0376] In the example of FIG. 36, an optional activity
manager 3612 tags the app traffic flow 3604 at a third
point in the flow. The third point in the flow corresponds
to a control application call made on behalf of the app.
The activity manager 3612 can identify the app making
the call to the control application and identify the activity
that is associated with the app. Conceptually, relative to
the description just provided with reference to the proxy
manager 3602 and the socket manager 3608, the activity
manager 3612 pushes the app up one more level, such
that the data flow is from the app to a control application
and to the proxy. Using the registered activity, the traffic
classification and enforcement engine 3610 can trace
the app traffic flow back up the chain to the app, rather
than identifying the control application as the initiator.
[0377] FIG. 37 depicts a flowchart 3700 of an example
of a method for flow tagging and enforcing service poli-
cies associated with an identified initiator of the flow. In
the example of FIG. 37, the flowchart 3700 starts at mod-
ule 3702 and ends at module 3712, which include the
following: tagging a network activity traffic flow at a first
point in the flow, wherein the first point is associated with
an API call to a proxy manager for a thread; registering
the thread; tagging the network activity traffic flow at a
second point in the flow, wherein the second point is as-
sociated with a socket call to a socket manager for the
thread; registering the socket; using the registration of
the thread and the registration of the socket to determine
that the network activity traffic flow is associated with an
initiator of the network activity, wherein the initiator of the
network activity is not the proxy manager; and enforcing
service policies associated with the initiator of the net-
work activity for the network activity traffic flow.
[0378] Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise,
the word "or" is used in its broadest sense: The phrase
"A or B" thus includes "A only," "B only," and "A and B."
Phrases of the form "A and/or B" in this document are
sometimes used instead of "A or B" for emphasis. The

use of "A and/or B" is not be interpreted as somehow
implying that "A or B" has a narrower meaning than "A
only," "B only," and "A and B."
[0379] Algorithmic descriptions and representations
are the means used by those skilled in the data process-
ing arts to effectively convey the substance of their work
to others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and gen-
erally, conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of op-
erations leading to a desired result. The operations are
those requiring physical manipulations of physical quan-
tities. Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities
take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of
being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and oth-
erwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times,
principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these
signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters,
terms, numbers, or the like.
[0380] It should be borne in mind, however, that all of
these and similar terms are to be associated with the
appropriate physical quantities and are merely conven-
ient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically
stated otherwise as apparent from the following discus-
sion, it is appreciated that throughout the description, dis-
cussions utilizing terms such as "processing" or "com-
puting" or "calculating" or "determining" or "displaying"
or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer
system, or similar electronic computing device, that ma-
nipulates and transforms data represented as physical
(electronic) quantities within the computer system’s reg-
isters and memories into other data similarly represented
as physical quantities within the computer system mem-
ories or registers or other such information storage, trans-
mission or display devices.
[0381] The present invention, in some embodiments,
also relates to apparatus for performing the operations
herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for
the required purposes, or it may comprise a general pur-
pose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by
a computer program stored in the computer. Such a com-
puter program may be stored in a computer readable
storage medium, such as, but is not limited to, read-only
memories (ROMs), random access memories (RAMs),
EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, any
type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-
ROMs, and magnetic-optical disks, or any type of media
suitable for storing electronic instructions, and each cou-
pled to a computer system bus.
[0382] The algorithms and displays presented herein
are not inherently related to any particular computer or
other apparatus. Various general purpose systems may
be used with programs in accordance with the teachings
herein, or it may prove convenient to construct more spe-
cialized apparatus to perform the required method steps.
The required structure for a variety of these systems will
appear from the description below. In addition, the
present invention is not described with reference to any
particular programming language, and various embodi-
ments may thus be implemented using a variety of pro-
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gramming languages.
[0383] Although the foregoing embodiments have
been described in some detail for purposes of clarity of
understanding, the invention is not limited to the details
provided. There are many alternative ways of implement-
ing the invention. The disclosed embodiments are illus-
trative and not restrictive.

Claims

1. A wireless end-user device (100), comprising:

a wireless modem (1812, 1813, 1814) config-
urable to connect to a wireless network (1610);
a network stack (3208) configurable to receive
and transmit data via the wireless modem (1812,
1813, 1814) and the wireless network (1610);
a first network stack Application Programming
Interface, API, containing at least one first call
accessible to each of a plurality of device appli-
cations (3202), the first network stack API call-
able by each of the plurality of device applica-
tions to open and use data packet flows via the
network stack (3208), the wireless modem
(1812, 1813, 1814), and the at least one wireless
network (1610);
a second API containing at least one second call
accessible to each of a plurality of device appli-
cations (3202), the second API callable by each
of the plurality of device applications to make a
data transfer request for a media object associ-
ated with a network resource identifier supplied
by the calling device application;
a media service manager (3206) prompted by
the second call, to manage network data trans-
fers for the media object by interfacing with the
network stack (3208) to retrieve the media object
associated with the network resource identifier
via the wireless modem (1812, 1813, 1814) and
the wireless network (1610);
characterized in that the wireless end-user de-
vice further comprises:

one or more service classification and
measurement agents (3212, 3214, 3216,
3506, 3508, 3512, 3522, 3524, 3526) to as-
sociate wireless network data usage
amounts for the media object network data
transfers with the device application that re-
quests the data transfer for the media ob-
ject, to associate wireless network data us-
age amounts for respective data packet
flows opened and used via the first network
stack API with the device application open-
ing such respective data packet flow, and
to reconcile wireless network data usage
amounts for each of the plurality of device

applications to track an aggregate wireless
network data usage amount attributable to
each of the plurality of device applications
via both the first network stack API and the
second API; and
a user interface engine (3220) configured
to display the data usage amount to a user.

2. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 1,
wherein to associate wireless network data usage
for the media object network data transfers with the
device application that makes the data transfer re-
quest for the media object comprises to identify at
least one of an application name, an application iden-
tifier, or a process identifier for the application that
makes the data transfer request.

3. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 2,
wherein the data transfer request comprises a net-
work resource identifier that identifies a source of
the data to be transferred, a proxy to the source of
the data to be transferred, or the media object to be
transferred, in particular, wherein the network re-
source identifier comprises one or more of an Inter-
net Protocol address, a Uniform Resource Locator,
a remote file name/address, a stream name, and an
object name.

4. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 3,
wherein to associate wireless network data usage
for the media object network data transfers with the
device application that makes the data transfer re-
quest for the media object further comprises to store
an entry comprising the at least one of the application
name, the application identifier, or the process iden-
tifier for each of the device applications (3202) that
makes a data transfer request, each stored entry fur-
ther comprising information about the corresponding
network resource identifier for the data transfer re-
quest.

5. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 4,
wherein the one or more service classification and
measurement agents (3524) includes a requesting
application storing function within the media services
manager.

6. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 5,
wherein the media service manager (3206) is a first
media service manager and the requesting applica-
tion storing function is a first requesting application
storing function, the device further comprising a sec-
ond media service manager of a different type than
the first media service manager, the service classi-
fication agent (3524) including a second requesting
application storing function within the second media
service manager.
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7. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 6, further
comprising a usage and classification database, the
one or more service classification and measurement
agents to receive application association information
stored by the first and second requesting application
storing functions, and to maintain the usage and
classification database based in part on the received
application association information.

8. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 3,
wherein to manage network data transfers for the
media object by interfacing with the at least one net-
work stack comprises to map the data transfer re-
quest and network resource identifier to one or more
data flow connections communicated through the
device network stack.

9. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 1, further
comprising a media player and a user interface,
wherein the media object comprises media data that
is, as a result of the media service manager man-
agement of network data transfers for the media ob-
ject, received by the device and played by the media
player through the user interface.

10. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 9, the
media service manager to receive, from the applica-
tion launching the data transfer request, a network
resource indicator that identifies the media object,
return to the application a media object handle de-
scriptor,
call a proxy service to perform one or more network
data transfers comprising the media object,
accept, from the application, commands associated
with the media object handle descriptor, and
control playback of the media data by the media play-
er based on the commands.

11. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 1,
wherein the one or more service classification and
measurement agents (3524) comprise:

a requesting application storage agent to, for
each device application that makes a data trans-
fer request using the second API, store applica-
tion identification information and network re-
source identification information;
a network data flow storage agent to, for each
network data flow associated with the media
service manager (3206), identify network data
flow identification information; and
an association agent to match the network data
flow identification information for a network data
flow with application identification information
for the network data transfer associated with the
network data flow.

12. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 1, further

comprising:

a local database to store data usage, including
data usage for network data transfers managed
by the media service manager (3206) on behalf
of a device application, the stored data usage
classified by device application;
a user interface; and
a user interface display agent to display the data
usage classified by application to a user.

13. The wireless end-user device (100) of claim 1, the
one or more service classification and measurement
agents (3524) to further associate one or more traffic
flows, comprising the media object network data
transfers, with the device application that makes the
data transfer request, the device further comprising
an enforcement agent to, based on the association
between the one or more traffic flows and the device
application, enforce an application-based usage
control on network data usage by one or more of the
device applications (3202).

14. A method of operating a wireless end-user device
(100) when connected via a wireless modem (1812,
1813, 1814) to a wireless network (1610), the meth-
od comprising:

operating a first network stack Application Pro-
gramming Interface, API, containing at least one
first call accessible to each of a plurality of device
applications (3202), the first network stack API
callable by each of the plurality of device appli-
cations to open and use data flows via a network
stack (3208) coupled to the wireless modem
(1812, 1813, 1814);
operating a second API containing at least one
second call accessible to each of a plurality of
device applications (3202), the second API cal-
lable by each of the plurality of device applica-
tions to make a data transfer request for a media
object associated with a network resource iden-
tifier supplied by the calling device application;
operating a media service manager (3206)
prompted by the second call, the media service
manager managing network data transfers for
the media object by interfacing with the network
stack (3208) to retrieve the media object asso-
ciated with the network resource identifier via
the wireless modem (1812, 1813, 1814) and the
wireless network (1610);
the method being characterized by:

associating wireless network data usage
amounts for the media object network data
transfers with the device application that re-
quests the data transfer for the media ob-
ject, to associate wireless network data us-
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age amounts for respective data packet
flows opened and used via the first network
stack API with the device application open-
ing such respective data packet flow, and
to reconcile wireless network data usage
amounts for each of the plurality of device
applications to track an aggregate wireless
network data usage amount attributable to
each of the plurality of device applications
via both the first network stack API and the
second API; and
displaying the data usage amount to a user.

Patentansprüche

1. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) umfassend:

ein drahtloses Modem (1812, 1813, 1814), das
konfigurierbar ist, um eine Verbindung zu einem
Drahtlosnetzwerk (1610) herzustellen;
einen Netzwerkstapel (3208), der konfigurierbar
ist, um Daten über das drahtlose Modem (1812,
1813, 1814) und das Drahtlosnetzwerk (1610)
zu empfangen und zu übertragen;
eine erste Netzwerkstapel-Anwendungspro-
grammierschnittstelle, API, die mindestens ei-
nen ersten Aufruf enthält, der für jede einer Viel-
zahl von Geräteanwendungen (3202) zugäng-
lich ist, wobei die erste Netzwerkstapel-API von
jeder der Vielzahl von Geräteanwendungen auf-
rufbar ist, um Datenpaketströme über den Netz-
werkstapel (3208), das drahtlose Modem (1812,
1813, 1814) und das mindestens eine Drahtlos-
netzwerk (1610) zu öffnen und zu nutzen;
eine zweite API, die mindestens einen zweiten
Aufruf enthält, der für jede einer Vielzahl von
Geräteanwendungen (3202) zugänglich ist, wo-
bei die zweite API von jeder der Vielzahl von
Geräteanwendungen aufrufbar ist, um eine Da-
tenübertragungsanforderung für ein Medienob-
jekt zu erzeugen, das einer Netzwerkressour-
cen-Kennung zugeordnet ist, die durch die auf-
rufende Geräteanwendung zugewiesen wird;
einen Mediendienstmanager (3206), der durch
den zweiten Aufruf angefordert wird, Netzwerk-
datenübertragungen für das Medienobjekt zu
handhaben, indem er mit dem Netzwerkstapel
(3208) in Verbindung steht, um das Medienob-
jekt, das der Netzwerkressourcen-Kennung zu-
geordnet ist, über das drahtlose Modem (1812,
1813, 1814) und das Drahtlosnetzwerk (1610)
abzurufen;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die drahtlose
Endbenutzereinrichtung ferner Folgendes um-
fasst:

eine oder mehrere Dienstklassifizierungs-

und Messmedien (3212, 3214, 3216, 3506,
3508, 3512, 3522, 3524, 3526), um Draht-
losnetzwerk-Datennutzungswerte für die
Medienobjekt-Netzwerkdatenübertragun-
gen der Geräteanwendung zuzuordnen,
welche die Datenübertragung für das Me-
dienobjekt anfordert, um Drahtlosnetzwerk-
Datennutzungswerte für jeweilige Datenpa-
ketströme zuzuordnen, die über die erste
Netzwerkstapel-API geöffnet und genutzt
werden, wobei die Geräteanwendung einen
solchen Datenpaketstrom öffnet, und
Drahtlosnetzwerk-Datennutzungswerte für
jede der Vielzahl von Geräteanwendungen
abzustimmen, um einen angesammelten
Drahtlosnetzwerk-Datennutzungswert zu
finden, der jeder der Vielzahl von Gerätean-
wendungen sowohl über die erste Netz-
werkstapel-API als auch die zweite API zu-
zuordnen ist; und
eine Benutzerschnittstellen-Engine (3220),
die konfiguriert ist, um den Datennutzungs-
wert einem Benutzer anzuzeigen.

2. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
1, wobei das Zuordnen der Drahtlosnetzwerk-Daten-
nutzung für die Medienobjekt-Netzwerk-Datenüber-
tragungen mit der Geräteanwendung, welche die
Datenübertragung für das Medienobjekt anfordert,
Identifizieren von mindestens einem von einem An-
wendungsnamen, einer AnwendungsKennung oder
einer Prozess-Kennung für die Anwendung, die die
Datenübertragungsanforderung ausführt, umfasst.

3. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
2, wobei die Datenübertragungsanforderung eine
Netzwerkressourcen-Kennung, die eine Quelle der
zu übertragenden Daten identifiziert, einen Proxy für
die Quelle der zu übertragenden Daten oder das zu
übertragende Medienobjekt umfasst, insbesondere
wobei die Netzwerkressourcen-Kennung eine oder
mehrere von einer Internetprotokolladresse, einem
Uniform Resource Locator, einem Namen / einer
Adresse der Remote-Datei, einem Stream-Namen
und einem Objektnamen umfasst.

4. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
3, wobei das Assoziieren der Drahtlosnetzwerk-Da-
tennutzung für die Medienobjekt-Netzwerk-Datenü-
bertragungen mit der Geräteanwendung, die die Da-
tenübertragungsanforderung für das Medienobjekt
ausführt, ferner Folgendes umfasst: Speichern eines
Eintrags, der mindestens einen von einem Anwen-
dungsnamen, der Anwendungskennung oder der
Prozesskennung für jede der Geräteanwendungen
(3202), die eine Datenübertragungsanforderung
ausführt, umfasst, wobei jeder gespeicherte Eintrag
ferner Informationen über die entsprechende Netz-
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werkressourcen-Kennung für die Datenübertra-
gungsanforderung umfasst.

5. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
4, wobei das eine oder die mehreren Dienstklassifi-
zierungs- und Messmittel (3524) eine Speicherfunk-
tion der anfordernden Anwendung innerhalb des
Mediendienstmanagers enthält.

6. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
5, wobei der Mediendienstmanager (3206) ein erster
Mediendienstmanager ist und die Speicherfunktion
der anfordernden Anwendung eine erste Speicher-
funktion der anfordernden Anwendung ist, wobei das
Gerät ferner einen zweiten Mediendienstmanager
eines anderen Typs als der erste Mediendienstma-
nager umfasst, wobei das Dienstklassifizierungsmit-
tel (3524) eine zweite Speicherfunktion der anfor-
dernden Anwendung innerhalb des zweiten Medien-
dienstmanagers enthält.

7. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
6, ferner umfassend eine Nutzungs- und Klassifizie-
rungsdatenbank, wobei die eine oder mehreren
Dienstklassifizierungs- und Messittel Anwendungs-
zuordnungsinformationen empfangen, die von der
ersten und der zweiten Speicherfunktion der anfor-
dernden Anwendung gespeichert werden, und die
Nutzungs- und Klassifizierungsdatenbank zumin-
destens teilweise auf den empfangenen Anwen-
dungszuordnungsinformationen basierend verwal-
ten.

8. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
3, wobei das Handhaben von Netzwerkdatenüber-
tragungen für das Medienobjekt durch Verbinden mit
dem mindestens einen Netzwerkstapel, Zuordnen
der Datenübertragungsanforderung und der Netz-
werkressourcen-Kennung zu einer oder mehreren
Datenflussverbindungen umfasst, die durch den Ge-
räte-Netzwerkstapel übermittelt werden.

9. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
1, das ferner einen Media Player und eine Benutzer-
schnittstelle umfasst, wobei das Medienobjekt Me-
diendaten umfasst, die - als ein Ergebnis der Me-
diendienstmanager-Handhabung von Netzwerkda-
tenübertragungen für das Medienobjekt - von dem
Gerät empfangen und von dem Media Player über
die Benutzeroberfläche abgespielt werden.

10. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
9, wobei der Mediendienstmanager von der Anwen-
dung, die die Datenübertragungsanforderung star-
tet,

eine Netzwerkressourcen-Kennung empfängt,
die das Medienobjekt identifiziert,

einen Medienobjekt-Handhabungsdeskriptor
an die Anwendung zurückgibt,
einen Proxy-Dienst aufruft, um eine oder meh-
rere Netzwerkdatenübertragungen durchzufüh-
ren, die das Medienobjekt enthalten,
von der Anwendung Befehle akzeptiert, die dem
Medienobjekt-Handhabungsdeskriptor zuge-
ordnet sind, und
die Wiedergabe der Mediendaten durch den
Mediaplayer basierend auf den Befehlen steu-
ert.

11. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
1, wobei das eine oder die mehreren Dienstklassifi-
zierungs- und Messmittel (3524) Folgendes umfas-
sen:

ein Anforderungsanwendungs-Speichermittel,
um - für jede Geräteanwendung, die eine Da-
tenübertragungsanforderung unter Nutzung der
zweiten API durchführt - eine Speicheranwen-
dungs-Identifikationsinformation und eine Netz-
werkressourcen-Identifikationsinformation zu
speichern;
ein Netzwerkdatenfluss-Speichermittel, um - für
jeden Netzwerkdatenfluss, der dem Medien-
dienstmanager (3206) zugeordnet ist - eine
Netzwerkdatenfluss-Identifikationsinformation
zu identifizieren; und
ein Assozüerungsmittel, um die Netzwerkdaten-
fluss-Identifikationsinformation für einen Netz-
werkdatenfluss mit einer Anwendungs-Identifi-
kationsinformation für die Netzdatenübertra-
gung, die mit dem Netzwerkdatenfluss assozi-
iert ist, zusammenzubringen.

12. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
1, ferner umfassend:

eine lokale Datenbank zum Speichern der Da-
tennutzung, einschließlich der Datennutzung für
Netzwerkdatenübertragungen, die von dem Me-
diendienstmanager (3206) für eine Gerätean-
wendung gehandhabt werden, wobei die ge-
speicherte Datennutzung durch eine Gerätean-
wendung klassifiziert ist;
eine Benutzeroberfläche; und
ein Benutzeroberflächen-Anzeigemittel, um die
Datennutzung anzuzeigen, die durch eine An-
wendung einem Benutzer zugeordnet wird.

13. Drahtloses Endbenutzergerät (100) nach Anspruch
1, wobei die einen oder mehreren Dienstklassifizie-
rungs- und Messmittel (3524) ausgebildet sind, ei-
nen oder mehrere Verkehrsströme, Medienobjekt-
Netzwerk-Datenübertragungen umfassen, mit der
Geräteanwendung zu assoziieren, welche die Da-
tenübertragungsanforderung ausführt, wobei das
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Gerät ferner ein Durchsetzungsmittel umfasst, um -
basierend auf der Verbindung zwischen dem einen
oder den mehreren Verkehrsströmen und der Gerä-
teanwendung - eine anwendungsbasierte Nut-
zungssteuerung für die Netzwerkdatennutzung
durch eine oder mehrere der Geräteanwendungen
(3202) durchzusetzen.

14. Verfahren zum Betreiben eines drahtlosen Endbe-
nutzergeräts (100), wenn dieses über ein drahtloses
Modem (1812, 1813, 1814) mit einem Drahtlosnetz-
werk (1610) verbunden ist, wobei das Verfahren Fol-
gendes umfasst:

Betreiben einer ersten Netzwerkstapel-Anwen-
dungsprogrammierschnittstelle, API, die min-
destens einen ersten Aufruf enthält, der für jede
einer Vielzahl von Geräteanwendungen (3202)
zugänglich ist, wobei die erste Netzwerkstapel-
API von jeder der Vielzahl von Geräteanwen-
dungen aufrufbar ist, um Datenflüsse über einen
Netzwerkstapel (3208) zu öffnen und zu nutzen,
der mit dem drahtlosen Modem (1812, 1813,
1814) gekoppelt ist;
Betreiben einer zweiten API, die mindestens ei-
nen zweiten Aufruf enthält, der für jede einer
Vielzahl von Geräteanwendungen (3202) zu-
gänglich ist, wobei die zweite API von jeder der
Vielzahl von Geräteanwendungen aufrufbar ist,
um eine Datenübertragungsanforderung für ein
Medienobjekt zu erzeugen, das einer Netzwer-
kressourcen-Kennung zugeordnet ist, die durch
die aufrufende Geräteanwendung bereitgestellt
wird;
Betätigen eines Mediendienstmanagers (3206),
der durch den zweiten Aufruf angefordert wird,
wobei der Mediendienstmanager Netzwerkda-
tenübertragungen für das Medienobjekt durch
das Verbinden mit dem Netzwerkstapel (3208)
handhabt, um das Medienobjekt, das mit der
Netzwerkressourcen-Kennung assoziiert ist,
über das drahtlose Modem (1812, 1813, 1814)
und das drahtlose Netzwerk (1610) abzurufen;
wobei das Verfahren gekennzeichnet ist
durch:

Assoziieren von Drahtlosnetzwerkdaten-
Nutzungswerten für die Medienobjekt-
Netzwerkdatenübertragungen mit der Ge-
räteanwendung, die die Datenübertragung
für das Medienobjekt anfordert, um Draht-
losnetzwerkdaten-Nutzungswerten mit je-
weiligen Datenpaketströmen zu assoziier-
ten, die über die erste Netzwerkstapel-API
geöffnet und genutzt werden, mit der Gerä-
teanwendung, die einen jeweiligen Daten-
paketstrom öffnet, und um Drahtlosnetz-
werk-DatenNutzungswerte für jede der

Vielzahl von Geräteanwendungen abzu-
stimmen, um einen angesammelten Draht-
losnetzwerk-Datennutzungswert zu verfol-
gen, die jeder der Vielzahl von Gerätean-
wendungen über die erste Netzwerkstapel-
API und die zweite API zugeschrieben wird;
und
Anzeigen des Datennutzungswertes an ei-
nen Benutzer.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100),
comprenant :

un modem sans fil (1812, 1813, 1814) configu-
rable pour se connecter à un réseau sans fil
(1610) ;
une pile de réseau (3208) configurable pour re-
cevoir et transmettre des données par le biais
du modem sans fil (1812, 1813, 1814) et du ré-
seau sans fil (1610) ;
une première interface de programmation d’ap-
plication, API, de pile de réseau contenant au
moins un premier appel accessible pour chacu-
ne d’une pluralité d’applications de dispositif
(3202), la première API de pile de réseau pou-
vant être appelée par chacune de la pluralité
d’applications de dispositif pour ouvrir et utiliser
des flux de paquets de données par le biais de
la pile de réseau (3208), du modem sans fil
(1812, 1813, 1814) et de l’au moins un réseau
sans fil (1610) ;
une deuxième API contenant au moins un
deuxième appel accessible pour chacune d’une
pluralité d’applications de dispositif (3202), la
deuxième API pouvant être appelée par chacu-
ne de la pluralité d’applications de dispositif pour
effectuer une demande de transfert de données
pour un objet de média associé à un identifica-
teur de ressource de réseau fourni par l’appli-
cation de dispositif appelante ;
un gestionnaire de services de média (3206) in-
vité par le deuxième appel, pour gérer des trans-
ferts de données de réseau pour l’objet de média
en s’interfaçant avec la pile de réseau (3208)
pour récupérer l’objet de média associé à l’iden-
tificateur de ressource de réseau par le biais du
modem sans fil (1812, 1813, 1814) et du réseau
sans fil (1610) ;
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d’utilisateur
final sans fil comprend en outre :

un ou plusieurs agents de mesure et de
classification de services (3212, 3214,
3216, 3506, 3508, 3512, 3522, 3524, 3526)
pour associer des quantités d’utilisation de
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données de réseau sans fil pour les trans-
ferts de données de réseau d’objet de mé-
dia à l’application de dispositif qui demande
le transfert de données pour l’objet de mé-
dia, pour associer des quantités d’utilisation
de données de réseau sans fil pour des flux
de paquets de données respectifs ouverts
et utilisés par le biais de la première API de
pile de réseau à l’application de dispositif
qui ouvre un tel flux de paquets de données
respectif, et pour faire concorder des quan-
tités d’utilisation de données de réseau
sans fil pour chacune de la pluralité d’appli-
cations de dispositif pour suivre une quan-
tité d’utilisation de données de réseau sans
fil agrégée attribuable à chacune de la plu-
ralité d’applications de dispositif à la fois par
le biais de la première API de pile de réseau
et la deuxième API ; et
un moteur d’interface utilisateur (3220) con-
figuré pour afficher la quantité d’utilisation
de données à un utilisateur.

2. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel l’association d’une utili-
sation de données de réseau sans fil pour les trans-
ferts de données de réseau d’objet de média avec
l’application de dispositif qui effectue la demande de
transfert de données pour l’objet de média comprend
l’identification d’au moins un parmi un nom d’appli-
cation, un identificateur d’application, ou un identifi-
cateur de processus pour l’application qui effectue
la demande de transfert de données.

3. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel la demande de transfert
de données comprend un identificateur de ressource
de réseau qui identifie une source des données à
transférer, un proxy pour la source des données à
transférer, ou l’objet de média à transférer, en par-
ticulier, dans lequel l’identificateur de ressource de
réseau comprend un ou plusieurs parmi une adresse
de protocole Internet, un localisateur uniforme de
ressources, un nom/une adresse de fichier distant,
un nom de flux, et un nom d’objet.

4. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 3, dans lequel l’association d’une utili-
sation de données de réseau sans fil pour les trans-
ferts de données de réseau d’objet de média avec
l’application de dispositif qui effectue la demande de
transfert de données pour l’objet de média comprend
en outre le stockage d’une entrée comprenant l’au
moins un parmi le nom d’application, l’identificateur
d’application, ou l’identificateur de processus pour
chacune des applications de dispositif (3202) qui ef-
fectue une demande de transfert de données, cha-
que entrée stockée comprenant en outre des infor-

mations concernant l’identificateur de ressource de
réseau correspondant pour la demande de transfert
de données.

5. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 4, dans lequel les un ou plusieurs agents
de mesure et de classification de services (3524)
comprennent une fonction de stockage d’application
demanderesse dans le gestionnaire de services de
média.

6. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 5, dans lequel le gestionnaire de servi-
ces de média (3206) est un premier gestionnaire de
services de média et la fonction de stockage d’ap-
plication demanderesse est une première fonction
de stockage d’application demanderesse, le dispo-
sitif comprenant en outre un deuxième gestionnaire
de services de média d’un type différent du premier
gestionnaire de services de média, l’agent de clas-
sification de services (3524) comprenant une
deuxième fonction de stockage d’application de-
manderesse dans le deuxième gestionnaire de ser-
vices de média.

7. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 6, comprenant en outre une base de
données d’utilisation et de classification, les un ou
plusieurs agents de mesure et de classification de
services étant adaptés pour recevoir des informa-
tions d’association d’application stockées par les
première et deuxième fonctions de stockage d’ap-
plication demanderesse, et pour maintenir la base
de données d’utilisation et de classification sur la
base en partie des informations d’association d’ap-
plication reçues.

8. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 3, dans lequel la gestion de transferts
de données de réseau pour l’objet de média en s’in-
terfaçant avec l’au moins une pile de réseau com-
prend le mappage de la demande de transfert de
données et de l’identificateur de ressource de réseau
à une ou plusieurs connexions de flux de données
communiquées par le biais de la pile de réseau de
dispositif.

9. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 1, comprenant en outre un lecteur mul-
timédia et une interface utilisateur, dans lequel l’objet
de média comprend des données multimédias qui
sont, en conséquence de la gestion par le gestion-
naire de services de média de transferts de données
de réseau pour l’objet de média, reçues par le dis-
positif et lues par le lecteur multimédia par le biais
de l’interface utilisateur.

10. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
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vendication 9, le gestionnaire de services de média
étant adapté pour
recevoir, à partir de l’application lançant la demande
de transfert de données, un indicateur de ressource
de réseau qui identifie l’objet de média,
renvoyer à l’application un descripteur de manipula-
tion d’objet de média,
appeler un service proxy pour effectuer un ou plu-
sieurs transferts de données de réseau comprenant
l’objet de média,
accepter, à partir de l’application, des commandes
associées au descripteur de manipulation d’objet de
média, et
commander la lecture des données multimédias par
le lecteur multimédia sur la base des commandes.

11. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel les un ou plusieurs agents
de mesure et de classification de services (3524)
comprennent :

un agent de stockage d’application demande-
resse pour, pour chaque application de dispositif
qui effectue une demande de transfert de don-
nées en utilisant la deuxième API, stocker des
informations d’identification d’application et des
informations d’identification de ressource de
réseau ;
un agent de stockage de flux de données de
réseau pour, pour chaque flux de données de
réseau associé au gestionnaire de services de
média (3206), identifier des informations d’iden-
tification de flux de données de réseau ; et
un agent d’association pour faire correspondre
les informations d’identification de flux de don-
nées de réseau pour un flux de données de ré-
seau avec des informations d’identification d’ap-
plication pour le transfert de données de réseau
associé au flux de données de réseau.

12. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 1, comprenant en outre :

une base de données locale pour stocker une
utilisation de données, comprenant une utilisa-
tion de données pour des transferts de données
de réseau gérées par le gestionnaire de services
de média (3206) pour le compte d’une applica-
tion de dispositif, l’utilisation de données stoc-
kée étant classée par application de dispositif ;
une interface utilisateur ; et
un agent d’affichage d’interface utilisateur pour
afficher l’utilisation de données classée par ap-
plication à un utilisateur.

13. Dispositif d’utilisateur final sans fil (100) selon la re-
vendication 1, les un ou plusieurs agents de mesure
et de classification de services (3524) étant adaptés

pour associer en outre un ou plusieurs flux de trafic,
comprenant les transferts de données de réseau
d’objet de média, à l’application de dispositif qui ef-
fectue la demande de transfert de données, le dis-
positif comprenant en outre un agent de mise en
application pour, sur la base de l’association entre
les un ou plusieurs flux de trafic et l’application de
dispositif, mettre en application une commande d’uti-
lisation basée sur l’application sur une utilisation de
données de réseau par une ou plusieurs applications
de dispositif (3202).

14. Procédé de fonctionnement d’un dispositif d’utilisa-
teur final sans fil (100) quand il est connecté par le
biais d’un modem sans fil (1812, 1813, 1814) à un
réseau sans fil (1610), le procédé comprenant :

l’exploitation d’une première interface de pro-
grammation d’application, API, de pile de ré-
seau contenant au moins un premier appel ac-
cessible pour chacune d’une pluralité d’applica-
tions de dispositif (3202), la première API de pile
de réseau pouvant être appelée par chacune de
la pluralité d’applications de dispositif pour
ouvrir et utiliser des flux de données par le biais
d’une pile de réseau (3208) couplée au modem
sans fil (1812, 1813, 1814) ;
l’exploitation d’une deuxième API contenant au
moins un deuxième appel accessible pour cha-
cune d’une pluralité d’applications de dispositif
(3202), la deuxième API pouvant être appelée
par chacune de la pluralité d’applications de dis-
positif pour effectuer une demande de transfert
de données pour un objet de média associé à
un identificateur de ressource de réseau fourni
par l’application de dispositif appelante ;
l’exploitation d’un gestionnaire de services de
média (3206) invité par le deuxième appel, le
gestionnaire de services de média gérant des
transferts de données de réseau pour l’objet de
média en s’interfaçant avec la pile de réseau
(3208) pour récupérer l’objet de média associé
à l’identificateur de ressource de réseau par le
biais du modem sans fil (1812, 1813, 1814) et
du réseau sans fil (1610) ;
le procédé étant caractérisé par :

l’association de quantités d’utilisation de
données de réseau sans fil pour les trans-
ferts de données de réseau d’objet de mé-
dia à l’application de dispositif qui demande
le transfert de données pour l’objet de mé-
dia, pour associer des quantités d’utilisation
de données de réseau sans fil pour des flux
de paquets de données respectifs ouverts
et utilisés par le biais de la première API de
pile de réseau à l’application de dispositif
qui ouvre un tel flux de paquets de données
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respectifs, et pour faire concorder des
quantités d’utilisation de données de ré-
seau sans fil pour chacune de la pluralité
d’applications de dispositif pour suivre une
quantité d’utilisation de données de réseau
sans fil agrégée attribuable à chacune de
la pluralité d’applications de dispositif à la
fois par le biais de la première API de pile
de réseau et la deuxième API ; et
l’affichage de la quantité d’utilisation de
données à un utilisateur.
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